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Preface

Karen Radner & F. Janoscha Kreppner

To Hartmut Kühne, in gratitude

The 2015 field season at Gird-i Bazar brought together 
an international team of experts from Austria, Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, the Kurdish Autonomous Region 
of Iraq, Rumania, Syria, the UK and the USA, many of 
whom have contributed chapters to this volume. They and 
the many colleagues and friends who helped make the 
2015 season a success are enumerated in Chapter A1. We 
are very grateful to all of them. But a special debt is owed 
to the members of the Sulaymaniyah Directorate of An-
tiquities and Heritage headed by Kamal Rasheed Zewe 
and our cooperation partner Jessica Giraud and her team: 
without them, the Peshdar Plain Project would not have 
come together as their work formed the foundation that 
made our own efforts possible. We are indebted to the 
General Directorate of Antiquities and Heritage (Erbil) 
headed by Abubaker Othman Zeineddin (“Malla Awad”) 
for facilitating fieldwork and research in the Kurdish Au-
tonomous Region of Iraq.

We are pleased to acknowledge the funding provid-
ed by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation and the 
support of LMU Munich where the Peshdar Plain Project 
has its home at the Alexander von Humboldt Chair of the 
Ancient History of the Near and Middle East. In Munich, 
we are very grateful to Petra Oppermann for expertly and 

patiently handling the project’s finance and HR issues; to 
Stephan Kroll, Christian Piller and Michael Roaf for freely 
sharing their expertise on Western Iranian pottery and ar-
chaeology; and to Henry Heitmann-Gordon for help with 
language editing parts of this volume. 

Our co-editor, the tireless and unflappable Andrea 
Squitieri, liaised with the authors and assembled the draft 
manuscript with charm, enthusiasm and technical exper-
tise – and at lightening speed. Our thanks are due to Peter 
Werner who skilfully, knowledgably and patiently over-
saw the production of the book at the PeWe-Verlag.

To our families – Britta Irgang, Frans and Paul van Kop-
pen, Philipp and Johanna Kreppner – we are grateful for 
their constant support and patience, as ever.

We would like to dedicate this first volume in the se-
ries Pershdar Plain Project Publications (4P) to Hartmut 
Kühne (Berlin) whose exploration of the Khabur valley 
of northeastern Syria and in particular his interdiscipli-
nary approach to the excavations at Tell Sheikh Hamad / 
Dur-Katlimmu provide the inspiration for our current 
work in the Peshdar Plain. Thank you, Hartmut, for all the 
trust and opportunities you have given us over the years!

Munich and Berlin, July 2016





A. Introducing the Peshdar Plain Project

Karen Radner

The Peshdar (also Pishdar and Pizhder) district is part of 
the province of Sulaymaniyah in the Kurdish Autonomous 
Region of Iraq (Fig. A1.1). In the east, it is situated directly 
on the border with Iran. In the west, it adjoins the adminis-
trative districts of Raniyah (also known as Raparin district; 
to the north of the Lesser Zab) and Dokan (to the south of 
the river), likewise parts of the province of Sulaymaniyah. 
In the north, the Peshdar district borders on the province of 
Erbil, specifically the districts of Rowanduz and Choman.

In the centre of the Peshdar district lies the Peshdar 
Plain, surrounded by the glorious mountainscape of the 
Zagros. It is bounded in the south by the valley of the 
Lesser Zab and traversed by several of its tributaries com-
ing down from the Qandil mountain range1 that fringes 
the crescent-shaped Peshdar Plain (Fig. A1.2). The high-
est peak in the Qandil range is Kuh-e Haji Ebrahim (36° 
32’ 52” N, 45° 0’ 25” E) with an elevation of 3,587 m, which 
sits directly on the border with Iran and just north of the 
Peshdar district’s boundary with the Choman district of 
Erbil province. To the west lies the Raniyah Plain which is 
separated from the Peshdar Plain very effectively by the 
mountains forming a wall, through which the Lesser Zab 
breaks in the narrow Sungasur gorge at Darband (also 
Darband-i Ramkan or Darband-i Raniyah; 36° 12’ 53” N, 44° 
59’ 21” E)2. The regional centre of the Peshdar Plain is the  
town of Qaladze (also Qalat Dizeh and Qala Diza; قەاڵدزێ) 
in the northwest of the plain, and its impressive settle-
ment mound (36° 11’ 7” N, 45° 6’ 53” E; Fig. A1.3) demon-
strates that the site has held this position since antiquity. 

1 One of the tributaries coming down from the Qandil is the Chami 
Gafren which joins the Lesser Zab at the village of Zharawa, just 
west of Qaladze. It traverses the Qulqula Gorge, where geological 
fieldwork  (36° 12’ 53” N, 44° 59’ 21” E) was undertaken: Karim/Koyi/
Baziany 2011, 929-932. For the general geological situation see Karim/ 
Koyi/Baziany 2011, 934 fig. 11 (7 = Qaladze).

2 On 31 August 1922, Darband (or Derbend) was the site of a battle 
between the British forces, including the Assyrian Levy, and insur-
gent Kurdish tribes, which the Kurds won: the account of Browne 
1932 (chapter IV) conveys a good idea of the terrain and its strategic 
importance. The rock relief at the gorge (Miglus 2016) commemo-
rates another battle at the site, fought about 4000 years earlier in 
the beginning of the second millennium BC.

A1. The Peshdar Plain Project in 2015

The Peshdar Plain Project was inaugurated in 2015 with 
the goal of investigating the region in the Neo-Assyrian 
period. Our work currently focuses on two sites in the 
small Bora Plain, a sub-unit of the Peshdar Plain: tiny 
Gird-i Bazar (36° 8’ 18” N, 45° 8’ 28” E; henceforth also 
Bazar), a shallow mound (altitude: 539 m) of only 0.5 ha 
and the more impressive Qalat-i Dinka (36° 8’ 12” N, 45° 
7’ 57” E; altitude: 579 m; henceforth also Dinka), loom-
ing high over the Lesser Zab on the imposing terminal 
outcrop of a crescent-shaped mountain range along the 
northern river bank (Fig. A1.4). The results of Mark Al-
taweel’s 2015 geoarchaeological work (Ch. B2) and the 
2015 survey of the Mission archéologique française du 
Gouvernorat de Soulaimaniah (MAFGS), directed by Jes-

Fig. A1.1: Map showing the districts of the Province of Sulay-
maniyah, as of 2015. Created on the basis of maps provided 
by the Kurdistan Region Statistics Office by PANONIAN. 
Deposited with a Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public 
Domain Dedication on Wikimedia.org.
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A1. The Peshdar Plain Project in 2015 13

sica Giraud3  (Ch. B3), indicate that the Bazar und Dinka 
can be seen as components of one extended site, which 
we may designate as the Dinka settlement complex.

During a visit to the Raniyah district on 16 February 
2015, Barzan Baiz Ismail and Ismail Muhamad Ali, the lo-
cal representatives of the Sulaymaniyah Directorate of An-
tiquities and Heritage, informed Karen Radner that in 2013 
a farmer had discovered a fragmentary cuneiform tab-
let while preparing a field at Dinka for the cultivation of 
chickpea. The immediate autopsy of the tablet in Raniyah 
showed it to be a Neo-Assyrian legal document from the 
year 725 BC with an intriguing mention of a servant of the 
Palace Herald (Ch. B1). Prompted by this apparent clue to 
the Border March of the Palace Herald, Radner visited the 
Peshdar Plain two days later in order to see Dinka and also 
Bazar, following a suggestion of Jessica Giraud: at both 
sites, the French mission had found Neo-Assyrian pottery 
during the surface survey in February 2013 (Ch. B3.2).

When it emerged that an industrialised chicken farm 
had been erected at Bazar only a few months earlier, de-
stroying substantial parts of the site, it was quickly de-
cided that salvage excavations at the imperilled mound 
should start as soon as possible in conjunction with a 

3 Kopanias et al. 2015, 48.

wider investigation of the Peshdar Plain, including exca-
vations at Dinka which is threatened by agriculture. The 
Sulaymaniyah Directorate of Antiquities and Heritage, 
headed by Kamal Rasheed Zewe, offered immediate ad-
ministrative support and subsequently supplied invalua-
ble personnel and logistic assistance to all aspects of the 
project. Funding for a first fieldwork season was readily 
available, as Radner had been awarded the International 
Award for Research in Germany (“Alexander von Hum-
boldt Professorship”) in November 2014, and F. Janoscha 
Kreppner quickly agreed to direct the fieldwork. 

The 2015 team consisted of the following members: 
•	 Mark Altaweel (University College London, UK): map-

ping and offsite archaeology
•	 Andrei Ašandulesei (Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of 

Iași, Romania): geophysics and mapping
•	 Barzan Baiz Ismail (Sulaymaniyah Directorate of An-

tiquities, Raparin district): government representative 
•	 Peter V. Bartl (Freie Universität Berlin, Germany): su-

pervisor of the Western Trench
•	 Jörg Fassbinder (Bayerisches Landesamt für Denk-

malpflege, Munich, Germany): geophysics
•	 Christoph Forster (Fa. Datalino, Berlin, Germany): data 

base creation and photogrammetry
•	 Tina Greenfield (University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 

Canada): bioarchaeology

Fig. A1.3: View of the settlement mound of Qaladze in August 2015. Photo by Janoscha Kreppner.
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•	 Jean-Jacques Herr (École pratique des hautes études, 
Paris, France): head of pottery processing

•	 Alice Hunt (University of Georgia, Athens, USA): ma-
terial sciences

•	 F. Janoscha Kreppner (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität 
Munich & Freie Universität Berlin, Germany): field di-
rector

•	 John MacGinnis (University of Cambridge, UK): super-
visor of the Eastern Trench

•	 Ibrahim Manla Issa: cook
•	 Anke Marsh (University College London, UK): geoar-

chaeology
•	 Karen Radner (LMU Munich, Germany): project direc-

tor and epigrapher
•	 Hero Salih Ahmed (Sulaymaniyah Directorate of An-

tiquities): pottery processing and deputy supervisor of 
the Eastern Trench

•	 Aziz Sharif (Sulaymaniyah Directorate of Antiquities): 
driver

•	 Andrea Squitieri (LMU Munich, Germany): mapping, 
data base management and documentation

•	 Adam B. Stone (University of Cambridge, UK): supervi-
sor of the Connecting Trench

•	 Muhamad Kahraman Walika: pottery drawing
•	 Eleanor Barbanes Wilkinson (University of Durham, 

UK): small finds and deputy supervisor of the Western 
Trench

•	 12 workers, mostly from the village of Nuruddin (Fig. 
A1.5). 

We are very much obliged to Kamal Rasheed Zewe and 
especially Saber Ahmed Saber of the Sulaymaniyah Di-
rectorate of Antiquities for their invaluable assistance in 

matters great and small in Sulaymaniyah and in Qaladze, 
also during Herr’s, Kreppner’s and Squitieri’s subsequent 
study of the pottery in January and March 2016; to our 
MAFGS project partner Jessica Giraud (Institut français 
du Proche-Orient, Erbil) for her dynamic support in re-
search and logistics; to our colleagues Adelheid Otto and 
Simone Mühl at LMU Munich and Dorian Fuller and 
David Wengrow at UCL for generously letting us benefit 
from their equipment; and finally to Stephan Kroll (LMU 
Munich) for sharing his knowledge and material, especial-
ly on Mannean pottery.

A2. The scope of this volume

This inaugural volume of the Peshdar Plain Project Publica-
tions (4P) series presents the results of the first season of 
excavations at Gird-i Bazar between 1-27 September 2015; 
the preparatory work conducted between 20-31 August 
2015, including Jörg Fassbinder’s and Andrei Ašandulesei’s 
geophysical survey at Bazar and Dinka; the geoarchaeo-
logical investigations undertaken by Mark Altaweel and 
Anke Marsh; and of the MAFGS surveys carried out in 
2013 and 2015 by Jessica Giraud and her team. Our aim is 
to offer a first assessment of the Dinka settlement com-
plex in the early first millennium BC and more generally 
of the significance of our work in its regional setting4.

Our research throws light on a hitherto little known 
frontier region of the Assyrian Empire in the east, specifi-

4 Short reports appeared as Radner 2016 and Radner et al. 2016.

Fig. A1.5: Most of the 2015 team (23 September 2015). Photo by Peter Bartl (by automatic shutter release).
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cally the Border March of the Palace Herald at the border 
to the kingdoms of Mannea and Ḫubuškia. Whereas the 
Japanese mission at Qalat Said Ahmadan (36° 13’ 30” N, 
45° 8’ 48” E), a site in the north of the Peshdar Plain, un-
earthed in 2014 remains of an Iron Age building of unclear 
date5, Gird-i Bazar is the first unequivocally Neo-Assyrian 
site to be excavated in the region. The occupation layers 
beginning to be uncovered there offer the rare opportu-
nity, firstly, to explore a decidedly non-elite settlement of 
the Neo-Assyrian period, secondly, to further our under-
standing of how the Assyrian Empire organised its fron-
tier zone and, thirdly, to synchronise the Western Iranian 
pottery cultures (with the key sites Hasanlu, Godin Tepe, 
Nush-i Jan and Baba Jan) with the Assyrian ceramic ma-
terial of the 8tʰ and 7tʰ centuries BC6. 

After introducing the project in Section A, Karen Rad-
ner begins Section B with an analysis of the textual sourc-
es available for the Peshdar Plain in the Neo-Assyrian 
period, which indicate that as part of the Border March 
of the Palace Herald it was situated directly at the As-
syrian Empire’s frontier with Mannea and Ḫubuškia. The 
following two chapters of this section focus on the small 
Bora Plain, the sub-unit of the Peshdar Plain that con-
stitutes the immediate environs of our current work at 
Gird-i Bazar and Qalat-i Dinka. Mark Altaweel and Anke 
Marsh provide a geoarchaeological assessment based on 
fieldwork conducted in August 2015 while Jessica Giraud 
presents an evaluation based on the most recent results 
of the MAFGS survey. Both studies strongly suggest that 
Gird-i Bazar and Qalat-i Dinka were part of one extended 
settlement that we call the “Dinka settlement complex”. 
The section is concluded by a discussion of Jörg Fassbin-
der and Andrei Ašandulesei’s 2015 geophysical survey at 
Gird-i Bazar and Qalat-i Dinka.

Section C introduces the methodology of the 2015 ex-
cavations at Gird-i Bazar, as developed by F. Janoscha 
Kreppner, Christoph Forster and Andrea Squitieri, before 
discussing the absolute chronology and the relative stra-
tigraphy of the site. The bulk of this section presents the 
results of the work conducted in the eastern part of the 
site (by John MacGinnis and F. Janoscha Kreppner), in the 
Connecting Trench (by Adam B. Stone) and in the western 
part (by Peter V. Bartl).

5 Tsuneki et al. 2015, 31-38.
6 The synchronisation of the Western Iranian pottery cultures with 

Mesopotamian history and archaeology is currently fraught with 
problems: Danti 2013, 363-368.

Section D deals with the samples and finds recovered 
during the 2015 excavations at Gird-i Bazar. Tina Green-
field introduces the bioarchaeological sampling strategy. 
On the basis of the analysis of 666 diagnostic ceramic 
sherds from key find contexts and by drawing on paral-
lels from the Assyrian heartland and western Iran, Jean-
Jacques Herr presents a first assessment of the technical 
aspects, the fabrics and the shapes of the pottery exca-
vated at Gird-i Bazar. The section concludes with a dis-
cussion of the small finds from the 2015 excavations by 
Eleanor Barbanes Wilkinson, Andrea Squitieri and Zahra 
Hashemi (Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, Paris).

Radner’s and Kreppner’s conclusions in Section E pres-
ent a summary assessment of our work so far.

Finally, Section F is an appendix to this volume in 
which Jörg Fassbinder presents the results of the 2014 
magnetometer survey in Mujeser in the Soran district of 
the province of Erbil, the possible site of the capital of the 
kingdom of Muṣaṣir. 

This volume does not yet include results gained from 
analysing the palaeozoological, palaeobotanical, sedi-
ment, phytolith and archaeomagnetic samples taken dur-
ing the 2015 excavations at Gird-i Bazar as well as the 
pottery specimens selected for laboratory analysis. The 
relevant material has already been exported from the Au-
tonomous Kurdish Region of Iraq to Munich, with the kind 
permission and support of the Sulaymaniyah Directorate 
of Antiquities. Shipping these samples to the experts who 
will work with the material is currently underway. Tina 
Greenfield (University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada) 
and Melissa Rosenzweig (Miami University, Ohio, USA) 
will work with the palaeozoological and palaeobotanical 
finds, respectively. Fatemeh Ghaheri’s analytical work on 
the sediments and the phytoliths will commence in spring 
2017 under the supervision of Arlene Rosen at the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin as part of her PhD dissertation. 
Alexander Sammut is about to begin the analysis of 45 ce-
ramic samples, selected by Jean-Jacques Herr, under the 
supervision of Patrick Quinn (University College London) 
as part of his MSc dissertation. Finally, Patrick Arneitz, 
under the supervision of Dr Roman Leonhardt at the 
Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik (ZAMG), 
Vienna, will analyse the archaeomagnetic sample taken 
from the kiln.
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B1. The Peshdar Plain in the Neo-Assyrian  
period: the Border March of the Palace Herald 

(Karen Radner)

During agricultural work on the western slope of Qalat-i 
Dinka in 2013, a secondarily fired, broken clay tablet (Figs. 
B1.1-3) came to light (Ch. B4.3). It is a Neo-Assyrian con-
tract7, recorded in the Assyrian language and cuneiform 
script, that documents the sale of a slave woman in the 
year 725 BC, that is, during the brief reign of Shalmaneser 
V of Assyria (r. 726-722 BC). 

Transliteration

Obverse 1 ṣu-pur PNḪa-za EN MÍ
   ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟ ͟
 2 MÍ.Kab-la-a GÉME-šú
 3 ú-piš-ma PNARAD-i
 4 LÚ*.ARAD ša PN15—BÀD
 5 [ina Š]À-bi 28 MA.NA URUDU.MEŠ
 6 [il-qe G]ÉME zar₄-pi-<at>
 7 [la-qi-a]t kás-pi
  Rest lost
Reverse  Beginning lost
 1’ IGI PNNi-[nu]-a-a
 2’ IGI PNḪa-ru-a-ṣu
 3’ LÚ*.ARAD ša LÚ*.NAGIR—KUR 
 4’ ITU.GU₄ lim-mu
 5’ PNMaḫ-de-e

Translation

“Fingernail impression(s) of Ḫazā, owner of the woman. 
Kablâ, his slave woman – Urdî, servant of Issār-dūrī, has 
contracted and [bought] her [f]or 28 minas of copper. The 
slave woman is purchased [and acquir]ed. The money [is 
paid completely.] […] Witness (is) Ni[nu]āyu. Witness (is) 
Ḫaruaṣu, servant of the Palace Herald. Month Ayyaru (ii.), 
eponym year of Maḫdê.”

The private legal document (preserved dimensions: 
3.8×*3.5×2.0 cm) mentions a subordinate of the Palace Her-
ald as the final witness. In parallel to similar cases from 

7 Full publication: Radner 2015.

e.g. Kalḫu or Aššur, this can be taken as an indication that 
the transaction took place in the sphere of authority of 
this official. In the present case, this is the Border March 
of the Palace Herald (māt nagir ekalli or paḫūt nagir ekalli8). 

So far, the location of this frontier region under the 
command of one of the highest magnates, created in the 
late 9tʰ century BC for the protection of the empire9, could 
only be roughly circumscribed as being situated in the 
mountains to the east of Erbil. On the basis of the avail-
able references in Neo-Assyrian inscriptions and archival 
materials10, Postgate11 had previously thought the plain 
of Rowanduz “a distinct possibility” whereas Liverani12 
suggested a location “probably on the upper valley of the 
Lesser Zab”. The new tablet as well as more generally the 
presence of Neo-Assyrian pottery at Bazar and Dinka (Ch. 
B3, Ch. D2) now indicates that the Peshdar Plain, the last 
micro-region suitable for agriculture west of the chaîne 
majeure of the Zagros, was part of this border march. For 
geopolitical reasons I would assume that also the Raniyah 
Plain, to the west and further downstream the Lesser Zab 
(which corresponds to the modern districts of Raniyah / 
Raparin and Dokan), belonged to this administrative unit, 
as did the Shahr Bazher high plateau (see below). 

The Rowanduz Plain, on the other hand, was most 
likely part of the kingdom of Muṣaṣir13. During the reign 
of Sargon II, several letters highlight that Urzana, king of 
Muṣaṣir, was in frequent communication with the Palace 
Herald and his deputy14. A direct road running through 
the massifs of Shah-i Aras (Jebel Arasin or Jebel Rasin) 
and Shah-i Karukh (Jebel Karukh) connects the Rowan-
duz Plain with the Raniyah Plain, and the existence of this 
route15 further supports the location of the Border March 
of the Palace Herald as proposed here.

 8 Radner 2006, 49.
 9 Liverani 2004.
10 Collected by Mattila 2000, 34-37 for her discussion of the Palace 

Herald.
11 Postgate 1995, 9; followed by Radner 2006, 49.
12 Liverani 2004, 218.
13 For the new archaeological research in the Rowanduz Plain see 

Danti 2014; cf. Kopanias et al. 2015, 41.
14 Most importantly, Parpola 1987, no. 30 and Lanfranchi/Parpola 

1990, no. 147.
15 The road between Rowanduz and Raniyah is indicated in the map 

of Mason 1919, 337 (reproduced in Radner 2012, 250 fig. 17.04), 
which predates modern road construction in the region. 
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The Neo-Assyrian occupation of the Peshdar Plain 
strengthens the arguments of Gianni Lanfranchi16 who 
first suggested that the Assyrian settlements of Ḫarrania 

16 Lanfranchi 1995, 136.

(URU.Ḫar-ra-ni-a) and Anisu(s) (URU.A-ni-su) must be lo-
cated in the plains of Raniyah and Peshdar, respectively. 
Lanfranchi did so on the basis of his detailed assessment 
of a letter17 from the royal correspondence of Sargon II of 
Assyria (r. 721-705 BC) in which the deputy (šaniu18) of the 
Palace Herald (nagir ekalli) details the movements of the 
king of Ḫubuškia who is delivering the tribute of horses, 
cattle and sheep owed to his Assyrian overlord. The city 
of Anisu(s) surely represented the centre of the Peshdar 
Plain in the Neo-Assyrian period and the most probable 
scenario is that it should be identified with the massive 
settlement mound in Qaladze (Ch. A1; Fig. A1.3). 

In addition to the letter of the Palace Herald’s deputy, 
the city of Anisu(s) is mentioned only in two other texts. 
Firstly, there is another letter from Sargon’s correspond-
ence19, according to which the Treasurer Ṭab-šar-Aššur 
received an envoy delivering a letter from the king in An-
isu(s) (URU.A-ni-su) who also brought the Treasurer news 
from his own border march in the north of the Assyrian 

17 Lanfranchi/Parpola 1990, no. 133, with important corrections in 
Lanfranchi 1995, 128-129.

18 Luukko 2012a.
19 Parpola 1987, no. 45.

Fig. B1.1: Obverse of the Neo-Assyrian tablet from Qalat-i 
Dinka. Photo by Karen Radner.

Fig. B1.2: Reverse of the Neo-Assyrian tablet from Qalat-i 
Dinka. Photo by Karen Radner.

Fig. B1.3: Line drawing of the Neo-Assyrian 
tablet from Qalat-i Dinka (Karen Radner).
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Empire20. In closing, the Treasurer announces his inten-
tion to be in the city of Yeri by the next day. 

Yeri lies on the route to Fort Adad-remanni (birtu ša 
Adad-remanni / Birat-Adad-remanni), as is made clear in a 
third letter from Sargon’s correspondence.21 This fortress 
is situated a day from Lake Zeribor, as described in the 
detailed itinerary22 of the route that leads from the low-
land regions traversed by the Lesser Zab over the Qara 
Dagh mountains to the Diyala tributary Tanjero and the 
Shahrizor Plain and via the Penjwin region on to Lake Ze-
ribor, that is, from the Assyrian province of Arzuḫina to 
the province of Mazamua23 and beyond (Fig. B1.4). While 
Fort Adad-remanni is situated on Assyrian territory in the 
reign of Sargon II, it is in Mannean hands by the reign of 
Assurbanipal (r. 668-630 BC). This is demonstrated by the 
epigraph accompanying its depiction on a now lost slab 
from the throne room of the North Palace in Nineveh24, 
which showed the Assyrian siege of the fortress during 
the war against Ahšeri of Mannea, sometimes between 
663 and 649 BC25. A surviving slab of the same sequence26 
(Fig. B1.5) depicts a river and woodlands situated in high 
mountains, and this matches the geography of the wild 
mountainscape of the Zagros between the Kurdish prov-
ince of Sulaymaniyah and the Iranian province of West 
Azerbaijan very well. Fort Adad-remanni is likely to be sit-
uated in the general vicinity of the modern town of Pen-
jwin, which still awaits archaeological prospection.

20 Radner 2006, 49.
21 Lanfranchi/Parpola 1990, no. 162: 4-8: “On the 20tʰ day of Du’uzu 

(June/July), the magnates departed from Yeri and went to Fort 
Adad-remanni.”

22 Levine 1989, 79: K 4675+ rev. 38.
23 Radner 2006, 45, 51-52.
24 Rawlinson/Norris 1861, pl. 8, no. 1b (= no. 22 in Jamie Novotny’s 

forthcoming edition as part of the series Royal Inscriptions of the 
Neo-Assyrian Period): “I conquered and plund[ered] Fort Adad-re-
manni,  which  […]  Mannean.” (URU.ḪAL.ṢU—PNdIM—rém-a-ni 
šá KUR [x x (x)] ² Man-na-a-a KUR-ud áš-lu-la [šal-lat-su]). The 
epigraph is likely to have been part of a sequence on the lower 
register of slabs 2-7 of Room M, the throne room of Assurbani-
pal’s North Palace at Nineveh (Reade 1964, 9). Of this, only slab 7 
survives (Reade 1964, pl. IVb; Barnett 1976, pl. XXXIVa). It shows 
the Assyrian forces in very mountainous terrain on a riverbank, 
launching an attack on the city depicted on the now lost slab 6. 
Barnett (1976, 45-46) connected slab 7 with Assurbanipal’s Elamite 
wars. But given the content of the epigraph (which neither Reade 
1964 nor Barnett 1976 discuss), it is clear that the wars against 
Aḫšeri of Mannea were depicted in the throne room and I propose 
to interpret slab 7 as part of that sequence (cf. Reade 2000, 418: 

“Room M was the throneroom, with wall-panels including a range 
of different campaigns (Babylon, Susa, Egypt, probably Mannea)”). 

25 Fuchs 1998, 68.
26 Two fragments of slab 7 are today in the Louvre: AO 19921 and AO 

19912 (for the correct museum numbers see Barnett 1976, p. XV).

From all this, it follows that the city of Yeri was situat-
ed en route between the Peshdar Plain and the Penjwin 
region. We must therefore situate it on the Shahr Bazher 
plateau, somewhere along the route that C. J. Edmonds 
took (reversing the travel direction of Sargon’s Treasurer) 
in autumn 1927 on horseback from Penjwin to Qaladzeh 
(“Qala Diza”)27. It is very likely that the Shahr Bazher, too, 
was part of the Border March of the Palace Herald. 

Our sale contract from 725 BC, as far as preserved, 
features protagonists with Assyrian and Aramaic names 
as well as one individual whose name cannot be ety-
mologised. The names of the slave woman Kablâ and of 
Ḫazā, the man who sells her, are West Semitic / Aramaic 
whereas Issār-dūrī and his subordinate Urdî, who buys 
the woman, have very familiar Assyrian names. Only the 
names of two witnesses are preserved: Ninūāyu is anoth-
er common Assyrian name while the linguistic affiliation 
of Ḫaruaṣu, the name of the subordinate of the Palace 
Herald, is unknown but certainly not Semitic28. The pres-
ence of people with Aramaic names may be connected 
with the deportation of Aramaeans from Babylonia to the 
Border March of the Palace Herald two decades earlier 
after Tiglath-pileser III’s campaign to Babylonia in 745 BC. 
The annalistic inscriptions from Kalḫu state that he had 
10,000 Aramaeans from Babylonia deported to the Border 
March of the Palace Herald29 and other eastern provinces, 
including Mazamua (5,000 deportees). 

During the reign of Sargon II, the Raniyah and Pesh-
dar Plains were under direct Assyrian control, apparently 
without any danger of enemy incursions as relations with 
the neighbouring kingdoms of Mannea and Ḫubuškia 
were by and large good. The situation in the second quar-
ter of the 7tʰ century BC was very different. By the 670s, 
the relationship between the Assyrian Empire and Man-
nea and Ḫubuškia had soured to the extent that Esarhad-
don viewed these territories as much as his enemies as 
the long-standing adversaries Urartu and the Medes. The 
now hostile relationship with Mannea and Ḫubuškia30 
emerges clearly from a letter to Esarhaddon, written be-
tween 672-668 BC. The sender of the letter, judging from 
the submissive introduction of his missive certainly not 
a regular correspondent of the king, comments on the 
duties of the garrisons (maṣṣartu) set up to watch over 
the “fortresses (birtu) of Urartu, of the Manneans and 
of the Medes and of Ḫubuškia” and mentions the roy-
al command that any Mannean, Median and Ḫubuškian 

27 Edmonds 1957, 324-326.
28 For a discussion of these names see Radner 2015, 193, 195.
29 Tadmor/Yamada 2011, 27: no. 5: 10. 
30 Note that Muṣaṣir is no longer attested in the sources of the 7tʰ 

century BC: Radner 2014, 245-254.
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Fig. B1.4: Assyrian key routes into the Central Zagros 
region during the reign of Sargon II (r. 721-705 BC). 
Based on letters from his state correspondence and the 
so-called Mazamua Itinerary, as discussed in Chapter B1. 
The locations of Issete, Yeri and Fort Adad-remanni are 
hypothetical and need to be confirmed on the ground. The 
ancient name of Sitak is unknown but as a Neo-Assyrian 
cuneiform tablet was found there (Saber/Hamza/Altaweel 
2014, 223) there is certainly a route connecting Arrakdi = 
Sulaymaniyah with Yeri on the Shar Bazher via this site. 
M stands for Muṣaṣir and H for ḪubuŠkia. Map created by 
Andrea Squitieri after a sketch by Karen Radner.

Fig. B1.5: Drawing of slab 7 of the throne room of Assur-
banipal’s North Palace at Nineveh and photos of two sur-
viving fragments in the Louvre (AO 19921 and AO 19912). 
Reproduced from Barnett 1976, pl. XXXIVa.
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defectors captured are to be sent immediately to crown 
prince Assurbanipal for interrogation. The sender of the 
letter has good news, as he can indeed report the capture 
of two Mannean defectors31. 

This is the context for the situation of Ḫarrania and 
Anisus as described in an oracle query of Esarhaddon (r. 
680-669 BC), the third and final text to mention Anisus. 
Esarhaddon’s query to the all-seeing, all-knowing sun god 
anticipates a Scythian raid on the Assyrian cities Ḫarrania 
and Anisus from Mannea through the Pass of Ḫubuškia: 

“Will the Scythian troops, who have been dwelling in 
the district of the Manneans, who are (now) coming 
over the frontier (taḫūmu) of the Manneans, strive 
and plan? Will they emerge and go from the pass of 
Ḫubuškia to the city of Ḫarrania and the city of An-
isus (URU.A-ni-su-us)? Will they take much plunder 
and heavy booty over the frontier of Assyria?”32 
Presumably this query is prompted by intelligence re-

ports, such as the information gained from captured de-
fectors, and perhaps the previous experience of such raids. 
We find Ḫarrania and Anisus now in a precarious location 
and very clearly connected to the Assyrian-Mannean bor-
der as well as the Pass of Ḫubuškia. That people were 
defecting from these eastern Zagros polities to Assyria 
indicates that the situation there was highly volatile. The 
presence of the Scythians, horse nomads originally from 
the Eurasian steppes, will have decisively contributed to 
the instability of the trans-Zagros region. Just sending a 
messenger to the king of Ḫubuškia was now a risky en-
terprise, as Esarhaddon had to anticipate that Manneans, 
Scythians or Cimmerians (another Eurasian horse people 
now active in Iran) might intercept his envoy33.

In summary, there is no doubt that the Assyrian cities 
of Ḫarrania and Anisus are situated right on the border 
to Mannea and also the small buffer state of Ḫubuškia, 
whose often defended, hypothetical northern location34 
must therefore be dismissed once and for all. The Pesh-
dar Plain with its centre at Anisu(s), probably the settle-
ment mound of Qaladze, was situated in direct proxim-
ity to the kingdom of Mannea, which in the early first 
millennium BC occupied the territories on the other side 
of the chaîne majeure of the Zagros (Fig. B1.6). Mannea 
emerges in the 9tʰ century BC as one of Assyria’s largest 
and politically most significant neighbours, alternating 
between rival, client and ally – its role often reflecting the 
empire’s difficult relationship with the arch rival Urartu 

31 Luukko/Van Buylaere 2002 no. 148.
32 Starr 1990, no. 23: 5-10, repeated rev. 9-12 (passage fragmentarily 

preserved).
33 Starr 1990, no. 24.
34 As suggested e.g. by Medvedskaya 1997 and Salvini 1997.

whose southern holdings in Iran bordered onto Mannea35. 
On the other side of the Zagros, at a distance of about 40 
km as the crow flies from the Dinka settlement complex, 
lies in the plain of Sardasht the important archaeological 
site of Rabat Tepe (35° 3’ 29” N, 46° 54’ 56” E) where Irani-
an archaeologists have unearthed monumental buildings 
decorated with distinct multi-coloured glazed bricks and 
pebble mosaics36. But should we really interpret Rabat 
Tepe as a Mannean site?

The small mountain kingdom of Ḫubuškia must have 
occupied a well delineated pocket of land close to the 
Pesh dar Plain, connected through the so-called Pass(es) 
of Ḫubuškia. As already proposed by Lanfranchi37 but 
with an argumentation further strengthened by the re-
sults of the recent archaeological exploration of the Kurd-
ish-Iranian border region, we suggest to identify it with 
the plain of Sardasht, the south-western county of the 
Iranian province of Western Azerbaijan, where the spring 
of Lesser Zab is located. The material culture of Rabat is 
very similar to that of Qalaichi (also known as Bukan38), 
which certainly is a Mannean site, but this does not auto-
matically indicate that the sites formed parts of the same 
political entity.    

To return to the Assyrian territories, from its geograph-
ic position alone, it is clear that the Border March of the 
Palace Herald served to safeguard the route from the 
Zagros polities via the low-lying passes over the Qandil 
mountains along the Lesser Zab and its tributaries into 
the Assyrian heartland, where this river reaches the Tigris 
just south of Aššur. One such pass with an altitude of only 
923 m (36° 1’ 52” N, 45° 21’ 8” E) lies at a distance of just 22 
km from the Dinka settlement complex. 

Because of its general geographical situation and the 
results of the geophysical survey at Qalat-i Dinka we may 
hypothesise that the Neo-Assyrian occupation on the cit-
adel was of military character. Its Neo-Assyrian date is 
clear because of the surface ceramics and the clay tablet 
found there. As fragments of fired bricks can be found 
on the surface of the massively disturbed top of Qalat-i 
Dinka (but also washed down on all sides), we assume 
that there was a building on top. Because of the excellent 
views this position (altitude: 579 m) offers across the plain, 
from the passes over the chaîne majeure of the Zagros far 
down the valley of the Zab, it is likely to have served as a 

35 Fuchs 1994, 447-450; Radner 2013.
36 Kargar/Binandeh 2009; Afifi/Heidari 2010; Heidari 2010; Reade/

Finkel 2014.
37 Lanfranchi 1995, 136-137.
38 Pottery: Mollazadeh 2008; glazed tiles: Hassanzadeh/Mollasalehi 

2011. Note also the fragmentary stele in Aramaic language and 
script: Fales 2003.
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signalling tower. Our knowledge of Assyrian forts (birtu), 
created and maintained to safeguard the empire’s most 
sensitive locations (and not just along external borders), is 
hitherto limited to the descriptions provided for such forts 
in Eastern Babylonia39 and in the Upper Tigris region40 in 
letters of the Assyrian state correspondence of the second 
half of the 8tʰ century BC. 

Meanwhile, the on-going excavations of the Neo-As-
syrian occupation at Gird-i Bazar will provide crucial in-
formation on how such a fort operated within the context 
of its economic hinterland. Our understanding of the way 
the Assyrian border marches were organised is currently 
very limited. Their obvious defensive purpose would sug-
gest a high degree of militarisation and, in contrast to the 
ordinary provinces, only a limited focus on productivity. 
However, these assumptions have not yet been put to the 
test, and fieldwork in the Peshdar Plain offers the oppor-
tunity to do just that. 

39 Fuchs/Parpola 2001, no. 166.
40 Luukko 2012, no. 60; cf. discussion of Parker 1997.

In August 2015, we observed features of an under-
ground irrigation system called qanat in Arabic and karez 
in Kurdish and Farsi in the Bora Plain, which surrounds 
the Dinka settlement complex (Ch. B2.3). It is becoming 
increasingly clear that this ancient method of irrigation 
through vertical wells, considered typical of Western Iran, 
was widely used in the Assyrian heartland41. Because of 
the nature of the well-dated irrigation works created by 
Assurnasirpal II of Assyria (r. 883-859 BC) in his capital 
city of Kalḫu there is the distinct possibility that this tech-
nology was already used in the 9tʰ century BC42 when 
the Peshdar Plain became part of the Assyrian Empire. 
We may therefore hypothesise that there is a connection 
between the creation of qanat systems in the Bora Plain 
and the Neo-Assyrian occupation of the Dinka settlement 
complex (cf. Ch. B3.5). Further work on the qanat struc-
tures is required to establish whether this attractive hy-
pothesis holds up.

41 For the region of Erbil, ancient Arbail: Ur et al. 2013, 91, 107.
42 Dalley 2013, 87.

Fig. B1.6: Map showing the extent of the provinces of the Assyrian Empire at the time of Sargon II (r. 721-705 BC), with the sites 
mentioned in this volume indicated. Created by Andrea Squitieri after a sketch by Karen Radner.
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B2. Landscape and geoarchaeology of the  
Bora Plain 

(Mark Altaweel and Anke Marsh)

In August 2015, we made an environmental assessment of 
the Bora Plain and initiated its geoarchaeological investi-
gation, with the aim of better understanding the palaeo-
hydrology and palaeoenvironment of the area, particular-
ly during the Neo-Assyrian period, when the site at Gird-i 
Bazar was occupied. Our results, particularly the evidence 
from the trenches GA40-GA4243, provide key data for the 
interpretation of Qalat-i Dinka and Gird-i Bazar as part 
of one large site, the so-called Dinka settlement complex 
(Ch. B3).

B2.1 Methods

Geoarchaeological techniques used in the first season of 
work in the Bora Plain included (a) the analysis of satellite 
imagery, (b) subsequent ground-truthing and geomorpho-
logical assessment via extensive survey on foot, and (c) 
geoarchaeological investigation of three offsite locations, 
recorded and sampled for sediments, microfossils and 

¹⁴C analysis. The methods employed thus include both 
macro and micro datasets, which can be used together 
in order to better understand the evolution of the Bora 
Plain throughout the Holocene, and how that relates to 
the Dinka settlement complex. 

B2.1.1 Remote sensing

Mark Altaweel analysed satellite imagery, specifically 
QuickBird (2014) and CORONA imagery (1968), in order to 
gain an initial understanding of the Bora Plain’s geomor-
phological features, such as palaeochannels, as well as to 
search for anthropogenic markers such as qanat irrigation 
systems. Satellite images were also compared with each 
other (i.e., CORONA images from the 1960s versus Quick-
Bird images from the last few years) in order to assess 
the impact of the gravel extraction activities noted on the 
ground in August 2015. Digital Elevation Model data, de-
rived from ASTER satellite imagery, were also examined, 
in order to better understand elevations and the geology 
and how these impact the geomorphological processes. 

43 The abbreviation GA stands for Geo-Archaeology.

B2.1.2 Geomorphological survey 

In late August 2015, Mark Altaweel, Jean-Jacques Herr, 
Anke Marsh, Karen Radner and Hero Ahmed Salih car-
ried out an extensive ground survey of the plain and sur-
rounding hillsides by foot, in order to confirm or assess 
features found in the satellite imagery (“ground-truthing”) 
and to better understand the surrounding geology and 
geomorphological processes. DGPS points were taken on 
the main part of the site of Bazar and between Bazar and 
Dinka to measure elevation differences.

B2.1.3 Geoarchaeological investigations 

In late August 2015, Mark Altaweel and Anke Marsh 
oversaw excavation with a backhoe of the three tren ches 
GA40-GA42 on the river terrace located next to the Lesser 
Zab that is today used as a field (Fig. B2.1). These trench-
es measure c. 3×8 m with a maximum depth of 5 m and 
were dug in regular intervals between Gird-i Bazar and 
Qalat-i Dinka. Their purpose was to provide an offsite 
context for the excavations at Bazar, where environmen-
tal samples could be taken in order to reconstruct the pal-
aeoenvironment of the region. However, archaeological 
layers were unexpectedly encountered in these trenches. 

The three trenches were documented through section 
drawings and photographs. Samples for phytolith and 
sedimentary analysis were also taken from the archae-
ological features, from the sedimentary layers below and 
above these archaeological remains, and the soil horizons. 
The sediments were described in the field (including grain 
size and any inclusions), and colours were assessed using 
the Munsell soil colour charts. In addition, several sam-
ples of burnt material in the archaeological remains were 
taken for AMS ¹⁴C dating, with a charcoal sample from 
GA42 providing important evidence for the occupational 
history of the Bora Plain (Ch. B2.4.3). The section draw-
ings were scanned and put into Photoshop to be digitised 
and colourised. Sedimentary samples from the trenches 
were taken to the UCL Institute of Archaeology Labora-
tory, where they are currently in the process of being an-
alysed for phytoliths.

B2.2 The environmental setting of the  
Bora Plain

The Bora Plain is the hinterland of the Dinka settlement 
complex and part of the larger Peshdar Plain. This small 
alluvial plain lies in the imbricated tectonic zone between 
the high faulted zone (Balambo-Tanjero zone; due west) 
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and the Zagros suture zone (Penjween-Walash zone)44. 
At about 75 km², the plain is small, with the Lesser Zab 
dissecting its way through the foothills of the Zagros 
mountains. The main geological units consist mainly of 
Cretaceous period limestone with some conglomerates 
and sandstones especially in the foothill areas closest to 
the plain, and with Quaternary period alluvium deposit-
ed along the channel of the Lesser Zab. The Bora Plain 
was likely originally carved out by the meandering of the 
Lesser Zab, with deposition of alluvium from both the 
Zab and the feeder channels originating from the Zagros 
mountains. These channels are now seasonal wadis and 
were dry at the time of our survey in late August 2015.

The climate is Mediterranean, with cold, wet winters 
and dry, hot summers. The differences in temperatures 
and precipitation are driven by cyclonic variations: in 

44 Jassim/Buday 2006, 50-52, fig. 4-15.

the winter, the Mediterranean and Arabian cyclones in-
fluence the weather, bringing in increased moisture and 
in the summer, the weather/climate is influenced by the 
Mediterranean anticyclones, which bring in warmer tem-
peratures45. Average temperatures range from 5 °C in win-
ter to a maximum of about 45 °C in summer46. Precipitation 
in this area, as measured by the Dokan Dam rain station 
from 1958-2002, averages about 772 mm/year47, well with-
in the rain-fed agriculture range. 

Agriculture takes place on the alluvial plain and on 
some of the terraces. Crops include the usual cereals 
(wheat, barley) as well as a range of other foodstuff in-
cluding cucumber, aubergines and watermelon, which are 
grown on smaller farmsteads. Grazing of cattle, sheep 

45 Ali 2007, 22.
46 Ali 2007, 23; Marsh 2015.
47 Ali 2007, 24.

Fig. B2.1: Satellite image of the Bora Plain showing Gird-i Bazar and Qalat-i Dinka, with the three geoarchaeological trenches 
GA40-G42 indicated by red squares. QuickBird Image, 24 October 2014. Annotated by Andrea Squitieri.
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and goat takes place in the higher elevation areas. Cattle 
were also brought down to the plain in order to graze on 
the stubble in the harvested fields. Moreover, husbandry 
in the area includes chickens and ducks on the recently 
established poultry farms (including the one on the site of 
Gird-i Bazar). Another recent innovation are the artificial 
fishponds for rearing carps (Ch. B2.3).

Although the Bora Plain is primarily a small-scale ag-
ricultural and grazing area, gravel extraction is the major 
industry in the region. It is particularly evident on the 
Lesser Zab near Qalat-i Dinka. The impact of extraction 
on the geomorphology of the river and surrounding geol-
ogy is further discussed below (Ch. B2.4). 

B2.3  Artificial irrigation by qanat (karez)

The ancient irrigation system called qanat in Arabic and 
karez in Kurdish and Farsi consists of a series of well-like 
vertical shafts that are linked by a slightly sloped under-
ground tunnel which connects an upland subterranean 
water table with a lower lying destination in need of ir-
rigation. The system is very efficient. Using merely the 
force of gravity, large quantities of water steadily reach 
the surface without the need for pumping. Moreover, the 
underground transportation of the water over long dis-

tances prevents evaporation and the resultant loss of wa-
ter that is otherwise inevitable in hot dry climates48. 

CORONA and QuickBird imagery analysed by Al-
taweel readily indicated the presence of a qanat in the 
Bora Plain, as the locations of the vertical shafts are clear-
ly visible due to the accumulation around the access holes 
of the drier sediments from the excavation of the shafts, 
which appear grey in the satellite imagery (Fig. B2.2). 

Herr, Radner and Salih visited and photographed a 
number of these access holes and an outlet in August 
2015. Although farming in the Bora Plain is today mainly 
rain-fed, some wells and outlets of the ancient qanat sys-
tem are still in use. In the area due southeast of the site 
of Gird-i Bazar, water from the qanat system is also em-
ployed to feed the recently established fishponds for carp. 

What the feature shows is that rainwater and spring 
capture from the mountainous region were exploited in 
the region, but for what period(s) is unclear. Beyond the 
historical context that suggests a connection with the 
Neo-Assyrian occupation of the Bora Plain (Ch. B1, Ch. 
B3.5), there is currently no material evidence for the dat-
ing of the qanat system. We aim to establish the history of 
its creation and use in future seasons. 

48 Nasiri/Mafakheri 2015 (with previous literature).

Fig. B2.2: Satellite image of the Bora Plain showing the access holes of a qanat system. The position of 
this area is indicated in Fig. A1.4. QuickBird Image, 24 October 2014. Annotated by Mark Altaweel.
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B2.4 Regional geomorphological processes 

The geology of the Peshdar Plain consists mainly of Cre-
taceous period limestone as well as conglomerates (fan 
deposits) and sandstones (likely to be Quaternary period 
alluvial deposits). The Lesser Zab is mainly constrained by 
the limestone lithology especially upstream. However, as 
can be seen from satellite imagery, there are areas of small-
ish plains, such as the Bora Plain, where the river at some 
point meandered into and eroded earlier, probably Pleis-
tocene period alluvial deposits. Later deposition in these 
small plains, including the Bora Plain, was likely from the 
smaller feeder channels originating from the Zagros.

The higher elevation areas in the Bora Plain are the 
remnants of the eroded Pleistocene alluvial deposits, 
made up of mainly sandstones and conglomerates. Qa-
lat-i Dinka, a promontory located on the bank of the mod-
ern Lesser Zab, is one of these remnants. The Lesser Zab 
is mainly a single channel river, although braided in sev-
eral sections, particularly where the floodplain is slightly 
wider. The water is generally clear, indicating that the sus-
pended sediment load is light; the bed of the river consists 
primarily of gravels. All of this is typical for gravel-bottom 
braided rivers, which are primarily located in mountain-
ous regions, with a higher regime flow due to gradient49. 

What is also very evident is the geomorphological im-
pact of gravel extraction in the Bora Plain. A CORONA 
satellite image from 1968 shows that at that time, the 
Lesser Zab was mainly a single channel. Gravel extraction, 
which was observed on the ground in 2015 and can also be 
seen in modern Google Earth satellite imagery, has taken 
a large portion of the fan deposits on the south side of 
the river as well as the north side. The channel is now 
much wider and a secondary channel is cutting through 
the fan deposit on the south side, creating an island. This 
is a result of anthropogenic activity, rather than a result of 
natural braided river processes. 

B2.5 Geoarchaeological investigations in the 
Bora Plain, 2015

When archaeological remains were encountered in the 
trenches GA40-GA42 (Fig. B2.1), this was quite unexpect-
ed at the time. The charcoal sample from Trench GA42 
was radiocarbon-dated to the Neo-Assyrian period. This 
indicated that the extent of the Neo-Assyrian site was 
greater than the initial 2013 results of the MAFGS survey 
had suggested. The subsequent MAFGS survey in autumn 

49 Reading 1996.

2015 provided further evidence for the extent of what we 
now call the Dinka settlement complex (Ch. B3). 

Despite the trenches therefore being dug inside the 
settlement complex rather than in a typically offsite area, 
the information they have yielded is still valuable for pal-
aeoenvironmental reconstruction, as data was obtained 
for the time periods prior to and after the settlement oc-
cupation. Moreover, the “onsite” data from the trenches 
supplements information derived from the excavations at 
Bazar (Ch. C2.1), especially as the ¹⁴C results from Trench 
GA42 and Gird-i Bazar show that the occupation of the 
two areas was contemporaneous. 

B2.5.1 Trench GA40

The topsoil in this trench reaches down to a depth of about 
0.8 m. At a depth of around 1.0 m, there was a compact 
layer of gravels, more distinct on the north side than on 
the south side of the trench. This may be an archaeologi-
cal feature, namely a floor. 

This trench may contain the least significant evidence 
for the history of the Dinka settlement complex but it pro-
vides good data for the sedimentation processes in the 
Bora Plain. Below the possible floor, we observed a series 
of alternating layers of gravel cuts and silts, with a layer of 
larger boulders (each c. 18-24 cm in diameter) at a depth of 
around 3.5 m. These layers indicate the movement of the 
Lesser Zab and the feeder rivers coming from the high-
lands. The boulders were deposited during a period of high 
velocity run-off. The deposition of gravels aside, no layers 
could be discerned in section. It would seem that there 
were occasional periods of higher energy discharge (grav-
els), but sedimentation and discharge was generally low, 
as indicated by the homogenously coloured (mainly Mun-
sell 10YR6/4) and sized silts that dominate the sections. 

B2.5.2 Trench GA41

This trench (Fig. B2.3) contained more substantial ar-
chaeological remains than GA40. Again, the modern top-
soil takes up about 0.8 m. 

In one part of the section, boulders, possibly from a 
wall foundation, were encountered at a depth of about 0.7 
m. Otherwise, archaeological remains were observed at a 
depth of about 1.0 m: another wall and floors with areas 
of localised burning. It is difficult to determine whether 
this burning is the result of intentional domestic / indus-
trial activity or of fire damage. 

Underneath the archaeological remains are mainly ho-
mogenous silts, with no layers visible, except for a gravel 
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cut in the north side of the trench at a depth of around 
2.8 m, with more silt underneath. The colour of the silts is 
fairly uniform (Munsell 10YR6/3). 

B2.5.3 Trench GA42

This trench (Fig. B2.4) is located near the Lesser Zab as 
well as a wadi channel coming down from the Zagros 
foothills. As with the other two trenches, the modern soil 
reaches depths of about 0.6-0.8 m. In the north side of 
the section, the archaeological remains encountered were 
walls (mainly collapsed) and areas of burnt sediment, 
wood and pottery at a depth of around 0.80-1.0 m. 

A charcoal sample was taken from above a floor at a 
depth of around 1.0 m, near a collapsed wall (Fig. B2.5). 

¹⁴C radiocarbon analysis at the Center for Applied Isotope 
Studies (CAIS) of the University of Georgia, Athens (sam-
ple number UGAMS-23561) provided an uncalibrated date 
of 2630±25 years BP (with BP = AD 1950). Using the Ox-
Cal v4.2.4 radiocarbon calibration software of the Oxford 
Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit with the calibration curve 

Fig. B2.3: The geoarchaeological trench GA41, view from the 
west. Photo by Anke Marsh.

Fig. B2.4: View of the north section of the geoarchaeological 
trench GA42, showing the possible floor. Photo by Anke Marsh.

Fig. B2.5: South section of the geoarchaeological trench 
GA42. Drawing by Anke Marsh.

Fig. B2.6: North section of the geoarchaeological trench 
GA42. Drawing by Anke Marsh.
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IntCal1350, this corresponds to a calendar date between 
830 and 789 calBC (95.4 %; Fig. B2.7). This date provides 
merely a terminus post quem for the associated layer. 

Also on the north side of the section, there is a possible 
kiln structure, which contained ash and pottery, coming 
down to a depth of about 2.0 m, as well as a possible floor 
at a depth of around 1.6-1.8 m, below the walls (Fig.B2.6). 
Just below this floor is a layer with burnt pottery, proba-
bly representing an earlier phase of the occupation. This 
indicates that there are at least two occupational phases 
to the settlement in this area. 

As in Trenches GA40 and GA41, there are silt deposits 
underneath the archaeological remains, again homoge-
nous in terms of grain size and colour (Munsell 10YR5/4), 
with one possible gravel channel cutting through at a 
depth of about 3 m, visible in the south side (Fig.B2.5). 

B2.5.4 Preliminary conclusions

The data from the three trenches indicates that the alluvi-
al plain “stabilised” at some point before the Neo-Assyri-
an occupation (dated by the charcoal sample from Trench 

50 Bronk Ramsey 2009; Reimer et al. 2013. Thanks to Felix Höflmayer 
(Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna) for his help in calculating 
the calibrated dates.

GA42): seasonal flooding no longer occurred and instead 
soil formation took place. The Bora Plain thus became an 
area suitable for settlement and agriculture. The results of 
the analysis of the environmental samples taken from the 
trenches and from the excavation at Gird-i Bazar will test 
the validity of this preliminary interpretation. 

Prior to the Neo-Assyrian occupation, it seems likely 
that the plain was unstable, in that feeder channels from 
the Zagros foothills regularly flooded, making the area 
too marshy for any permanent settlement and farming. 
Satellite imagery and topographical maps indicate two 
channels in the Bora Plain whose activity could be reflect-
ed in our trenches. It is more likely that the later gravel 
and silt deposits were laid down by these tributaries rath-
er than the Lesser Zab itself, although the river may have 
been responsible for the deposition of boulders found in 
Trench GA40. 

B2.6 Future research

Today, the Bora Plain is fertile and rain-fed farming, with 
some small-scale irrigation, is practised extensively. It re-
mains to be seen whether this was the case in the Neo-As-
syrian period. Further survey work will need to include a 
more detailed exploration of the qanat system discovered 
during this season. 

The geoarchaeological analysis presented here is still 
very preliminary and much work needs to be done. Phy-
tolith analysis of offsite and onsite samples already ta-
ken will give us further information on the vegetation and 
thus indirectly information on climate and environmental 
change as well as possible land use in the Bora Plain. Ad-
ditional geochemical analysis of the sediments may give 
us further indications of soil formation, during and prior 
to the Neo-Assyrian occupation of the Dinka settlement 
complex. As its archaeological exploration continues, fur-
ther sedimentary and phytolith samples will increase the 
available dataset and thus our knowledge of the environ-
mental conditions during the existence of the site.

Fig. B2.7: Calibrated radiocarbon determination for the 
charcoal sample UGAMS 23561 (CAIS, Athens, GA) from the 
geoarchaeological trench GA42. Courtesy Felix Höflmayer.
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B3. Surface survey of the Dinka settlement  
complex, 2013 and 2015

(Jessica Giraud)

The latest survey data from the autumn campaign 2015 
of the Mission archéologique française du gouvernorat de 
Suleimaniah (MAFGS) indicate that the sites of Qalat-i 
Dinka and Gird-i Bazar, 700 m apart as the crow flies, 
are in fact parts of a single settlement of c. 60 ha which 
consists of a 10 ha citadel and a lower city extending over 
50 ha. This is further supported by the results of Mark 
Altaweel’s geoarchaeological excavations in Trenches 
GA40-GA42 (Ch. B2.5).

B3.1 Methods

The MAFGS survey method is based on information ob-
tained from interviews with local inhabitants met in the 
field and, since autumn 2013, on the analysis of satellite 
images (QuickBird and CORONA). The latter method has 
enabled us to identify sites far more quickly than through 
interviews only and in particular allowed identification of 
small and medium archaeological sites that might have 
been missed otherwise. The combination of both methods 
has vastly improved systematic reconnaissance of the re-
gion. Once a site is located by using interviews and images, 
we attempt a preliminary identification of its structure: is 
it relatively flat or composed of depressions and buttes, is 
it an oblong butte or composed of a citadel with or with-
out a lower town, etc. CORONA satellite imagery indicates 
the structure of the sites quite clearly in varying colour 
shades. Finally, once the site structure is verified in the field 
(ground-truthing), material is collected according to the vis-
ible topographic or micro topographic zones. All collected 
sherds are sorted in the field and only potentially diagnos-
tic sherds (lips, bases, handles and decorated bodies) are 
kept for further study in order to enable us to date the sites.

B3.2 History of discovery and survey at the  
Dinka settlement complex

In spring 2013, during the very first MAFGS survey cam-
paign, our guide Ismail Muhamad Ali (known as Malla 
Ismail), a local representative of the Sulaymaniyah Direc-
torate of Antiquities, led us to the site of Qalat-i Dinka (= 
site number 53 in the MAFGS database). Covering 10 ha, 
it is situated on a rocky promontory overlooking the Less-
er Zab on its right bank. It oversees the small Bora Plain 
that extends north and northeast of the site (Ch. B2.2). 

Inhabitants of the nearby village of Nuruddin told Malla 
Ismail about an adjacent site, known locally as Gird-i Ba-
zar (= MAFGS site number 54). This slightly oblong butte 
was a few meters high and covered a surface of around 0.5 
ha. Only a few ceramic sherds were found on the surface, 
with one exception: in a very clearly delimited zone, Jean-
Jacques Herr, who is responsible for the Iron Age data in 
the MAFGS survey, found a large concentration of sherds 
that he preliminarily identified as Neo-Assyrian and dat-
ed to the 8tʰ–7tʰ centuries BC.

When returning to survey the Bora Plain by foot for 
the second time in autumn 2015, during and after the first 
onsite and offsite excavations at Gird-i Bazar, our focus 
belonged to the area between Dinka and Bazar. In con-
trast to the spring campaign 2013, the survey method 
now integrated results from the study of CORONA and 
QuickBird satellite images. A zone of 50 ha between the 
two sites yielded a significant density of ceramic sherds. 
More than 550 sherds were collected and coded under 
two additional MAFGS site numbers: 183 for Dinka-Bo-
ra, representing the western part of the plain, and 184 for 
Bazar-Bora, representing the northern and eastern parts 
that include the site of Gird-i Bazar on the north-eastern 
edge. Jean-Jacques Herr’s first assessment suggests dat-
ing the ceramic material to the same period as Dinka and 
Bazar. It thus seems likely to interpret Qalat-i Dinka as 
the imposing citadel of a much larger site of a total of 60 
ha, whose lower town of more than 50 ha includes Gird-i 
Bazar. The resultant Dinka settlement complex consists of 
MAFGS site numbers 53, 54, 183 and 184 (Fig. B3.1).

The sites of Dinka (MAFGS no. 53) and Gird-i Bazar 
(54) were identified in spring 2013 on the basis of inter-
views, drawing on information of our guide Malla Ismail 
and local inhabitants of the Bora Plain. In contrast, the 
discovery of “sites” 183 and 184 in autumn 2015 resulted 
from the detailed analysis of the CORONA satellite im-
agery (Fig. B3.2). Features of greyish colour can be seen 
on the plain between the citadel of Dinka and the shal-
low mound of Bazar. This colour signifies the presence of 
a drier substrate whereas a wet substrate would show a 
darker signature on the image. In the course of the MA-
FGS survey, we have found that on the plains, the drier 
substrate is usually associated with archaeological sites. 
Generally speaking, the presence of pottery, earth and 
stone structures at archaeological sites tends to desiccate 
the sediments in which they are located and thus results 
in a greyish signature in satellite imagery.

For surface collection, the site of Dinka was divided 
into seven zones: one situated at the top of the citadel 
(5301), three on its steeper slopes (5302; 5303; 5307) and 
three on the gentle slopes around the citadel itself (5304; 
5305; 5306). The site of Gird-i Bazar (54) was divided into 
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Fig. B3.1: The Dinka settlement complex with its component parts: Qalat-i Dinka (53), Gird-i Bazar 
(54) and “sites” 183 and 184. QuickBird Image, 24 October 2014. Prepared by Jessica Giraud.

Fig. B3.2: Surface ceramic collection zones of the Dinka settlement complex, indicated on a CORO-
NA satellite image of February 1967. Prepared by Jessica Giraud.
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only two zones: a north zone with low ceramic density 
(5402) and a south zone with high density (5401). For the 

“sites” 183 and 184, the micro topography was difficult to 
assess in the field and it was necessary to define the zones 
by combining the different signatures visible on the CO-
RONA images with the surface types of the surveyed area. 
For “site” 183, we defined six zones: three sloping zones 
that link up “site” 183 with Dinka citadel (18304-18306) and 
three level zones on the plain divided according to ground 
surface type: uncultivated (18302), recently ploughed by 
agricultural equipment (18303), and formerly ploughed by 
agricultural equipment (18302). Differences in topogra-
phy and surface type can have a significant effect on the 
number of sherds found on the surface and thus justify 
collecting material by zone. Finally, “site” 184 includes nu-
merous buttes and depressions although the surface is al-
most identical throughout: uncultivated and covered with 
dry vegetation. Here the zones were defined following the 
micro topography. Zones 18401; 18403; 18405; 18406; 18407 
and 18412 are oblong, more or less slightly rounded buttes. 
Zones 18402; 18404; 18408; 18410 and 18411 are depressions.

776 sherds were collected for the entire Dinka settle-
ment complex, of which around 220 have already been 
recorded, drawn and dated. While Jean-Jacques Herr, our 
MAFGS specialist for the Neo-Assyrian period, has as-
sessed the material from sites 53 and 54 in the original, he 
has so far examined the sherds from “sites” 183 and 184 
solely on the basis of photos. They will be thoroughly an-
alysed in spring 2016. Figs. B3.3a-b indicate the density 
of the sherds encountered in the various collection areas.

B3.3 The layout of the Dinka settlement complex

The citadel of Qalat-i Dinka (53) is situated on a high allu-
vial terrace overlooking both the Lesser Zab and the Bora 
Plain. On the relatively flat top of Dinka, erosion has left 
very little of the archaeological layers in place, with only a 
few negative features visible. These were cut directly into 
the substrate of the terrace and are deep pits with circular 
or rectangular shapes. The size of the some very large pits 
suggests that they could be water cisterns or grain silos. 

The slopes of the citadel are very steep, especially on 
the southwest side facing the river. Traces of stonewalls 
can be seen here and these may be parts of structures 
built against the slope. The slope on this side gradually 
becomes shallower, ending in a relatively level surface on 
the edge of the terrace above the Lesser Zab. A good den-
sity of sherds was observed here in the areas 5305 and 
5306 while no sherds were found in the level space be-
tween area 5306 and the river. We therefore assume that 
in the south, the site ended just where the slope levels 

out. On the southwest perimeter of the site at the edge 
of the terrace, two raised earth features may represent 
archaeological structures, such as towers or fortifications 
overlooking the river (Fig. B3.1). Geophysical survey and/
or excavation may provide further information here.

Halfway down the east side, the steepest slope of the 
citadel, there is a perfectly level terrace (5304), which 
seems to have been artificially created on the slope. This 
terrace yielded abundant ceramic surface finds. On the 
north side of the citadel, the slope becomes more gradual 
until it reaches the flat plain of “site” 183. A modern road 
runs between the terrace 5304 and the sloped area 18306, 
leading up to the valley line (or thalweg) between the tops 
of the high terrace surrounding the Bora Plain, of which 
Qalat-i Dinka is the one closest to the river. This modern 
road may well have followed the ancient path that led to 
the citadel and may therefore give a good idea of how the 
citadel was accessed in antiquity.

The contrast in micro topography observable between 
“sites” 183 (flat) and 184 (buttes and depressions) may be 
the result of a different use of space. We thus propose as 
a working hypothesis that Qalat-i Dinka had an exten-
sive lower town inside the Bora Plain, whose settlement 
distribution was relatively continuous in the western area 
(“site” 183) and more dispersed in the northern and east-
ern parts (“site” 184 including Gird-i Bazar).

“Site” 184, the plain to the northeast of Qalat-i Dinka 
extending to and including the site of Gird-i Bazar (54), 
is composed of a great many oblong buttes separated by 
depressions. The highest and widest of these is Gird-i Ba-
zar, which also seems to mark the eastern extent of “site” 
184 while the butte designated as collection area 18407 its 
northern extent (Fig. B3.1): not a single sherd was found 
beyond these two buttes. For now, we assume that this 
entire area was a site of semi-dispersed habitation but 
still part of the lower town of Dinka. 

The sherd density shows significant differences be-
tween collection zones. On the citadel (53), the eastern 
slope is the richest zone, especially at the base, followed 
by the west side. In the northern part of the settlement 
complex (183), the zone on the base of the eastern slope 
(18304) provided the most material. In the north-eastern 
part of the settlement complex (184 and 54), the butte of 
Gird-i Bazar (5401-5402 and 18412) and zones 18401, 18402 
and 18403 showed the highest densities.

B3.4 Continuity in occupation from the  
Chalcolithic to the modern period

So far, only the material collected in 2013 at the sites of 
Qalat-i Dinka (53) and Gird-i Bazar (54) has been studied 
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Fig. B3.3a

Fig. B3.3b

Fig. B3.3a-b: Number of sherds (a) and sherd density (b) by collection zone, indicated on a CORO-
NA satellite image of February 1967. Prepared by Jessica Giraud.
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in detail and dated while Jean-Jacques Herr worked with 
photos of the 2015 material from “sites” 183 and 184 to de-
termine the presence of Neo-Assyrian ceramics.

Qalat-i Dinka appears to have been relatively contin-
uously occupied from the Early Chalcolithic to the mod-
ern period. The Chalcolithic, Neo-Assyrian and Medieval 
(Middle and Late Islamic) periods are represented with 
the highest sherd density (Fig. B3.4). Further material 
indicates an occupation during the Bronze Age and Hel-
lenistic periods while the lack of Sassanid ceramics may 
suggest a settlement hiatus during the Sassanid period.

Whereas the Neo-Assyrian period is but one of sever-
al major occupations at Qalat-i Dinka it is the sole occu-
pation observable from the survey material collected at 
Gird-i Bazar (54). For Dinka, they form 14 % of the sherds 
collected on the site, while all of the sherds at Gird-i Bazar 
are Neo-Assyrian. Herr’s preliminary review of the photos 
of the sherds from “sites” 183 and 184 suggests that 35 % of 
the 119 sherds collected can be attributed to the Neo-As-
syrian period. Overall, 27 % of all diagnostic sherds col-
lected from the component parts of the Dinka settlement 
complex account for the Neo-Assyrian period.

The analysis of the distribution of the Neo-Assyrian 
sherds across the entire Dinka settlement complex reveals 
high sherd density on the southwest slope of Dinka (5305-
5306) and in zones 18303, 18408 and 18412 on the plain (Fig. 
B3.5a-b). However, the collection zone on the northeast 
slope of Dinka (18305-18306) yielded no sherds datable to 

the Neo-Assyrian period, perhaps indicating an older or 
later occupation. Also, the depression zone 18404 yielded 
a very different ceramic assemblage that is perhaps attrib-
utable to the Sassanid and Early Islamic periods, but this 
preliminary assessment must await verification through 
further study.

B3.5 Hydrological structures around the Dinka 
settlement complex

Since the MAFGS survey began in 2013, no canals or qa-
nat systems (or karez) have been found in the surveyed 
regions of Peshdar, Raniyah, and Dokan – with the sole 
exception of the hydrological structures identified in the 
Bora Plain. These include the canal bordering “site” 183 
and a series of access holes for qanat wells found on the 
terraces and the plain to the west of the Dinka settlement 
complex (Fig. B3.6; cf. Ch. B2.3). 

Given the local importance of the Dinka settlement 
complex, it is almost certain that these hydrological struc-
tures were part of its agricultural hinterland. Considering 
both the significance of the Neo-Assyrian occupation of 
the settlement and the prominence of irrigation during 
the Neo-Assyrian period, it is probable that the hydro-
logical structures date to time when the Assyrian Empire 
controlled the region. Further investigation of these struc-
tures should allow more precise dating.

Fig. B3.4: Table indicating the number of dated sherds by period for the site of Qalat-i Dinka. LC = Late Chalcolithic. The dotted 
line indicates the trend curve (total of 136 dated sherds). Prepared by Jessica Giraud.
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Fig. B3.5a

Fig. B3.5b

Fig. B3.5a-b: Percentage of sherds from the Neo-Assyrian period by collection zone, indicated on a 
CORONA satellite image of February 1967. Prepared by Jessica Giraud.
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B3.6 The connection with the settlement at 

Gawr Miran

The Dinka settlement complex is situated in the Bora Plain 
that contains more than 20 archaeological sites, of which 
Dinka is by far the largest. Preliminary dating of the sites 
suggests a continuous occupation of the plain from the 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic to the modern period. However, 
only one other site in the Bora Plain shares the Neo-As-
syrian date of the Dinka settlement complex. This is the 
site of Gawr Miran (MAFGS site number 190) (Fig. B3.6), 
situated 3.5 km northeast from Dinka on top of one of the 
outcrops surrounding the plain. Morphologically, the out-
crop consists of two small rounded summits connected by 
a slightly sloping valley line (or thalweg), which the site 
of Gawr Miran, with an extent of 5 ha, covers entirely. An 
oblong butte consisting of earth and stone blocks rises a 
few metres above the northern summit, perhaps the ruins 
of a large stone building.

Gawr Miran exhibits several characteristics that sug-
gest a connection with the Dinka settlement complex. 
Firstly, the surface ceramic assemblage collected there in 
autumn 2015 contains a high percentage of sherds simi-
lar to the Neo-Assyrian pottery known from Gird-i Bazar. 
There is consequently little doubt that the site was occu-

pied in the Neo-Assyrian period. Secondly, the location of 
the site in an elevated position offers a good view over the 
Dinka settlement complex, the valley of the Lesser Zab 
and the main route that leads to Iran. Therefore, Gawr 
Miran may be tentatively interpreted as a fort connected 
and associated with Dinka.

B3.7 Conclusions

The latest data obtained from the MAFGS survey indicate 
that the Dinka settlement complex was occupied over a 
long time, from the Chalcolithic into the Islamic period. 
The surface ceramic finds point to a peak in its occupation 
during the Neo-Assyrian period. 

It is by far the largest of all sites dating to this period 
and no other site exhibits a comparable high density of 
ceramic surface finds. Its citadel and its possible associa-
tion with local irrigation systems strengthen the hypothe-
sis that this site was highly important in the region. More-
over, the Dinka settlement complex is not only situated 
on the route to Iran but its location allowed it to control 
that route. Further excavations will clarify whether it was 
an urban site or a military installation guarding a crucial 
frontier of the Assyrian Empire (cf. Ch. B1).

Fig. B3.6: The Bora Plain with the Dinka settlement complex, Gawr Miran, the canal and the qanat 
structures. QuickBird Image, 24 October 2014. Annotated by Jessica Giraud.
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B4. The magnetometer survey of Qalat-i Dinka 
and Gird-i Bazar, 2015 

(Jörg Fassbinder and Andrei Ašandulesei)

After a first inspection of the archaeological sites Qalat-i 
Dinka and Gird-i Bazar and first tests with the suscepti-
bility meter to assess the potential success of magnetom-
eter prospection in April 2015, Jörg Fassbinder and Andrei 
Ašandulesei undertook a large-scale magnetometer sur-
vey and soil magnetic analysis on the sites, assisted in the 
field by Hero Salih Ahmed and Janoscha Kreppner from 
20 to 22 August 2015. 

B4.1 Methods

Among the geophysical methods the magnetometer 
prospection is a successful and cost-effective tool for de-
tailed geophysical mapping of large areas in a reasonable 
time51. In order to reach the highest possible sensitivi-
ty combined with a maximum speed of prospection on 
topographically uneven and rough ground the so-called 

“duo-sensor” handheld magnetometer configuration was 
chosen52. For the purpose of getting a magnetic measure-
ment at high sensitivity and a high spatial resolution of 
25×50 cm, the reference value, e.g. the virtual gradient of 
the Earth’s magnetic field, of the optical pumped caesi-
um-magnetometer (Scintrex Smartmag SMG4-special) 
was set to infinity, so that magnetic anomalies could be 
measured at their full intensity. Usually more than 98% of 
the magnetometer data in a 40 m grid on archaeological 
sites vary in the range of ± 20 nT (Nanotesla) from the cor-
rected mean value of the geomagnetic field. The stronger 
anomalies can typically be ascribed to burned structures, 
to lightning strikes or to pieces of iron containing slag or 
iron waste and these are easily distinguishable by the dif-
ferent direction of their magnetic dipole anomalies but 
also by their high intensities (> ± 50 nT)53. To cancel out 
the natural micro-pulsations of the Earth’s magnetic field, 
a band pass filter in the hardware of the magnetometer 
processor was used. 

The magnetometer probes were mounted on a wooden 
frame and were carried in a zigzag-pattern 30 cm above 
the ground. The sampling frequency of the magnetometer 
of 10 readings per second can provide the measurement 
of a 40 m profile in less than 30 seconds, maintaining 

51 e.g. Aspinal et al. 2008; Fassbinder et al. 2005; Gaffney et al. 2000.
52 Fassbinder/Gorka 2009
53 Fassbinder 2015.

the spatial resolution of approximately 10-15 cm at nor-
mal to fast walking speed. Every 5 m a marker was set 
by manual switch in addition to the magnetic data. This 
helps to perform the correct interpolation of data during 
subsequent laboratory processing. Additionally, the linear 
changes in the daily variation of the geomagnetic field are 
removed by a reduction filter process to the mean value of 
all data of the grid. 

At Bazar, two adjoining areas of 25×60 m within the 
fenced area of the chicken farm and 40×80 m outside 
the fence were magnetically scanned. At Dinka, areas 
of a total of about 3 ha were surveyed, namely 120×120 
m on the western slope of the mound and 100×60 m on 
the eastern plateau. The sampling density was 25×50 
cm. On the read-out field unit, the data were stored as 
binary files. They were subsequently downloaded to a 
Panasonic Toughbook and unpacked to ASCII data. The 
software packages Geoplot (by Geoscan, UK) and Surfer 
(by Golden Software, USA) were used for image process-
ing. To create discrete field values a re-sampling program 
designed by Fassbinder was used, which sets the data to 
25×25 cm. The data was visualised as a grey scale magne-
togram image, which allows even tiny anomalies of less 
than 0.5 nT (Nanotesla) to be traced. The advantage of the 

“duo-sensor” variometer configuration is that the result-
ing image provides more information on the site, includ-
ing even the deeper parts of the archaeological structures. 
The instrument measures the Earth’s magnetic field with 
a sensitivity of ±10.0 pT (Picotesla) with a sampling rate of 
ten measurements per second; in August 2015, the diur-
nal variations of the Earth’s magnetic field in the Peshdar 
Plain varied in the range of 47.290 ±20.0 nT to 47.590, but 
were not affected or disturbed by magnetic storms. On 
the other hand, geological features and nearby technical 
installations, such as fences, disturb the readings to a dis-
proportionately high degree, but in our case these distur-
bances were removable by a high-pass filter applied to 
the data. Its application however also removes the deeper 
and mainly geological features but provides supplemen-
tal information on the type of the anomalies. The results 
are then displayed in a second grey scale magnetogram 
image. 

Accompanying measures of in situ magnetic suscep-
tibility measurements were undertaken on rock samples 
and soil profiles by a handheld Kappa meter (SM-30, 
ZHinstruments, Brno, Czech Republic) with a sensitivity 
of ± 10-7 [SI] units which afforded a better understand-
ing and interpretation of the magnetometer results (Fig. 
B4.1; Table B4.1).
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Fig. B4.1: In situ magnetic susceptibility measurements taken for rock samples and soil profiles with a handheld 
Kappa meter (SM-30, ZHinstruments) with a sensitivity of ± 10-7 [SI-units]. Photos by Jörg Fassbinder.
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Gravel rocks 54.4000 [10-3 SI]
2.88 [10-3 SI]
0.1370 [10-3 SI]
75.4000 [10-3 SI]
76,4000 [10-3 SI]
0.3100 [10-3 SI]
0.0857 [10-3 SI]
14.900 [10-3 SI]
11.300 [10-3 SI]
0.287 [10-3 SI]
0.0038 [10-3 SI]
14.300[10-3 SI]
0.2500 [10-3 SI]
0.3180 [10-3 SI]

Top soils 1.23 [10-3 SI]
0.842 [10-3 SI]
2.79 [10-3 SI]
1.28 [10-3 SI]

Pottery 11.000 [10-3 SI]

Table B4.1. Kappa values from Gird-i Bazar and Qalat-i Din-
ka. Note that the typical gravel rocks show a great variety in 
the content of magnetic minerals, which is measured as the 
volume magnetic susceptibility by the Kappa meter (SM-30, 
ZHinstruments).

B4.2 The magnetometer survey at Gird-i Bazar

The results of the geophysical work at Bazar were used 
to plan the excavation, which began immediately after-
wards. They showed no further archaeological features 
in the area to the north of the fence surrounding the 
chicken farm. The northern perimeter of the ancient set-
tlement therefore seems to correspond roughly to the 
modern fence. Immediately inside the fence, however, 
the geophysical results indicated the presence of clearly 
discernible rectangular building structures (Fig. B4.2). 
Consequently, an excavation area was set up here, in the 
western part of the ancient settlement (Ch. C5). 

The measurements also revealed a high magnetic 
anomaly, which was interpreted as a kiln site because of 
the remanent thermomagnetic direction of the feature. 
The Connecting Trench (Ch. C4) was oriented in such a 
way as to allow excavation of the anomaly. 

The eastern part of the survey area revealed only some 
indistinct and blurred features but no clear linear struc-
tures (Fig. B4.3). The excavation in this area (Ch. C3), 
however, yielded quite similar features as in the western 
part of the survey area. An explanation for this was pro-

vided by further analysis of the magnetic properties of 
the gravels and the topsoil, as in situ measurements of the 
volume magnetic susceptibility explained the discrepancy. 
The foundations of the buildings in the western part of 
the site were made using strongly magnetic gravels that 
were responsible for a high susceptibility and remanent 
magnetisation, which in turn generated a high contrast 
with the adjacent soil. In the eastern part, on the other 
hand, gravel rocks from another geological source where 
used for the foundations of the buildings. These gravels 
show almost the same kappa values as the adjacent soil 
and hence contrast only poorly with the soil, if at all. 

Therefore, the important conclusion reached on the ba-
sis of the analysis of the magnetic properties of the foun-
dations of the buildings at Gird-i Bazar is that the gravel 
rocks used originate from two separate sources.

B4.3 The magnetometer survey at Qalat-i Dinka

At Dinka, the two areas surveyed on the western slope (c. 
14,500 m²) and on the eastern plateau (c. 3,200 m²) were 
chosen, firstly, because of ceramics surface finds and, 
secondly, because of topographical considerations. Both 
areas are being used for agricultural purposes. In Au-
gust 2015, the fields cultivated in the surveyed areas had 
already been harvested but not yet been ploughed and 
were therefore relatively undisturbed. The strong magnet-
ic enhancement of topsoil and archaeological layers com-
pared to the weak magnetic susceptibility of bedrock and 
gravels is responsible for the clear signature of the ancient 
structures beneath the ground. As at Gird-i Bazar, howev-
er, the strong remanent magnetisation and the high mag-
netic susceptibility of several specific rocks and gravels 
dominate the magnetogram. Archaeological features built 
of sundried mud brick may be suppressed and therefore 
underrepresented in the magnetometer measurements. 
As a result, the signal of gravels and rocks dominates the 
resulting magnetogram image, whose analysis revealed 
clear settlement structures (Fig. B4.4). 

On the eastern plateau (Fig. B4.5), the magnetometer 
survey revealed traces of dense settlement activity and 
many linear archaeological features, including founda-
tions, pits, and very probably fortification installations. 

On the western slope (Fig. B4.6), where the secondarily 
burnt clay tablet was found in 2013 (Ch. B1), a semi-circu-
lar feature of ca. 80×60 m seems to be clearly discernible. 
This peculiar settlement area shows a high concentration 
of magnetic anomalies. Additionally, there are linear fea-
tures which very probably represent the remains of burnt 
houses or fireplaces. Pits in a large rectangular layout 
overlie (or possibly underlie) the semi-circular feature. 
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Fig. B4.2: Magnetogram of the area within the fenced area at Bazar, using a Smartmag SM4G-Special caesium magnetometer 
(sensitivity ±10 pT) in a variometer (duo-sensor) configuration. 40×40 m grid, spatial resolution 12.5×50 cm, interpolated to 25×25 
cm. Intensity of total Earth’s magnetic field at the site: 47,590 nT ±30 nT (August 2015). Prepared by Jörg Fassbinder.

Fig. B4.3: Magnetogram superimposed on orthophotos of the excavated areas of Bazar. Magnetometer survey conducted with 
a Smartmag SM4G-Special caesium magnetometer (sensitivity ±10 pT) in a variometer (duo-sensor) configuration. 40×40 m grid, 
spatial resolution 12.5×50 cm, interpolated to 25×25 cm. Intensity of total Earth’s magnetic field at the site: 47,590 nT ±30 nT (Au-
gust 2015). Prepared by Jörg Fassbinder.
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All archaeological structures are limited to the upper 
part of the western slope. Further down the slope, they 
are clearly enclosed by the remains of a palisade fence or 
fortification wall which shows up, in a fashion very similar 
to Gird-i Bazar, due to the remanent magnetic anoma-
lies of the buried gravels. Near the modern metal fence, 

where the farmers dump stones that obstruct ploughing, 
we found two door socket stones with a diameter of about 
1 m (Fig. B4.7a-b) that may originally belong to this for-
tification structure. Outside of the fortification, there are 
no more archaeological features discernible in the geo-
physical results.

Fig. B4.5: Magnetogram of the eastern plateau of Dinka. Magnetometer survey with a Smartmag 
SM4G-Special caesium magnetometer (sensitivity ±10 pT) in a variometer (duo-sensor) configurati-
on. 40×40 m grid, spatial resolution 12.5×50 cm, interpolated to 25×25 cm. Intensity of total Earth’s 
magnetic field at the site: 47,290 nT ±30 nT (August 2015). Prepared by Jörg Fassbinder.
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Fig. B4.6: Magnetogram of the western slope of Dinka. The red solid lines mark possible building foundations. The narrow red 
dashed line in the southwest marks a borderline, possibly a fortification wall. The semi-circle or horseshoe-shaped line in the 
northeast marks the border of the intensive settlement structures. All others dashed lines mark linear features that cannot be 
interpreted at present. Magnetometer survey with a Smartmag SM4G-Special caesium magnetometer (sensitivity ±10 pT) in a vari-
ometer (duo-sensor) configuration. 40×40 m grid, spatial resolution 12.5×50 cm, interpolated to 25×25 cm. Intensity of total Earth’s 
magnetic field at the site: 47,290 nT ±30 nT (August 2015). Prepared by Jörg Fassbinder.

Fig. B4.7a

Fig. B4.7a-b: Two door socket stones with a diameter of c. 1 m, as currently situated near the modern metal fence at Dinka. Due to 
their size, these socket stones may have been part of the fortification structure surrounding Dinka. Photos by Janoscha Kreppner.

Fig. B4.7b



C. Excavating Gird-i Bazar: the 2015 season

Gird-i Bazar is a shallow mound of c. 0.5 ha, of which a 
third was destroyed by the construction of a chicken farm 
in the winter of 2014/15. The first season of excavations 
at Gird-i Bazar started on 1 September 2015 and lasted 
for 17 working days until 27 September 2015. In order to 
gain an understanding of the character and function of 
the ancient settlement, two large areas were excavated 
in the east and the west, respectively, and linked with a 
Connecting Trench (Fig. C2.1). 

C1. Introducing the excavation methodology 

(F. Janoscha Kreppner, Christoph Forster and  
Andrea Squitieri)

C1.1 A digital documentation system 

An important aspect of the Gird-i Bazar excavations was 
the establishment of a digital documentation and regis-
tration system. Maps, plans and orthophotos were creat-
ed with the open source geographic information system 
(GIS) application QGIS and the photogrammetry soft-
ware package PhotoScan, following protocols established 
by Christoph Forster. 

As a first step, we determined the coordinates of 
four fixed points (GP1-GP4) around the excavation area 
by means of a Differential Global Positioning System 
(D-GPS, model Leica Viva GS10 & GS15, courtesy of Adel-
heid Otto, Munich), whose measurements were based on 
a benchmark point located in the town of Qaladze (WGS 
84 / UTM coordinates 510342.070, 4004913.290, 638.000). 

Based on these four points, the excavation grid was 
established. It consists of 25 10×10 m squares (Fig. C1.1) 
aligned northwards within the Universal Transverse Mer-
cator coordinate system (WGS 84 / UTM zone 38N; EPSG 
32638). Each square was assigned a six digit number, with 
the first three digits corresponding to its Easting (X) UMT 
coordinates and the last three to its Northing (Y) coor-
dinates (e.g. Square 271928). The advantage of this num-
bering system is that it can be used at other sites (e.g. 
the nearby Qalat-i Dinka) of the Peshdar Plain without 
danger of duplication. 

During the excavation, we used a total station (Lei-
ca TS09) to measure all points related to contexts (e.g., 
walls, pits, graves), single finds and samples; the top and 

the bottom points of each archaeological layer were also 
measured. All these points were used to draw plans in 
QGIS. Moreover, the top and bottom points of deposits 
will be used to create 3D models of deposits, in order to 
build up a 3D stratigraphy, which can be extremely use-
ful in gaining a better understanding of the stratigraphic 
relations between archaeological strata, and formation 
processes. 

In addition, for the purpose of photogrammetric doc-
umentation wooden stakes bearing orthophoto markers 
(whose coordinates were recorded) were positioned 0.5 m 
to the east and 0.5 m to the north of the corners of each 
square. In order to create orthophotos, several photos 
were taken all around the target area at the end of each 
excavation day by using a camera mounted on a 2-3 meter 
long stick. With the orthophoto markers providing the co-
ordinates necessary for geo-referencing, the orthophotos 
were created with the photogrammetric software package 
PhotoScan, which also generates 3D models and a Digital 
Elevation Model (DEM) of the contexts excavated.

As we had access to electricity as well as a Wi-Fi net-
work on site (the plus side of working next to an industrial 
chicken farm), it was possible to document the excava-
tion digitally in the field using a server-based database 
designed in the open-source relational database manage-
ment system MySQL by Christoph Forster, managed by 
Andrea Squitieri and accessible to all excavation staff via a 
web interface. All the data collected during the excavation 
of Gird-i Bazar, such as photos, orthophotos, excavation 
diaries, context descriptions, drawings and so on, were 
stored in this database. 

Particular attention was paid to understanding the for-
mation processes responsible for the archaeological de-
posits excavated. To this end, the characteristics of earth 
deposits with regard to colour, density, consistency and 
stratigraphic position were systematically recorded in 
order to allow for the reconstruction of the formation 
processes and the cycles encompassing construction, use, 
end of use, non-use, and so on54 (Table C1.1). Moreover, 
in order to gain more quantitative data about the con-
centration of pottery (“pottery density”) in each layer (Ch.
D2), the number of buckets of dirt excavated per layer was 
recorded.

54 Kreppner/Schmid 2013, LXXXIII.
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Fig. C1.1: Excavation grid of 25 10×10 m squares superimposed over the composite orthophoto of Bazar. 
Prepared by Andrea Squitieri.
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C1.2 A locus/collection registration system

In order to document the archaeological contexts en-
countered during the excavation we adopted a locus/col-
lection system. Although used in many Middle Eastern 
digs, the definition of loci often differs in detail55. In the 
Peshdar Plain Project system, a locus is defined as a dis-
crete excavated stratigraphic unit or an archaeological 
context representing single events or actions that leave 
discrete, detectable traces in the archaeological sequence. 
Archaeological soil deposits, walls, installations and fea-
tures such as floors are therefore given a locus number. 
In the Peshdar Plain Project registration system, the lo-
cus number is formed by appending a sequential number 
to the 6-digit square number, separated by a colon: e.g., 
271928:003 is Locus 3 in Square 271928. 

Each category of material collected from a locus 
(e.g., pottery, bone, metal) is given a collection number, 
which is likewise indicated by a sequential number: e.g., 
271928:003:001 corresponds to Collection 1 from Locus 3 
in Square 271928. In this case, this is a pottery collection. 
Samples (e.g. flotation, phytolith, charcoal, etc.) and finds 
(i.e., single, isolated objects) are also given a sequential 
number following the locus number; e.g., 271928:003:004 
corresponds to the fourth sample (in this case, a phyto-
lith sample) collected from Locus 3 in Square 271928. Fi-
nally, each pottery sherd of a pottery collection is given 
a sequential number, which follows after the collection 
number: e.g., 271928:003:001:001 corresponds to sherd 1 in 
Collection 1 of Locus 3 in Square 271928. 

In post-excavation analysis, if two or more loci have 
been identified as constituting parts of one and the same 
stratigraphic unit (e.g., two parts of the same floor in a 
room), those loci are grouped together to form a so-called 
Locus Group, abbreviated “Lgr”, followed by a colon and 
a sequential number: e.g., Lgr:010 is the floor in “Building 
C” of Square 271928 (Table C1.1), which consists of two 
loci: 271928:053 = the northern portion of the floor and 
271928:054 = the southern portion of the floor. Needless 
to say, only adjoining loci corresponding to a homogenous 
stratigraphic unit can be grouped in a Locus Group (Ta-
ble C1.2). 

55 As discussed by Kreppner/Schmid 2013, 13. 

Graves are a special case, as they can be assigned more 
than one locus number during the excavation, for example 
one for the cut, one for the fill and one for the skeleton. 
In post-excavation analysis, the entire burial is assigned a 
grave number, abbreviated as “Grave” or simply “G” fol-
lowed by a sequential number (e.g. G11), which groups to-
gether the loci constituting the burial (Table C1.2). 

In the orthophotos and section drawings in this vol-
ume, loci numbers are given as L XX, locus group num-
bers as Lgr XX and graves as G XX.

C1.3 The layout of the excavation at Gird-i Bazar, 
2015

In the eastern part of the mound of Gird-i Bazar, Squares 
271927 and 271928 and a part of Square 271929 were 
opened under the supervision of John MacGinnis (Ch. C3), 
as the nearby profile of the section created in the course 
of the construction of the chicken farm revealed well-pre-
served floors and walls in this part of the site. 

In the western part, Square 267931 was opened under 
the supervision of Peter V. Bartl (Ch. C5), as the geophys-
ical results indicated well-preserved architecture here (Ch. 
B4). 

The longitudinal Connecting Trench between these 
two areas was opened and its excavation supervised by 
Adam B. Stone (Ch. C4). This trench was designed to con-
nect and better understand the separate excavation areas 
and to investigate whether similar or noticeably different 
structures and activities were to be found in between 
these areas. The Connecting Trench has a width of 1.5 
m and runs c. 43 m across six squares (270928, 270929, 
269929, 269930, 268930 and 268931). It is aligned in rough-
ly north-western to south-eastern direction, about 3-6 m 
distant from and more or less parallel with the modern 
cut through the mound. Moreover, the trench was placed 
in such a way that it traversed a prominent magnetic 
anomaly recorded in the geophysical survey, which in 
turn revealed a potential kiln (Fig. C1.2).
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Fig. C1.2: Aerial photograph of the excavations at Gird-i Bazar, taken with a quadcopter drone on 28 September 2015. 
Photo by Simone Mühl.
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Loci belonging to 
Locus Groups or Graves

Locus Group and 
Grave numbers

217928:033 Grave 3

267931:002 Locus Group 66

267931:011 Locus Group 66

267931:034 Locus Group 66

268930:015 Locus Group 44

268930:016 Locus Group 44

268930:018 Locus Group 44

268931:006 Locus Group 45

268931:007 Locus Group 45

268931:008 Locus Group 45

269929:007 Grave 31

269929:008 Grave 30

269929:009 Grave 30

269929:011 Grave 32

269929:012 Grave 32

269929:013 Grave 32

269929:017 Grave 31

269929:018 Grave 31

269929:019 Grave 30

269930:004 Grave 27

269930:005 Grave 27

269930:006 Grave 27

269930:007 Grave 28

269930:008 Grave 28

269930:009 Grave 28

269930:010 Grave 29

269930:011 Grave 29

269930:012 Grave 29

270928:005 Grave 40

270928:006 Locus Group 57

270928:009 Locus Group 57

270928:012 Grave 39

270928:013 Grave 39

270928:014 Grave 39

270928:015 Grave 40

270928:016 Grave 41

270928:017 Grave 40

Loci belonging to 
Locus Groups or Graves

Locus Group and 
Grave numbers

270928:018 Grave 41

270928:019 Grave 41

270928:020 Grave 38

270928:021 Grave 38

270928:022 Grave 38

270929:003 Grave 35

270929:004 Grave 35

270929:008 Grave 37

270929:010 Grave 37

270929:011 Grave 37

270929:012 Grave 37

270929:013 Grave 35

270929:014 Grave 35

270929:015 Grave 35

270929:016 Grave 34

270929:017 Grave 34

270929:018 Grave 34

270929:019 Grave 34

270929:020 Grave 34

270929:021 Grave 36

270929:022 Grave 36

270929:023 Grave 33

270929:024 Grave 33

270929:025 Grave 33

270929:026 Grave 36

270929:027 Grave 37

271927:004 Grave 5

271927:005 Grave 25

271927:006 Grave 26

271927:007 Locus Group 41

271927:012 Grave 5

271927:017 Locus Group 41

271927:018 Grave 23

271927:019 Grave 24

271927:020 Grave 6

271927:023 Grave 6

271927:028 Locus Group 14
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Loci belonging to 
Locus Groups or Graves

Locus Group and 
Grave numbers

271927:030 Locus Group 14

271927:031 Locus Group 14

271928:003 Locus Group 11

271928:004 Locus Group 38

271928:005 Locus Group 39

271928:006 Locus Group 11

271928:009 Locus Group 30

271928:013 Locus Group 30

271928:014 Locus Group 15

271928:016 Locus Group 7

271928:018 Locus Group 11

271928:019 Locus Group 7

271928:020 Locus Group 7

271928:021 Locus Group 8

271928:023 Locus Group 15

271928:024 Grave 1

271928:025 Locus Group 8

271928:026 Locus Group 8

271928:030 Locus Group 29

271928:032 Locus Group 28

271928:034 Grave 18

271928:035 Grave 19

271928:038 Locus Group 11

271928:039 Locus Group 18

271928:040 Grave 2

271928:041 Grave 2

271928:042 Grave 2

271928:043 Grave 3

271928:044 Grave 1

271928:045 Locus Group 11

271928:048 Grave 2

271928:049 Grave 7

271928:050 Grave 7

271928:051 Locus Group 19

271928:053 Locus Group 10

271928:054 Locus Group 10

271928:056 Locus Group 19

Loci belonging to 
Locus Groups or Graves

Locus Group and 
Grave numbers

271928:057 Grave 8

271928:058 Grave 9

271928:059 Locus Group 19

271928:060 Locus Group 18

271928:061 Grave 14

271928:062 Grave 4

271928:063 Locus Group 19

271928:064 Locus Group 18

271928:066 Locus Group 18

271928:067 Grave 10

271928:068 Grave 4

271928:069 Grave 4

271928:070 Grave 4

271928:072 Grave 15

271928:074 Grave 11

271928:075 Grave 12

271928:076 Grave 13

271928:078 Locus Group 29

271928:083 Grave 16

271928:084 Grave 20

271928:085 Grave 21

271928:086 Grave 22

271928:090 Locus Group 28

271929:003 Grave 42

271929:004 Grave 43

Table C1.2. Concordance list of Loci showing the Locus 
Groups or Graves to which they belong. Prepared by Andrea 
Squitieri.
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C2. Dating the occupation of Gird-i Bazar

C2.1  Absolute chronology and ¹⁴C dating

(Karen Radner)

One of the primary objectives of this first excavation sea-
son at Gird-i Bazar was to implement a strict protocol for 
the collection of organic samples in order to gather mate-
rial for ¹⁴C radiocarbon dating. The construction of a flo-
tation machine was commissioned in Sulaymaniyah with 
this particular goal in mind. Special attention is therefore 
given to floor deposits, as these contexts can reveal cru-
cial information about the usage period of a building. 

While the flotation material was only exported in 
spring 2016 and still awaits analysis, a charcoal sample 
collected from above the floor of “Building A” = “Room 3”  
(271927:014:008; Ch. C3.2.3) already underwent ¹⁴C radio-
carbon analysis at the Center for Applied Isotope Studies 
(CAIS) of the University of Georgia, Athens (sample num-
ber UGAMS-23213). It was dated to 2750 ± 25 years BP 
(with BP = AD 1950). Using the OxCal v4.2.4 radiocarbon 
calibration software of the Oxford Radiocarbon Accelera-
tor Unit with the atmospheric curve IntCal1356, this corre-
sponds to 829 calBC (92.2 %; Fig. C2.1). This date provides 
merely a terminus post quem for the associated context, as 

“inbuilt age” always biases ¹⁴C dates derived from charcoal 
samples to be older than the fire event57: inbuilt age may 
be the result of growth age (when the age of dead wood 
in the centre of the living tree is dated) and/or storage age 

56 Bronk Ramsey 2009; Reimer et al. 2013. Thanks to Felix Höflmayer 
(Austrian Academy of Sciences, Vienna) for his help in calculating 
the calibrated dates. 

57 Waterbolk 1983.

(referring to the time elapsed from the death of the tree to 
its use e.g. as building material).

Generally speaking, however, this ¹⁴C result fits the 
chronology proposed by the preliminary pottery analysis 
(Ch. D2). It clearly indicates that Gird-i Bazar was first 
occupied in the Neo-Assyrian period. Nevertheless, we 
soon hope to provide more precise radiocarbon dates by 
analysing short-lived samples (carbonised seeds) gained 
from using the flotation machine. 

C2.2 Relative stratigraphy

(F. Janoscha Kreppner and Andrea Squitieri)

The synchronoptic stratigraphy table for the 2015 Gird-i 
Bazar excavations (Table C1.1) provides the history of the 
depositional processes and construction activities as doc-
umented in the archaeological record of Gird-i Bazar. It 
brings together the excavation results of the Eastern and 
Western Areas and of the Connecting Trench and summa-
rises the reports of the excavators (Ch. C3-C5). 

This table was inspired by Peter Pfälzner’s theoretical 
model of archaeological taphonomy as applied to the in-
vestigation of human activity areas58, which is concerned 
with deposit types and the identification of depositional 
processes. A second source of inspiration was David War-
burton’s 2003 monograph Archaeological Stratigraphy: a 
Near Eastern Approach about the classification and in-
terpretation of deposit types and formation processes of 
archaeological deposits59. This new method of organising 
and interpreting the archaeological record was success-
fully applied by Janoscha Kreppner to the stratigraphy of 
the “Red House” in Dur-Katlimmu / Tell Sheikh Hamad 
in Syria60. 

Organisation of the synchronoptic stratigraphy table:
•	 The rows of the table follow the timeline, from the old-

est (bottom) to the youngest (top) occupation periods. 
•	 The columns of the table contain the spaces, such as 

rooms of buildings, courtyards and open areas, ar-
ranged from east to west. Since doors may connect 
spaces, the table also reflects their stratigraphic con-
nection by presenting such spaces on the same row. 
Consequently, roughly contemporary depositional pro-
cesses and occupation periods that span various areas 

58 Pfälzner 2001, 38-56; Pfälzner 2013.
59 Warburton 2003, 93-109.
60 Kreppner/Schmid 2013, inset 1.

Fig. C2.1: Calibrated radiocarbon determination for the ch-
arcoal sample UGAMS 23213 (CAIS, Athens, GA) from Gird-i 
Bazar (PPP 271927:014:008). Courtesy Felix Höflmayer.
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of the site can be identified in the table by reading it 
horizontally. 

•	 The cells of the table contain the Locus numbers (e.g., 
271927:027) and the Locus Group numbers (e.g., Lgr:10) 
or grave numbers (Ch. C1.2), followed by a brief de-
scription of the Locus, which can be a deposit, a wall 
or an installation. The background colours of the cells 
indicate the temporal extent of the occupation as well 
as non-occupational or post-occupational periods. 

Each occupation period is defined by floors. Hence, when 
a floor is identified it is assigned an occupation period. 
When a new floor is detected which overlies the earlier 
one, then a new occupation period is defined. Note that 
the term “floor” refers to the actual purpose-built surface, 
which is assigned a specific locus number (Ch. C1.2); the 
deposit found above the floor, on the other hand, is given 
its own, different locus number. This allows us to both 
single out the material found on a floor, and, at the same 
time, gain a better understanding of the processes that 
formed the deposit above the floor. 

After a first construction phase for the building (com-
prising deposits and installations that were created before 
the foundation of a building, including the erection of the 
walls), each occupation period is divided into three phases, 
from oldest to youngest: 
1. Construction phase of the floor: deposits that result-

ed from the construction of the floor and installa-
tions created before the floor was used;

2. Usage period of a floor: deposits and installations 
originating from the time when the floor was used;

3. End of usage period of a floor: deposits which indi-
cate the destruction or abandonment of the floor, 
covering the finds collected directly on the floor.

After each occupation period, there is a post-occupational 
period, which represents a period of non-occupation dur-
ing which erosion phenomena may cause the formation of 
archaeological deposits.

These processes can be repeated cyclically61. In the 
case of Gird-i Bazar, we have identified one main occupa-
tion period and two later re-occupations, as shown in the 
table. The first (oldest) occupation period represents the 
period when the buildings were founded on the bedrock 
(virgin soil) and were in full use until their destruction or 
abandonment. This is followed by a post-occupational pe-
riod, which in turn precedes a second occupation period, 
defined by new floors in Buildings A, B, H, and I. The 

61 Kreppner/Schmid 2013, 33-120.

settlement of the second occupation period clearly differs 
from that of the first occupation, as many rooms were no 
longer inhabited and became dilapidated. The third occu-
pation period is currently only represented by a surface 
in the Connecting Trench abutting the remnants of a re-
used wall (Square 268930, “Outdoor Area 9”). 

After a long period of abandonment corresponding 
to the time after the end of the third occupation period, 
the site was re-used as a graveyard (Ch. D1.3.2). Several 
graves were cut into the older structures. A surface and a 
drain in the Eastern Trench (Square 271928, “Room 6”) be-
long to an occupation in modern times. We designate the 
compact and brown silty clay with much bioturbation (i.e., 
reworking of soils and sediments by animals or plants), 
which is found immediately underneath the present sur-
face throughout the site, as topsoil.

C3. The Eastern Trench 

(John MacGinnis and F. Janoscha Kreppner)

Excavation in the eastern area of Gird-i Bazar com-
menced on 2 September 2015 in Square 271928. Selecting 
this area for investigation was guided by the archaeologi-
cal remains visible in the long section created by bulldoz-
ing in the course of the construction of the chicken farm 
in winter 2014/15, which destroyed the southern side of 
Gird-i Bazar. As already observed by Karen Radner and 
Adam Stone during their first visit in February 2015, the 
presence of stone wall foundations in the section and at 
least one associated surface indicated that there were sig-
nificant architectural remains in this location. 

Work therefore started in the south-western quadrant 
of Square 271928 and extended from that point. During 
the 2015 field season, most of Square 271928 was exca-
vated. In addition, the adjoining Square 271927, which lies 
within the preserved part of the site and therefore had 
not been destroyed by bulldozing, was excavated in its 
entirety, with further work undertaken in a small part of 
Square 271929 (Fig. C3.1-3). 

C3.1 The excavation squares

C3.1.1 Square 271927

A wall (Locus 271927:008 = Locus 271927:010) divides the 
area of Square 271917 into three discrete spaces: these 
are the “Outdoor Area 1”, the “Courtyard 2” and “Room 
3” = “Building A”. Both sections of this main wall are con-
structed of two rows of cobble stones with the interven-
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ing space filled by smaller stones set 
in mud. The stones used have diam-
eter of c. 25 cm and are larger than 
the cobbles used to build the walls 
in Square 271928 (Loci 271928:007, 
271928:031 and 271928:008). The wall 
is divided into an eastern part (Locus 
271927:008) and a western part (Lo-
cus 271927:010) by a threshold (Locus 
271927:029). The wall is oriented from 
west to east, 60 cm thick and pre-
served to a height of 45 cm above the 
floor. It is founded on the bedrock: no 
foundation trenches are visible in the 
section where the southern part was 
bulldozed away during construction 
work for the chicken farm. 

On the northern side two but-
tress-like wall stubs protrude from this 
main wall. The first (Locus 271927:011) 
is a short stub-like wall bonded to the 
western part of the main wall (Locus 
271927:10). Although it runs into the 
baulk, the northwest corner of the 
wall is visible just where it does this so 
that it is clear that there is a threshold 
(Locus 271927:033) at this point. The 
second is the wall (Locus 271927:009) 
which is bonded to eastern part of the 
main wall (Locus 271927:008). It also 
runs into the baulk and although no 
terminus was found in this case, the 
fact that the wall does not continue in 
Square 271928 makes it clear that this 
too was, in all probability, a stub-like 
projection. 

The graves cut into this area are 
discussed below (Ch. C3.2.1).

C3.1.2 Square 271928

The architecture from Square 271927 continues in Square 
271928. Three walls (Locus 271928:007, Locus 271928:008 
and Locus 271928:031) are bonded together and deline-
ate an enclosed space with one threshold on the west-
ern side (Locus 271928:80). This is the one-room structure 

“Building A” (= “Room 3”; Ch. C3.2.3). The walls are 50-
55 cm wide and built of stones with a diameter of 15-20 
cm (and therefore smaller in size compared to the stones 
used for the walls in Square 271927), neatly laid out in 
two rows with a core of cobbles and mud. To the north of 

Fig. C3.1: Squares 271928 and 271927. Orthophoto by Andrea Squitieri.
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“Building A” is a separate unit, the single-room structure 
“Building B” (= “Room 6”; Ch. C3.2.6). The stones making 
up the foundations of its walls (Locus 271928:010, Locus 
271928:017 and Locus 271928:081) were noticeably larger 
than those used for “Building A”.

C3.1.3 Square 271929

In order to further investigate the wall from Square 271928 
(Locus 271928:081), the excavation was extended one me-
tre towards north into Square 271929. The area north of 
the wall (Locus 271928:081) was provisionally designated 
as “Outdoor Area 7”. Excavations here are still in progress. 

C3.2 The architectural units

The excavation in Squares 271927 and 271928 revealed one 
“main” occupation phase extending across the entire area 
(Figs. C3.1-3), in which six principal spaces (numbered 
1-6), defined by walls, could be distinguished: an outdoor 
area (1), a courtyard (2), two alleys (4, 5) and two rooms (3, 
6) constituting two one-room buildings (“Building A” and 

“Building B”).

C3.2.1 Outdoor Area 1 with the pit

The configuration of the architecture overall, the fact that 
the ancient surface slopes away to the south and the pres-
ence of the pit indicate that this area was in all likelihood 
an outdoor space. “Outdoor Area 1” occupies the space 
in the southernmost part of the excavation, the surviv-
ing area of which was excavated in full. It is a triangle 
bounded by walls (Locus 271927:008 = Locus 271927:010) 
to the north, the baulk to the east and the modern section 
created by the construction of the chicken farm cutting 
through the site to the south. 

Directly on the bedrock was a dirt surface (Locus 
271927:022) with patches of charcoal and reddened clay 
and fragments of ceramic pressed in. It was difficult to es-
tablish whether this was a deliberately laid floor or simply 
the result of accretion, but the surface abuts the wall (Lo-
cus 271927:008 = Locus 271927:010) as well as the thresh-
old (Locus 271927:029), and therefore belongs to the same 
occupation period. Above this floor (Locus 271927:022), 
there was a deposit of very tough grey clayey soil with 
quite a lot of pieces of soft red burnt clay and quite a lot 
of pieces of charcoal (Locus 271927:021). This deposit was 
sampled, with the area being gridded into 1×1 m squares 
and soil samples for flotation taken from each square (Ch. 

7). The floor (Locus 271927:022) also abuts the remains of a 
stone wall (Locus 271927:032) at the south-eastern corner 
of the area: only six cobbles of the lowest course of stone 
are preserved, but stones on the surface to the east of 
the trench indicate that the wall continued in this direc-
tion. To the south any further remains of the wall (Locus 
271927:032) were bulldozed away by the construction work 
for the chicken farm. The feature might be interpreted as 
the southern boundary of “Outdoor Area 1”. However, we 
could not establish whether there is any direct relation 
between the wall (Locus 271927:032) and the main block 
of architecture. 

Our dirt floor (Locus 271927:022) covered a pit (Locus 
Group Lgr:14; Fig. C3.4), cut into bedrock and containing 
two layers of fill; the southern part of the pit was bull-
dozed away during the construction of the chicken farm. 
The upper fill consists of brown clay with ashes, charcoal, 
and reddish inclusions (Locus 271927:028). This deposit 
overflows from the pit proper further to the north and 
west and rests on the bedrock. To the east the depos-
it is still unexcavated. The cut into the bedrock (Locus 
271927:031) is around 2 m in diameter and has been ex-
cavated 35 cm deep so far. The lower part of the fill is 

Fig. C3.4: The pit (Locus 271927:030) excavated in Square 
271927. Photo by Andrea Squitieri.
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composed of many cobble stones which are aligned in a 
way which suggests that they may mark the edge of the 
pit, together with a quantity of pottery embedded in hard 
grey clay (Locus 271927:030). One possible interpretation 
is that the pit might have been dug prior to the main 
phase of use of the architecture but there is no other ev-
idence for such earlier activity. Thus, it is more likely to 
belong to an early phase of use of the main occupation 
period. Be that as it may, our dirt floor (Locus 271927:022) 
eventually sealed the pit.

Following the main usage phase, the room was filled by 
a matrix of tough light grey clayey soil (Locus 271927:016) 
containing quite significant amounts of charcoal and 
burnt red clay. This matrix must in origin be a mixture 
of building collapse and accumulated rubbish: the burnt 
materials presumably derived from a kiln (or another py-
rotechnic installation) nearby. 

A number of graves had been cut into this matrix. In 
terms of stratigraphy, they fall into two phases. The ear-
lier phase comprised just one burial, a cist grave with a 
moderately well preserved skeleton and no grave goods 
(Grave 6); samples for parasitology were taken from the 
areas of the head, pelvis and feet (Ch. D1.3.2). The later 
group consisted of five graves: Grave 25, a very disturbed 
grave containing the poorly preserved remains of two in-
dividuals with no grave goods; Grave 26, a very disturbed 
grave containing the poorly preserved remains of a skel-
eton with around a dozen beads; and Grave 5: a highly 
disturbed grave with a badly preserved skeleton, first 
encountered as a concentration of beads and bones, at 
which time it was thought to be part of Grave 25. But this 
was subsequently revealed to be a separate installation 
(although the grave cut was not detectable). Above all this 
was the topsoil made of compact brown silty clay with 
much bioturbation (Locus 271927:003).

C3.2.2 Courtyard 2

To the north of “Outdoor Area 1” is an enclosed space that 
is too large to be roofed. We therefore interpret it as an 
exterior courtyard (“Courtyard 2”). It is surrounded by 
walls to the south (Locus 271927:008), to the west (Locus 
271928:008, which ends in a short stub = Locus 271928:088 
and does not extend further) and to the north (Locus 
271928:073, forming a partial limit). On the eastern side, 
no delineating wall was uncovered in the area excavated. 

A small part of “Courtyard 2” lay within Square 271927, 
defined by walls in the south (Locus 271927:008 = Locus 
271927:010), in the east (Locus 271927:009) and in the west 
(Locus 271927:011). A trodden dirt floor containing pebbles 
and potsherds (Locus 271927:025) abuts the wall (Locus 

271927:008 = Locus 271927:010) at the lowest row of stones, 
the threshold (Locus 271927:29) and also the podium-like 
installation (Locus 271927:027). This installation, which is 
built into the southwest corner of the space, is made of sol-
id clay and has a length of 90 cm (east-west) and a width 
of 75 cm (north-south), preserved up to a height of 20 cm. 
It appears to be the remains of a bench or platform but 
was not further excavated. It may be supposed that the 
trodden dirt floor (Locus 271927:025) lay directly on the 
bedrock, but this was not demonstrated. Above the floor 
there is a deposit of hard red-grey clayey earth (Locus 
271927:24), covered by a deposit of red clayey earth (Locus 
271927:017), interpreted as the remains of collapse material 
from the superstructure of the walls. A patch of charcoal 
(Locus 271927:007) within this was given a separate con-
text number but in fact appears to be part of the fill (Locus 
271927:017; both loci belong to Locus Group Lgr:041). 

In the part of “Courtyard 2” situated in Square 271927, 
two burials were cut into this fill from above: Grave 23, a 
grave with a stone capping which extended into the north-
ern baulk and was not excavated; and Grave 24, another 
grave with a stone capping extending into the northern 
baulk, also not excavated. 

The greater part of “Courtyard 2” lies in Square 
271928. The lowest surface reached was a floor (Locus 
Group Lgr:018) composed of hard yellowish-grey tram-
pled dirt with some sherds pressed flat into it. This floor 
abuts the walls in the west (Locus 271928:008 and Locus 
271928:088). It continues underneath the younger wall 
(Locus 271928:073) to the north. It also continues in the 
alley between two walls (Locus 271928:031 and Locus 
271928:010), abutting both walls. Above the floor, there is 
a deposit of red clayey earth (Locus 271928:059, part of 
Locus Group Lgr:0019). A pedestalled installation (Locus 
271928:089) is located in the corner of the walls (Locus 
271928:008 and Locus 271928:088): the lower part is con-
structed by a c. 10 cm high platform of mud bricks, on 
top of which was a spread of sherds from a large stor-
age vessel, some positioned upright against the wall. A 
fill of hard red clay (Locus Group Lgr:019) covered these 
contexts, which we interpret as building collapse. This fill 
was partially sealed by a layer of tough grey clayish mate-
rial (Locus 271928:022), which is not visible in the section. 
While the nature of this deposit is not fully established, 
its upper surface had a large amount of ceramics lying 
broken in it: at some point this was therefore an exposed 
outdoor surface. The fragmentary base of a tannur bread 
oven (Locus 271928:055) is in all probability to be associat-
ed with this later surface. 

Eight graves were cut from above into the part of 
“Courtyard 2” situated in Square 271928: Grave 2 (the cist 
grave), Grave 4, Grave 8, Graves 10-13 and Grave 21. Above 
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this, the topsoil was designated Locus 271928:038 in this 
south-eastern quadrant of the trench. 

C3.2.3 Building A = Room 3

This space, measuring 6.30 m north-south and 2.70 m 
east-west, is surrounded by four walls which would have 
been able to carry a roof, and for this reason interpret-
ed as a room. This “Room 3” constitutes the single-room 

“Building A” (Fig. C3.5), with walls in the west (Locus 
271928:007 with superstructure Locus 271928:020, togeth-
er Locus Group Lgr:00762), in the north (Locus 271928:031 
with superstructure Locus 271928:019, together Locus 
Group Lgr:007), in the east (Locus 271928:008 with super-
structure Locus 271927:016, together Locus Group Lgr:007) 
and in the south (Locus 271928:010). All these walls are 
built on virgin soil. “Room 3” was accessible from “Alley 
4” to the west and had two openings to “Courtyard 2” in 
the east. 

Its western wall (Locus 271928:007) was constructed 
out of stones in a mud matrix with stone facing on both 
sides. It is 48 cm wide and preserved three courses high to 
a height of up to 34 cm. Above the stone wall base were 
the remains of a mud brick (or pisé) superstructure (Locus 
271928:020, part of Locus Group Lgr:007) which appeared 

62 This wall is also preserved in Square 271927 where a few stones 
appear in the section: Locus 271927:026.

in the rain as a rich dark reddish-brown feature. While we 
were unable to detect any brick lines in the feature this 
does not conclusively mean that they may not once have 
been there. 

The wall on the eastern side of the trench (Locus 
271928:008) was very similar in construction, with a mud 
superstructure (Locus 271928:016, part of Locus Group 
Lgr:007) ending in a threshold on the east side of the room 
and an extended jamb (Locus 271928:088) turning into 
Courtyard 2 on the east. A threshold (Locus 271928:80) 
in the eastern wall (Locus 271928:007) gave access from 

“Alley 4” to “Room 3”. The threshold is 1 m wide and con-
structed of cobbles. On the north side of the threshold is 
a feature made of one large stone and one smaller stone 
attached (Locus 271928:087), built into the eastern wall 
(Locus 271928:007). The southwest corner of the room is 
lost due to the construction work for the chicken farm. 

The eastern boundary of “Room 3” is divided into three 
parts. The northern part (Locus 271928:008) bonds to a 
wall (Locus 271928:031). It is 1.65 m long and 50-55 cm 
wide. It ends at a doorway, which is 60 cm wide. In the 
northern part of the doorway the trodden mud threshold 
is preserved. A step of a height of 5 cm, which runs into 
the door from the east and is in line with the western side 
of the wall, connects two floors (Locus Groups Lgr:010 
and Lgr:018). The southern part of the door was destroyed 
by the cut of Grave 4. The section created by the grave cut 
reveals that there is no foundation continuing underneath 
the doorway. Evidence for a door (such as a door socket) 
is missing due to the destruction caused by the grave. The 

Fig. C3.5: “Building A” = “Room 3” in Squares 271927 and 271928. Photo by Andrea Squitieri.
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doorway’s southern limit is the southern part of the wall 
(Locus 271928:008), which ends in front of the southern 
baulk. It is 1.70 m long and 50-55 cm wide. A second door-
way is located between the southern end of a wall (Locus 
271928:008) and the northern end of another wall (Locus 
271927:011). These two walls (Locus 271928:008 and Locus 
271927:011) are not aligned and built of different stones, 
implying that we are dealing here with two distinct build-
ing phases. However, the two phases must be very close 
in time, as the same surface abuts both.

A small part of “Room 3” lies within Square 271927. Laid 
directly on the virgin soil was a floor of light grey tram-
pled dirt (Locus 271927:015) containing stones and pebbles 
which abutted the walls at the lowest course of stones. 
A stone (Locus 271927:033) sunk into the floor where it 
goes into the northern baulk may still turn out to be part 
of a threshold installation, perhaps the door socket. If so, 
this would indicate that the entrance could be closed. The 
deposit immediately above the floor consisted of red clay 
with white inclusions, very crumbly, with quite a lot of 
soft burnt red clay (Locus 271927:014). It was gridded for 
sampling and yielded a charcoal sample (271927:014:008) 
that was subsequently submitted to ¹⁴C radiocarbon 
analysis at the Center for Applied Isotope Studies (CAIS) 
of the University of Georgia, Athens, producing a post 
quem date of 829 calBC for the wood (Ch. C2.1; Fig. C2.1). 
Above this was a fill of red clay with white inclusion (Lo-
cus 271927:013), which we interpret as collapse of a mud/
clay superstructure. 

The greater part of “Room 3” lies in Square 271928. 
Grave 1 (Locus 271928:024), dug across the middle of this 
room, cut into the more ancient deposits, dividing them 
into a southern and a northern half. Although destructive, 
this cut revealed that the floor of the main phase was, as 
expected, lying directly on the virgin soil. In the northern 
half of the room only one floor level (Locus 271928:053, 
part of Locus Group Lgr:010) was recognised, with a lay-
er of tough red clayey material (Locus 271928:052) above. 
In the southern half of the room, multiple floor layers 
were detected, a first floor (Locus 271928:054, part of Lo-
cus Group Lgr:01063) underneath a second floor (Locus 
271928:037), with a deposit of hard light browny yellow 
clay (Locus 271928:036) above. All surfaces consisted of 
well-levelled trampled dirt with sherds pressed in.

After its main occupation phase ended, “Room 3” 
was filled by red clayey building collapse (Locus Group 
Lgr:008, formed by Locus 271928:025 in the south and Lo-

63 Locus Group Lgr:10 correlates with another floor in Square 271927: 
Locus 271927:015.

cus 271928:026 in the north). Grave 1 cut into these depos-
its. Overlying all of this was the topsoil (Locus 271928:003).

C3.2.4 Alley 4

Only a small portion of this space was excavated, a tri-
angular area west of the wall (Locus 271928:007) in the 
south-western corner of the trench. Directly on the virgin 
soil and abutting the wall (Locus 271928:007) is a trodden 
surface (Locus 271928:028) with a fair number of pebbles 
and some sherds pressed in. The western boundary of the 
space was indicated by a corner discovered in the Con-
necting Trench (Ch. C4) as well as by stones protruding 
in the main south section created by the construction of 
the chicken farm. 

As a consequence, this space is interpreted as a nar-
row alley, very likely unroofed. The deposit above the 
floor of hard red tough clayey soil with white inclusions 
(Locus 271928:027) was gridded for sampling. Above this 
was a red clayey layer (Locus 271928:023), interpreted as 
building collapse, in turn underlying a layer of erosional 
collapse (Locus 271928:014). Both constitute Locus Group 
Lgr.:015. Grave 7, not excavated, cuts into these deposits.

The small section of the alley excavated as part of the 
Connecting Trench had the corresponding layers: the sur-
face (Locus 271928:047), overlying erosional collapse (Lo-
cus 271928:046) and the topsoil (Locus 271928:045).

C3.2.5 Alley 5 

This alley has a width of 80 cm and a length of 3.80 m. It is 
bounded by two walls, one to the north (Locus 271928:010) 
and the other to the south (Locus 271928:031). “Alley 5” 
connects “Courtyard 2” with “Alley 4” in the west. 

The lowest context reached in “Alley 5” was a light 
greyish beaten mud floor (Locus 271928:064, part of Locus 
Group Lgr:018; a continuation of Locus 271928:060 to the 
east). Above this floor was a tough red clay deposit with 
white inclusions (Locus 271928:063 and Locus 271928:051, 
both part of Locus Group Lgr:019). This seems to be natu-
ral clay used for the superstructure above the stones walls: 
it must be the collapse from the walls (Locus 271928:010 
and Locus 271928:31 with superstructure Locus 271928:16). 

Two graves cut into the fill of “Alley 5”. Grave 14 oblite-
rated any potential evidence for an entrance at the west-
ern end of this alley. Nevertheless, this is the most likely 
location for a door. A second burial (Grave 15) similarly 
obscured whether there might have been a door through 
the wall (Locus 271928:010) into “Building B” = “Room 6” 
to the north.
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C3.2.6 Building B = Room 6

To the north of “Alley 5”, a separate architectural grouping 
is only preserved in its western part. It is bounded by three 
bonded walls (Loci 271928:010, 271928:017 and 271928:081) 
that form the western end of an enclosed space. This is 

“Room 6”, the single-room “Building B”. 
The first wall (Locus 271928:010, cut by Grave 15) is 70 

cm wide and constructed of stones with a diameter of 25-
30 cm, with two rows neatly laid out for the sides and 
filled in with smaller stones in between. The stones are 
larger than those used in the walls of “Building A” (Loci 
271928:007, 271928:031 and 271928:008), but comparable to 
those used in the walls surrounding “Courtyard 2” (Loci 
271927:008 = 271927:010, 271927:009 and 271927:011). This 
might indicate that those walls once belonged to an earli-
er building phase, whereas the walls of “Building A” (Loci 
271928:007, 271928:031 and 271928:008) were added later. 
The first wall (Locus 271928:010) ends c. 3.30 m east of its 
junction with the second wall (Locus 271928:017), which it 
bonds in the west. 3-4 layers of stones are preserved to a 
height of about 50 cm. The stones of the lowest course are 
much larger than those used in the upper layers. 

The earliest surface in this area is a floor (Locus 
271928:060, part of Lgr:018) that abuts the eastern end of 
the wall and is identical with the floor (Locus 271928:066) 
in the north of the wall (Locus 271928:010); it is also iden-
tical to the surface (Locus 271928:039) detected in the 
sounding on the western edge of the trench. This sur-
face was only reached in the southern part of the room; 
above the floor was a deposit of red clayey earth (Locus 
271928:065).

Following this occupation, the area appears to have 
been abandoned for some time. A conglomeration of 
stones (Locus 271928:071) may simply be collapse from 
the wall (Locus 271928:010), while a 20 cm thick depos-
it of a tough red clayey material with white inclusions  
(Locus Group Lgr: 028, comprising Loci 271928:090 and 
271928:032) is the familiar recycled natural clay and no 
doubt therefore the collapse of the superstructure of the 
surrounding walls. The top of this deposit became, at 
some later time, a trodden surface (Locus Group Lgr:029, 
with Loci 271928:078 and 271928:030). It is at this time that 
the now dilapidated wall (Locus 271928:010) was repaired 
and extended by the addition of a wall (Locus 271928:073) 
that is 60-70 cm wide and preserved one or two layers 
high over a length of 2.60 m. The trodden surface abuts 
this wall. The deposit above this floor consists of hard 
light browny yellow clay (Locus 271928:077). 

At the north end of the trench, “Room 6” is bounded 
by the second wall (Locus 271928:081) which is, where it 
is preserved, bonded with the third wall (Locus 271928:17). 

These walls are therefore contemporary and at least one 
of them (Locus 271928:081) is also associated with both 
phases of occupation. That wall ends to the east, possibly 
with a buttress facing south. A further 1.40 m to the east 
a row of four stones (Locus 271928:082) aligns with the 
southern face of the wall (Locus 271928:081). These stones 
are built on debris to a higher level than the wall (Locus 
271928:081). The floor (Locus Group Lgr:029) abuts, and 
thus this feature has to be assigned only to the younger 
occupation phase. Grave 42 cuts the northern face of 
the row of stones (Locus 271928:82). The eastern limit of 

“Room 6” has not been detected: either the wall(s) were 
destroyed during the “main” occupation period or perhaps 
the room was reconstructed as a liwan-like structure with 
only three walls. The northern baulk of Square 271928 was 
excavated 1 m towards north, thus ending up in Square 
271929 (Ch. C3.1.3). In this new space (for now called 
“Outdoor Area 7”), two graves have been detected but not 
excavated (Graves 42 and 43). 

The floors of “Alley 5” and “Room 6” abut the same 
wall (Locus 271928:010) and join below another wall (Lo-
cus 271928:073). As this second wall (Locus 271928:073) 
was built on a higher level, it can be assumed to belong to 
a younger occupation phase, together with the abutting 
floor (Locus 0271928:78). 

The layer sealing these remains (Locus Group Lgr:030) 
consisted of hard gritty clayey soil. Eight graves were 
cut into this at the northern end of the trench (Grave 3, 
Graves 18-22 and Graves 42-43). These were all evident 
from their stones capping. Only Grave 3 was excavated; 
the actual fill was numbered Locus 271928:043. Scattered 
stones at the northern end of the trench (Locus 271928:011) 
must represent, among other things, fallen remains of one 
of the walls of “Room 6” (Locus 271928:081) but the ac-
cumulation also contained modern material. A fragment 
of a drain (Locus 271928:015) cut into the top of another 
bounding wall of “Room 6” (Locus 271928:010) also con-
tained modern material. A small patch of a hardened 
earth floor (Locus 271928:012) just under the surface and 
at the same level as the drain (Locus 271928:015) is very 
likely a remnant of a modern occupation now otherwise 
removed by bulldozing. Covering all this was the topsoil 
(Locus Group Lgr:011, designated Locus 271928:006 in the 
northwest quadrant of the square and Locus 271928:018 in 
the northeast quadrant).

C3.3 Summary

In summary, in Squares 271929, 271928 and 271927 the 
main phase exposed is an assemblage of architecture 
which represents a multi-section complex consisting of 
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two single-room buildings, a courtyard, two alleys, an 
open area and one other architectural unit whose nature 
is not yet clear (provisionally called “Outdoor Area 7”). 

The configurations of the walls indicate that the layout 
of the complex was not planned in one go but developed 
over time. This architecture subdivides into three distinct 
units representing three successive constructional phas-
es, all sharing a common floor. These three architectural 
phases could be distinguished by differing construction 
features, including the size of the walls, the size of the 
cobbles used in construction and the orientation of the 
walls. To distinguish between the individual room units 
and these larger architectural groupings, we label them 
here as “Architectural Units”:
•	 Architectural Unit 1: The walls (Loci 271927:008 = 

271927:010, 271927:009 and 271927:011) bond to one an-
other but are separated from Architectural Unit 2.

•	 Architectural Unit 2: The walls (Loci 271928:007, 
271928:031 and 271928:008 and Loci 271928:008 and 
271927:088, respectively) bond to one another but are 
separated from Architectural Units 1 and 3.

•	 Architectural Unit 3: The walls (Loci 271928:010, 
271928:017 and 2719280:081) bond to one another but 
are separate from Architectural Unit 2.

Overall the following discrete periods of use can be dis-
cerned: 
•	 the main occupational period; 
•	 a period of reuse shortly after the main occupation had 

ended, as evidenced by a wall (Locus 271928:073) and 
associated surface(s);

•	 a period when the ruined remains of the main occupa-
tion phase had become the surface of the mound and 
at some stage accumulated intense scatters of pottery;

•	 one or several periods when graves were cut into the 
mound; and finally

•	 the modern usage period, as evidenced by the drain 
(Locus 271928:015) and the associated surface.

C4. The Connecting Trench

(Adam B. Stone)

C4.1 Method

Two medium scale excavations were to be carried out 
at Gird-i Bazar, one located on the eastern side of the 
mound (Ch. C3), and the other, on the western side (Ch. 
C5), approximately 50 m distant. It was decided to ex-
cavate a longitudinal connecting trench between these 
separate excavations (Figs. C1.2, C4.1). This Connecting 
Trench would serve to connect and better understand 
these two separate excavations, and to investigate if sim-
ilar or noticeably different structures and activities were 
to be found between these areas.

The Connecting Trench runs roughly 43 m at an angle 
across six of the site’s 10×10 m squares, on a roughly NW-
SE alignment, about 3-6 m distant from and parallel with 
the modern cut through the mound, which had provided 
us with a cross section through the deposits when the 
chicken farm was constructed. Excavations in each of the 
squares was carried out separately, using the different se-
quence of context numbers assigned to each square, and 
leaving a 1 m baulk between each trench. This baulk is the 
most northerly/easterly metre of the relevant square. The 
trench is 1.5 m wide. 

C4.2 Square 270928

This was the most easterly of the excavations forming the 
Connecting Trench, and in the east it connected with the 
wider excavations across Square 271928 (Figs. C4.1-2). In 
this trench the virgin soil (Locus 270928:011) was reached. 
Upon that natural layer, a wall (Locus 270928:023) had 
been constructed. In this trench, all that could be seen 
of this wall was the very north-eastern end, which was 
formed of two rows of larger stones with an internal core 
of smaller stones. Outside of the trench, the wall could 
be seen to extend to the southwest. Furthermore, just be-
yond the limits of the trench, it could be seen that the 
north-eastern limit of the wall likely formed a corner with 
another wall which ran in north-western to south-eastern 
direction at right-angles to our wall (Locus 270928:023), 
a corner of “Building C” to the southeast of the trench. 

“Outdoor Area 8” to the north of our wall in this trench 
(Locus 270928:023), therefore, was likely external to the 
architectural structure of which this corner was a part.

Respecting the external north face of our wall (Locus 
270928:023) was an occupation surface, formed of a 2 cm 
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thick layer of compacted silty clay (Locus 270928:010), 
with a thin layer of 2-4 cm of overlying occupation ma-
terial consisting of dark moderately compact orangey 
brown silty clay (Locus Group Lgr:057). This surface and 
the overlying deposit extended across the full length and 
width of the trench. Both the surface and the occupation 
material were sampled for flotation. In Square 271928, to 
the east of Square 270928, the equivalent surface was 
numbered Locus 271928:047.

Overlying the occupation material was a thick layer of 
relatively sterile grey brown silty clay (Locus 270928:004), 
likely a post-occupation accumulation of material, which 
respected the full remaining height of our wall (Locus 
270928:23).

Cutting the silty clay layer (Locus 270928:004) were 
four graves (Graves 38-41), which were somewhat partial-
ly within this trench. These graves were not fully exca-
vated, and were left with their capping stones in place, 
most commonly a single row of large 20×40×10 cm stones 
laid flat. Above these capping stones were the upper fills 

of each of the grave cuts. The latter had been excavated 
as part of the clay layer (Locus 270928:004), as the cuts 
for each grave had not been recognised until we hit the 
capping stones.

Overlying the clay layer (Locus 270928:004) and seal-
ing the graves was the topsoil (Locus 270928:003), and 
the very surface of this square was numbered as Lo-
cus 270928:001. Cleaning of the section of the modern 
cut through the mound of Gird-i Bazar, created by the 
construction of the chicken farm, was numbered Locus 
270928:002.

C4.3 Square 270929

In this trench the virgin soil (Locus 270929:029) was 
reached (Figs. C4.1, C4.3). In the east of the trench, over-
lying the natural was an occupation surface, formed of a 2 
cm thick layer of compacted silty clay (Locus 270929:028), 
with a thin layer of 2-4 cm of overlying occupation mate-
rial, a dark brown sandy silt (Locus 270929:009): this is 
probably equivalent to the surface and occupation mate-
rial seen to the east in Square 270928. In Square 270929, 
this surface and the overlying deposit extended only c. 
1.5 m to the west, where both petered out as the slope 
of the mound began to rise up to the west. The actual 
limit of these deposits was lost by the later truncation 
of later graves. Overlying the occupation material was a 
thick layer of relatively sterile grey brown silty clay (Loci 
270929:005 = 270929:006), which was likely a post-occu-
pation accumulation of material. 

Cutting the silty clay (Loci 270929:005 = 270929:006) 
were five graves (Grave 29, Graves 33-36), which were 
somewhat partially within this trench. Three of the graves 
were fully excavated (Grave 29, Graves 34-35). Two of the 

Fig. C4.2: Square 270928. Orthophoto by Andrea 
Squitieri.

Fig. C4.3: Square 270929. Ortho-
photo by Andrea Squitieri.
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graves (Grave 33, Grave 36) were not fully excavated and 
were left with their capping stones in place with upper 
fills. The upper fills had been excavated as part of Locus 
270929:004, as the cuts for each grave had not been rec-
ognised until we hit the capping stones. Those grave cuts, 
which were fully excavated, all demonstrated a clear nar-
rowing of the cut below the level of the capping stones, 
with the body most commonly placed on its side to fit 
the narrow space. There was no completely consistent 
pattern to the orientation of the excavated skeletons, but 
most were orientated between northern to southern and 
north-eastern to south-western direction; the skeletons 
excavated appeared to be most commonly facing east or 
southeast. This orientation and the fact that all the graves 
were cut through from just below the topsoil suggests 
that these were much later in date than the other features 
excavated. Very few finds, and then only fragments of 
pottery sherds, were found in the fills of the graves. 

Overlying the post-occupation accumulation (Loci 
270929:005 = 270929:006) and sealing the graves was the 
topsoil (Locus 270929:002), and the very surface of this 
square was numbered as Locus 270929:001.

C4.4 Square 269929 with the kiln

In this trench the virgin soil (Locus 269929:010) was 
reached (Figs. C4.1, C4.4). In the very east of the trench 
this natural was overcut by a maximum of c. 30 cm. This 
overcutting gradually decreased to nothing in the west of 
the trench. Overcutting was the result of this being the 
first trench to be excavated; we were unsure about the 
level of the virgin soil and these natural deposits appeared 
quite dirty, now likely understood as a result of bioturba-
tion. 

The earliest feature in Square 269929 was cut into the 
virgin soil. This was the cut (Locus 269929:015) for the 
construction of a large kiln (c. 1.5 m E-W, broader than the 
1.5 m width of the trench, and 1.1 m deep; Fig. C4.5). The 
clay lining of the kiln (Locus 269929:006), which was c. 
5-10 cm thick in places, was burnt red on the outside and 
vitrified to an extremely hard white on the inside. Where 
this clay lining did not exactly fill the original cut a fill 
between the cut and the lining (Locus 269929:016) was 
recognised. The clay lining of the kiln was well preserved 
for most of the height of the structure, with a similar 
lining visible in places on the base; but elsewhere this base 
deteriorated, and the underlying virgin soil (at this depth 
a stone/pebble rich yellow brown sandy silt) was visible. 
In the section of the trench, the uppermost 40 cm of the 
kiln, which had been very difficult to define, was partially 
discernible, and a much damaged and somewhat collapsed 

arched roof made of similar material to the rest of the 
lining was identified. In plan, the walls of the kiln were 
very steep, almost vertical, except at the very base and in 
the east, where there was a clear undercutting, forming a 
bell shape to this one side. In the south, the form of the 
kiln both narrowed and became much shallower, perhaps 
suggesting the location of a raking pit or entrance to the 
kiln just to the south of the trench. An archaeomagnetic 

Fig. C4.4: Square 269929. Orthophoto by 
Andrea Squitieri.

Fig C4.5: The kiln (Locus 269929:006) in Square 269929. Photo 
by Andrea Squitieri.
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sample was taken that will be analysed by Patrick Arneitz 
under the supervision of Dr Roman Leonhardt at the 
Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik (ZAMG), 
Vienna.

At first, attempts were made to quarter-section the kiln, 
but the depth of the feature soon made this impossible. 
Instead, we allocated different collection numbers so as 
to more specifically identify the finds, pottery, bones and 
samples which came from the fills of the kiln. The lower-
most fill of the kiln was a c. 25 cm thick dark grey black 
ashy deposit rich in charcoal flecks and pottery (Locus 
269929:020). From this deposit came a small animal fig-
urine (Ch. D3.2.1; Fig. D3.1). It is likely that this ashy de-
posit is the residue from the original use of the lower half 
of this kiln as a firebox for the firing of pottery stacked 
above. The boundary between this ashy deposit (Locus 
269929:020) and the overlying upper fill of the kiln (Locus 
269929:005) was so sharp that I believe there may have 
once been a clay floor separating the lower firebox and 
an upper firing chamber, and indeed there were many 
fragments of burnt clay lining similar to that which lines 
the walls and base of the kiln within the upper fill (Locus 
269929:005). Perhaps these fragments were the broken re-
mains of such a floor. The upper fill (Locus 269929:005) 
was a very mixed deposit, almost 80 cm in depth, of dark 
grey brown silty clay, which contained a great deal of pot-
tery, including one complete vessel  (269929:005:018; Ch. 
D2.4.3.1.1; Fig. D2.8).

Overlying the kiln were two roughly equivalent deposits 
of brown grey silty clay with occasional chalk inclusions 
(Locus 269929:004 to the east and Locus 269929:014 to the 
west). These were both a maximum of 40 cm deep and 
likely represent post-occupation accumulations of material. 
Notably, no occupation surface or any occupation material 
or waste associated with the kiln was found in the trench. 
Overlying the deposit (Loci 269929:004 = 269929:014) was a 
layer of exceptionally compact grey brown silty clay (Locus 
269929:003). 

This latter deposit had been cut by three graves (Lo-
cus 269929:009: Grave 30; Locus 269929:018: Grave 31; 
Locus 269929:011: Grave 32). The capping stones (Lo-
cus 269929:008: Grave 30 and Locus 269929:007: Grave 
31) of the first two graves were removed but not further 
excavated, while the capping stones of the latter (Locus 
269929:013: Grave 32) was left in situ. The capping stones 
of Grave 30 (Locus 269929:008) were noticeably differ-
ent to the norm, having been set almost on edge due to 
the narrow nature of the cut of this grave. Overlying the 
capping stones were the upper fills of the graves (Locus 
269929:019: Grave 30; Locus 269929:017: Grave 31; Locus 
269929:012: Grave 32). These upper fills had been excavat-
ed as part of Locus 269929:003 and Locus 269929:004, as 

the cuts for each grave had not been recognised until we 
hit the capping stones.

Overlying Locus 269929:003 and sealing the graves 
was the topsoil (Locus 269929:002), and the very surface 
of this square was numbered as Locus 269929:001.

C4.5 Square 269930

In this trench the virgin soil (Locus 269930:013) was 
reached (Figs. C4.1, C4.6). Overlying this virgin soil was 
a deposit of hard and compact grey brown sandy silt (Lo-
cus 269930:003). This deposit is likely a post-occupation 
accumulation of material. Notably, no occupation surface 
or any occupation material was found in this trench. 

Cutting the silt deposit (Locus 269930:003) were three 
graves which were partially situated within this trench 
(Graves 27-29). These graves were partially excavated and 
left with their capping stones in place. Above these cap-
ping stones were the upper fills of each of the grave cuts. 
The latter had been excavated as part of the silt deposit 
(Locus 269930:003), as the cuts for each grave had not 
been recognised until we hit the capping stones. Over-
lying the silt deposit (Locus 269930:003) and sealing the 
graves was the topsoil (Locus 269930:002), and the very 
surface of this square was numbered as Locus 269929:001.

C4.6 Square 268930

The virgin soil (Locus Group Lgr:044) was reached in this 
trench (Figs. C4.1, C4.7). The uppermost virgin soil and 
yellow brown silty clay (Locus 268930:015) overlay the 
lower natural deposit, a stone/pebble rich layer of yellow 
brown silty clay (Locus 268930:018). 

The archaeology in Square 267931 had originally made 
it appear that the latter deposit was the virgin soil (as the 
walls in Square 267931 looked at first glance to be con-
structed on this pebble layer), and the former, therefore, 

Fig. C4.6: Square 269930. Ortho-
photo by Andrea Squitieri.
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was initially thought to be an overlying layer of occupa-
tion material. With this situation in mind, we excavated 
the bottom couple of centimetres of Locus 268930:015 as 
a separate context (Locus 268930:016) to ensure full re-
covery of possibly supra-floor deposits. This excavation 
practice was in vain, as it soon became clear that Locus 
268930:015 (including Locus 268930:016) was a natural ge-
ological deposit upon which the walls visible in this trench 
had been built and over which lay all the extant archaeo-
logical deposits.

In the west of the trench and constructed on the nat-
ural deposit (Locus 268930:015) were two walls (Loci 
268930:017 and 268930:009; “Building D”). The former 
was formed of four courses of stones in two rows of outer 
stones c. 20-30 cm square with an inner core of stone, c. 10 
cm square. This wall runs in south-western to north-east-
ern direction. But less than 1 m of this wall was visible in 
this trench; its north-eastern end runs out of the trench, 
while its south-western end is bonded with the second 
wall (Locus 268930:009), which it meets at right-an-

gle. This second wall is similarly constructed to the first 
one (Locus 268930:017), and runs in south-eastern to 
north-western direction. Only 1 m of this wall is visible 
in this trench before it runs into Square 268931 (there la-
belled Locus 268931:009). The southern face of wall Locus 
268930:009 was not revealed in this trench as there was 
too little room to excavate. Notably there was no occupa-
tion surface or occupation material associated with either 
of these two walls. 

Around 1 m to the east of these two walls (Locus 
268930:017 and Locus 268930:009) there was a further 
wall (Locus 268930:007), also constructed upon the natu-

ral layer of silty clay (Locus 268930:015). This wall runs 
in south-western to north-eastern direction parallel to 
the wall designated as Locus 268930:017. It is poorly 
preserved, but appears to have two rough outer rows 
of stones with an inner core of smaller stones. The 
eastern face of this wall respects a 2-4 cm thick surface 
formed of compacted earth (Locus 268930:014), which 
overlies the natural silty clay layer (Locus 268930:015). 

This surface (Locus 268930:014) runs to the west 
to where it respects the western face of a single row 
of raised stones one course high (Locus 268930:008). 
This row of stones was constructed on the natural clay 
layer (Locus 268930:015) and appears to form a west-
ern boundary to an area of stone paved floor (Locus 
268930:010), which was also laid upon the upper hori-
zon of the clay layer (Locus 268930:015). 

This area of stone paving is “Outdoor Area 8” (Lo-
cus 268930:010) which stretches over 2 m east of the 
western boundary (Locus 268930:008), where it sud-
denly stops with no certain edge and without any clear 
eastern boundary. It is possible, given the complete 

lack of contemporary deposits or structures between the 
edge of the stone pavement and the kiln c. 20 m away in 
Square 269929, that this area had been cleared of such 
features, perhaps in preparation for some form of exten-
sive construction that never happened, and that the east-
ern extent of Locus 268930:010 had been affected by this 
clearance. Such a suggestion is difficult to prove, and it 
may just be that the stone pavement was a feature limited 
in width, with no clear eastern edge. But why? And why 
the blank area further to the east? Noticeably, the stone 
pavement follows the slope of the mound at this point 
(from east to west), and perhaps Locus 268930:010 served 
as some form of protection against water that might have 
accrued at this point and run down this slope. Significant-
ly, on the magnetogram of the area (Ch. B4.2) it is just 
possible to make out a very slightly lighter longitudinal 
feature roughly at the point of where Locus 268930:010 is 
found in this square, and this longitudinal feature can be 
seen to extend northeast and southwest of Square 268930. 

Fig. C4.7: Square 268930. Orthophoto by Andrea Squitieri.
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It is possible, therefore, that this stone pavement may ex-
tend similarly, but more excavation is needed, and this 
may serve to answer the questions as to the function and 
reasons for the nature of Locus 268930:010.

The above would suggest that the stone pavement (Locus 
268930:010), the walls (Loci 268930:008 and 268930:007), 
the surface (Locus 268930:014; “Outdoor Area 9”) and the 
walls to the east (Loci 268930:017 and 268930:009) divide 

“Outdoor Area 10” and “Outdoor Area 11” and that all form 
one contemporary phase of construction and use. 

Overlying the surface (Locus 268930:014) was a layer 
of packing, yellow brown sandy silt (Locus 268930:012), 
which stretched between the walls (Loci 268930:008 and 
268930:007). On top of this packing was a wall (Locus 
268930:006), which appeared to be a later addition to the 
line of boundary stones (Locus 268930:008) and even in-
corporated the original boundary stones into its structure. 
This later addition was quite poorly constructed, with 
two passable outer rows and an inner core of stones, but 
all the stones were quite mixed in size and orientation, 
and the wall was only preserved to a height of two rather 
rough courses. 

It is my suggestion that this wall (Locus 268930:006) 
served as a later more extensive boundary to the stone 
pavement (Locus 268930:010) to the east. The western 
face of the wall (Locus 268930:006) was respected by 
a surface made up of 2-4 cm of small pebbles (Locus 
268930:005). This surface stretched eastward to where 
it met the eastern face of a quite poorly preserved wall 
(Locus 268930:007). Here, the pebbled surface overlay the 
lower courses of this wall, but respected the upper remain-
ing courses that were better preserved in the west. The 
surface (Locus 268930:005) must therefore date to a time 
after Locus 268930:007 no longer functioned as a wall (if 
indeed it ever did) and only served as a boundary to this 
surface. An initial survey of the pottery from the surface 
(Locus 268930:005) is suggestive of a post-Neo-Assyrian 
date (Ch. D2.5), which strengthens the assumption of a 
later date for this secondary phase of occupation of this 
area. 

Between the first wall (Locus 268930:007) and the walls 
to the east (Loci 268930:017 and 268930:009) were two 
deposits (Locus 268930:013, overlain by Locus 268930:011) 
of likely tumble from the collapse of the latter two walls. 
Peculiarly, this collapse lay directly upon the natural (Lo-
cus 268930:015), with no intervening occupation deposits.

Overlying the surface (Locus 268930:005) and wall (Lo-
cus 268930:007) and respecting the eastern edge of the 
tumble was a deposit of medium brown compact silty 
clay (Locus 268930:004). This respected the eastern face 
of another wall (Locus 268930:006), but was not, I think, 
occupation material: more likely this represents post-oc-

cupation accumulation. This deposit was in turn overlain 
by a hard and compact layer of grey brown sandy silt 
(Locus 268930:003) which overlay the stone pavement 
(Locus 268930:010) and the wall (Locus 268930:006), and 
was overlain in turn by topsoil (Locus 268930:002), while 
the very surface of this square was numbered as Locus 
268930:001.

C4.7 Square 268931

In this trench the virgin soil (Lgr:045) was reached (Figs. 
C4.1, C4.8). The uppermost virgin soil and yellow brown 
silty clay (Locus 268931:006) overlay the lower natural 
deposit (Locus 268931:007), a stone/pebble rich deposit of 
yellow brown silty clay. 

The archaeology in Square 267931 had originally made 
it appear that the latter deposit was the virgin soil (the 
walls in Square 267931 looked at first glance to be con-
structed on this pebble layer), and the former, therefore, 
was initially thought to be an overlying layer of occupa-
tion material. With this situation in mind, we excavated 
the bottom couple of centimetres of Locus 268931:006 as a 
separate context (Locus 268930:008) to ensure full recov-
ery of possible material above the floor. This excavation 
practice was in vain, as it soon became clear that it was 
a natural/geological deposit (Locus 268930:006, including 
Locus 268930:008), upon which the walls visible in this 
trench had been built and over which lay all the extant 
archaeological deposits.

In the west of the square and constructed on the vir-
gin soil (Locus 268931:006) was a wall (Locus 268931:009). 
This wall was formed of four courses of stones in two rows 
of outer stones (c. 20-30 cm square) with an inner core 

Fig. C4.8: Square 268931. Orthophoto by Andrea 
Squitieri.
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of stone (c. 10 cm square). The wall (Locus 268931:009) is 
oriented SE-NW and runs to the southeast into Square 
268930 (where it is Locus 268930:009). Only the southern 
face of the wall (Locus 268931:009) is visible in this square. 

In the far east of the trench and also constructed on 
the virgin soil (Locus 268931:006) was another wall (Lo-
cus 268931:010). This wall was formed of four courses of 
stones in two rows of outer stones (c. 20-30 cm square) 
with an inner core of stone (c. 10 cm square). The wall ran 
NE-SW, at right angles to the first wall (Locus 268931:009), 
but it was not possible to tell if the two walls ever met – 
they certainly did not in this trench. Less than 1 m of the 
second wall (Locus 268931:010) was visible in the square, 
and this was limited to its south-eastern face. This wall 
did appear to run to the SW of the square to where it met, 
after less than 1 m, its return wall in Square 267931 (there 
called Locus 267931:010). 

Against the south-eastern face of that wall (Locus 
268931:010) and also constructed on the virgin soil (Locus 
268931:006) was a small feature (Locus 268931:011), only 
partially visible in this square. Located in the south of 
the square, this feature consisted of a small angled line 
of stones (c. 10-15 cm square) and c. 20 cm wider than the 
south-eastern face of the wall. 

Overlying the virgin soil (Locus 268931:006) was a 
layer of packing material of compact dark grey brown 
sandy silt (Locus 268931:004), and on top of this was a 
pebbled surface (“Outdoor Area 11”), partially deteriorat-
ed and patchy, which respected the south-eastern face of 
the first wall (Locus 2689310:009) and the south-western 
face of the second wall (Locus 268931:010), and, here, to 
the south, also respected the south western face of the 
stone feature (Locus 268931:011). The pebbled surface was 
mostly between 4-6 cm deep, but in the west, the deposit 
was far deeper, up to c. 15-20 cm, perhaps where pebbles 
had accrued due to the slope of the mound at this point. 
The pebbled surface did not appear in the nearby Square 
267931 to the west. It is possible that the stone feature 
(Locus 268931:011) may have served as a boundary to this 
pebbled surface, thus explaining their non-appearance to 
the west. That the walls (Loci 268931:009 and 268931:010) 
were connected by the same deposit suggests that they 
belong to the same phase and were possibly part of the 
same structure, or at least connected together by some 
form of surface. It is not possible to say if this surface 
represents an internal or external space. 

Overlying the pebbled surface was hard orange brown 
sandy silt (Locus 268931:003), a layer of post-occupation 

material, which respected the faces of both walls, and 
was in turn overlain by the topsoil (Locus 268931:002), 
while the very surface of this square was numbered as 
Locus 268930:001.

C4.8 Summary

The Connecting Trench has served its purpose. It is very 
clear that between the two areas of medium-sized excava-
tion to the east and west of the mound, there was an area 
of very different archaeology. Squares 268930 and 268931 
demonstrate a continuity of occupation and building as 
seen in Square 267931 (Ch. C5), with the architecture of 
these squares directly connected. Moving east, however, 
we are left with the seemingly blank area of the mound, 
only broken by the kiln in Square 269929, and then pitted 
by later graves. It is not until we reach the eastern end of 
Square 270938 that we have any indications of surfaces, 
or even occupation material. It is a further 10 m before 
we find the first structural wall located in the eastern end 
of Square 268928, and this just 1 m before we reach the 
eastern larger scale excavations with their substantial ar-
chitectural discoveries (Ch. C3).

How best to explain this break in architecture and, 
even, evidence of occupation that so typifies the central 
30 m of the Connecting Trench, which runs directly across 
the summit of the modern mound? It is my contention 
that the best hint is offered by the sudden eastern end to 
the stone pavement found in the eastern end of Square 
268930 (Ch. C4.6). The best explanation of this sudden 
end is that the stone pavement had been truncated at this 
point, and I suggest that this truncation may have been 
the result of a wide-scale clearance of the top of the mod-
ern mound, perhaps for a large-scale construction, but 
which was never built. Indeed, elsewhere, we have clear 
evidence for walls and structures being cut down, leaving 
standing sections which were included in later structures 

– compare the excavations in Square 271927, and the walls 
surrounding “Courtyard 2” (Loci 271927:008-011). 

Such an interpretation would only leave us with the 
need for an explanation for the kiln. At this stage, it could 
be suggested that the kiln was a later feature dating to af-
ter the clearance of the mound. The lack of floor and sur-
rounding waste or occupation material in the area around 
this kiln, however, does require further investigation.
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C5. The Western Trench: Square 267931

(Peter V. Bartl)

The general aim of the excavation in this part of the site 
was to understand the layout of the architecture and the 
occupational sequence on the western edge of the settle-
ment area (Figs. C1.1-2) where the magnetometer survey 
(Ch. B4) had revealed promising structural remains wor-
thy of investigation: a regular layout with parallel walls 
orientated along a north-north-west axis, with several 
narrow rooms or alleys lining larger originally roofed ar-
eas. Additionally, some stonewall remains were visible on 
the surface of Square 267931 and its vicinity and confirm 
the general impression given by the geophysical survey.

The western limit of the area available for excavation is 
defined by the fence surrounding the farm, which causes 
Square 267931 to be cut at its north-western edge. The 
modern topography is relatively flat, yet slightly sloping 
towards the west. The surface is characterised by north-
east-southwest running cut-marks of a large wheeled 
loader that was used when preparing the terrain for the 
construction of the chicken farm. 

C5.1 Method

The excavated area in Square 267931 has an overall width 
of 10 m and a north-south extent of 9 m (Fig. C5.1-2). Due 
to time constraints only about two third of the area of 
the square have been excavated in 2015. An area of about 
4.5×7.7 m in the south-western corner of the square has 
been left untouched. 

In order to better understand the nature of the dep-
ositional sequence, the accumulation processes and the 
character and state of preservation of the anthropogenic 
features at the site, an initial test trench of 2 m width 
was opened at the northern edge of the square, in an area 
where parts of the stone architecture were visible on the 
surface. This test trench was enlarged towards the south 
subsequently. 

The methodology used for excavating was geared to 
the need to gain as much information as possible on ac-
cumulations or depositions and their formation processes, 
as well as to allow for conclusions on the anthropogenic 
activities that have taken place within the structures. We 
therefore gridded the deposits immediately above floors 
and the subsequent floors, using squares of 0.5×0.5 m or 
1×1 m depending on the overall size of the area in question, 
for sampling purposes (Figs. C5.3-4). The subsequent 
multiple internal divisions with their sections allow for a 
detailed study of the deposition processes within a con-

fined space. This method has been used for the deposits 
within “Building F”, “Building G” and “Building H” and in 
the open spaces “Alley 12”, “Alley 13” and “Alley 14”. “Build-
ing E” and “Building I” have not been excavated on a scale 
large enough to apply this method.

C5.2 General stratigraphy

The virgin soil (Locus 267931:042) presents the base lay-
er upon which all architectural units excavated so far in 
this area have been erected. This natural deposit consists 
of two components. Firstly, a layer of varying strength of 
fine sandy, silty material which covers, secondly, an un-
derlying uneven accumulation of river cobbles that might 

Fig. C5.1: Square 267931. Orthophoto by Andrea Squitieri.
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be part of the Pleistocene gravel bank of the Lesser Zab 
that accumulated in the alluvial plain on the northern 
bank of the river (Ch. 2.4). At first, the silty soil above had 
been erroneously understood as part of an anthropogen-
ic pebble surface, for several sherds and sporadic bones 
were trodden into it. But these objects and other contam-
inations have to be understood as anthropogenic intrusive 
material and are not part of the original composition.

The first phase of settlement founded upon the virgin 
soil (Locus 267931:042) consists of several separate sin-
gle-room units that are subdivided by small spaces. Al-
together five single-room units have been detected and 
partly excavated, as well as three narrow structures that 
were most probably uncovered alleyways. These archi-
tectural units have been labelled as “Building E” through 

“Building I”, as well as “Alley 12”, “Alley 13” and “Alley 14”. 
Only “Building H” in the middle of the square has been 
excavated (almost) entirely whereas the remaining archi-
tectural units have only been partly exposed. Work in this 
area will continue in 2016.

C5.3 The architectural units

Generally speaking, the architecture is made of stone: 
preserved are usually two, sometimes three rows of river 
cobbles with an average diameter of 20-30 cm that are 
bonded by natural soil and smaller pebbles placed in the 
gaps. The lowest course is usually set directly upon the 
virgin soil without any trace of foundations or foundation 
trenches. Each wall shows slightly different features and 
construction techniques that will be addressed in details 
subsequently. 

C5.3.1 Building F = Room 15

Along the northern section of Square 267931, the southern 
end and south-western corner of a room have been exca-
vated that adjoins the northern “Alley 12” (Ch. C5.3.6) and 
can be accessed via a door opening on the eastern end of 
its southern façade. The exposed walls enclose a small, 
roughly triangular area between them and the northern 
baulk: this is “Room 15”, corresponding to the single-room 

“Building F”. The minimal east-west extension of the room 
must be at least 4.5 m (as the eastern end is hidden in 
the baulk) while its north-south extension cannot yet be 
reconstructed. The floor level (Locus 267931:050) with-
in the room could only tentatively be identified. Under 
hard-packed light brown soil (the fill of the room; Locus 
267931:006) lies a thin layer or surface of hard grey-brown 
soil (Locus 267931:030), with staining attributed to fire and 
ashy patches. This was subdivided into 50×50 cm squares 
for sampling purposes. However, to further investigate 

“Building F” the excavation will have to be expanded to 
the north.

The construction technique of “Building F” shows fea-
tures also encountered at some of the other architectural 
units exposed in the square. It is therefore described here 
as exemplary: The western wall (Locus 267931:004) bonds 

Fig. C5.3: Excavating the gridded floor in “Building H” = 
“Room 17” of Square 267931. Photo by Peter Bartl.

Fig. C5.4: Floor gridded for sampling purposes in “Building 
G” = “Room 16” of Square 267931. Photo by Peter Bartl.
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with the southern wall (Locus 267931:003), creating the 
south-western corner of the room. The corner was struc-
turally strengthened by the use of large stones. The low-
est three courses of the cornerstones protrude while only 
one lowermost cornerstone lies under the lowest row of 
stones of both walls. Beyond the corner, larger stones are 
used for the lowest course and smaller ones for the over-
lying courses. Due to the uneven surface of the stones, the 
façade had a rather irregular appearance on both sides.

The southern wall (Locus 267931:003) of the room is 
cut by a door opening (Locus 267931:043), after which the 
wall (now labelled Locus 267931:009) continues to the east. 
From the alley to the south, two steps with a height of 
15-20 cm and constructed of large river cobbles lead up 
to a flat rectangular stone forming the threshold of the 
doorway that gives access to the room. The first step con-
sists of the southern, lowest course of stones of the wall. 
The large rectangular stone of the threshold covered the 
northern row of stones. Two larger boulders with rectan-
gular edges, used as cornerstones in the third course of 
stones, strengthen the sides of the doorframe. 

C5.3.2 Building G = Room 16

To the west of “Building F”, we exposed part of another 
single-room unit. This is “Building G” (“Room 16”), which 
is separated from “Building F” by the narrow “Alley 14” 
(Ch. C5.3.6), about 50 cm wide and with a homogenous fill 
of dark-brown loamy soil (Locus 267931:015). The original 
size and layout of “Building G” cannot yet be further de-
fined due to the limited area exposed so far.

Two walls (Locus 267931:012 and Locus 267931:013) bond 
and create a corner, that defines an installation consist-
ing of large flat stone slabs (Locus 267931:016; Fig. C5.5), 
sunk into the floor (Locus 267931:029) and covered by a 
layer of burnt debris (Locus 267931:014). Along the walls 

accumulations of light brown soil (Locus 267931:028) were 
excavated on the floor. 

The installation (Locus 267931:016) lies about 50 cm 
above the surrounding contemporary occupational sur-
faces in “Alley 13” and “Alley 14” and the foot of the walls 
of “Building G”, as visible on the exterior (elevation: 544.95 
m). It is paved with large flat stone slabs, with tiny pebbles 
placed between to fill the gaps. The surface shows traces 
of staining by fire and was covered by an approximately 
10 cm thick layer of burned debris (Locus 267931:014). This 
deposit was subdivided into 50×50 cm squares and sam-
pled for phytoliths, soil and organic materials (Fig. C5.4). 
Fragments of burnt plaster, mud brick and charcoal were 
found in the debris. Finds include a limestone pound-
er (267931:014:036: Ch. D3.2.6 (a)) and parts of a large 
smashed vessel (267931:014:005). Where the installation 
(Locus 267931:016) meets the southern wall another al-
most complete vessel (267931:014:006) was excavated that 
was sitting upside down in a small bowl (267931:014:035), 
leaning against the stonework (Fig. C5.5). These finds 
and the obvious utilisation of fire lead us to the prelimi-
nary interpretation that the installation was used for food 
preparation.

The construction technique of the outside wall (Locus 
267931:013) of “Building G” lining “Alley 14” is so far unique 
in Gird-i Bazar as it consists of a row of particularly large 
flat river cobbles leaning upright against the base of the 
wall, thus cladding the stonework. This may have been 
designed to protect the foot of the wall against erosion or 
other environmental or anthropogenic degradation pro-
cesses deriving from the use of the alley. 

To the south of “Building G” lies “Alley 13” (Ch. C5.3.6), 
which separates three further architectural units from 

“Building G”: these are “Building H” (Ch. C5.3.3), “Building 
I” (Ch. C5.3.4) and “Building E” (Ch. C5.3.5). The latter two 
are situated along the eastern and western edge of the 
square, respectively, and have only been partially uncov-
ered so far. 

C5.3.3 Building H = Room 17

In the centre of Square 267931, an almost complete room 
with dimensions of 5×2.6 m was excavated. This is “Room 
17”, corresponding to the single-room “Building H”. It is 
encompassed by four walls that are constructed of the 
same large river cobbles used for the other structures in 
that part of the site. The eastern limit of this architectural 
unit is comprised of a stone wall (Locus 267931:019) that 
suffered deterioration at some point, collapsed over al-
most its entire exposed length and was rebuilt in a second 
phase of utilisation in a slightly simpler manner (Locus 

Fig. C5.5: Stone slab installation sunk into the floor of “Build
ing G” = “Room 16” in Square 267931. Photo by Peter Bartl.
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267931:047). An older wall (Locus 267931:032) was almost 
totally removed also on the western side of “Building H” 
in order to make way for a substitute. This suggests two 
phases of utilisation for this building. 

C5.3.3.1 First phase

The original construction of “Building H” is founded on 
the virgin soil. The narrow “Alley 12” is located at its east-
ern side. It is similar in appearance to the northern “Alley 
13”, with whom it meets (Ch. C5.3.6). Along that axis, the 
original stonewall (Locus 267931:019), consisting of two 
rows of well laid-out, large cobbles with smaller pebbles in 
the gaps, is only preserved at the very southern end of the 
square. At about 2.5 m from the southern baulk it shows 
signs of collapse towards the interior (Locus 267931:031) 
and exterior (Locus 267931:039), where accumulations of 
medium sized stones have come to rest. From that point 
on, the initial construction of the wall is only preserved to 
the height of the second course of stones. At its northern 
end, a doorway can be reconstructed, followed by the cor-
ner with another stonewall (Locus 267931:026) that rep-
resents the northern limit of the structure. The western 
boundary is composed of a wall (Locus 267931:032) that is 
only preserved up to the second course of stones, above 
which it is cut to make way for a later, second construc-
tion phase (Ch. C5.3.3.2). 

The southern limit of the original room unit is hard to 
establish, as it is partly hidden in the baulk. A general 
continuation of the eastern face of the structural unit (Lo-
cus 267931:019) can be deduced from traces outside the 
square: a continuation of the wall is visible on the surface 
of the mound, where stones of the wall emerge on the 
ground. Whether the stonewall (Locus 267931:021) that is 
abutting this wall and was partly excavated right in front 
of the southern section of the square is part of the original 
construction of the room, which does not bond for struc-
tural reasons, or whether it is a later addition and subdi-
vision of a originally larger room remains to be clarified.

The fill of the first phase of utilisation (Locus 267931:033) 
has been subdivided into 1×1 m large sampling squares, 
every second of which has been excavated and sampled. 
The fill consists of homogenous accumulation, almost bare 
of objects, that covers the pebble floor (Locus 267931:044), 
resting upon the virgin soil at an elevation of 545.25-30 m. 
The floor (Locus 267931:044) shows traces of burning in 
places and has tiny fragmented sherds trodden into it, in-
dicating an intensive phase of utilisation.

C5.3.3.2 Second phase

At some point, “Building H” was abandoned and fell into 
a state of disrepair, resulting in the abovementioned col-
lapse of the eastern wall. In a subsequent second phase 
of construction and utilisation the collapsed northern 
part of the eastern wall (Locus: 267931:019) was rebuilt in 
a slightly simpler manner (Locus 267931:047). In addition, 
the western wall of the structure was levelled at an ele-
vation of about 545.50 m, that is, 20 cm above the floor 
level of the first phase, and subsequently covered by an 
occupational surface (Locus 267931:049). The wall was re-
built about 30 cm further to the west (Locus 267931:020). 
Due to the limited area exposed and later disturbances, it 
remains unclear whether the rebuilt eastern and western 
outer walls bond with the older remains of the walls to 
the north (Locus 267931:026) and to the south-east (Locus 
267931:019), where we only observed one building phase. 
To the south, a wall (Locus 267931:021) limits the room. 

The resulting space of the second phase had a slightly 
larger east-west expansion than the original room. But the 
general character of the western wall and the composi-
tion of the deposit right above the floor (Locus 267931:023) 
suggest that this may have been a squatter occupation. 
A pebble mortar (267931:023:002; Ch. D.3.2.7a) and some 
badly corroded fragments of metal (267931:032:001; cf. Ch. 
D3.1) were found within this fill.

C5.3.4 Building I = Room 18 

At the western edge of the excavated area, a floor (Locus 
267931:048) abuts the rebuilt wall of “Building H” (Locus 
267931:020) from the west. The floor level is situated at an 
elevation of about 454.50 m and thus at the same height 
as the younger surface (Locus 267931:049) of “Building H” 
on the other side of the wall. The material above this floor 
(Locus 267931:022) yielded fragments of a smashed large 
storage jar (267931:022:001). 

A more detailed interpretation of “Building I” and its 
development can only be given once this architectural 
unit has been excavated on a larger scale. 

C5.3.5 Building E 

Only one stonewall (Locus 267931:010) has been excavat-
ed so far of “Building E”64. The suspected single-room 

64 As no floor area has been exposed as of yet, the structure has not 
yet been assigned a room number.
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building is situated at the extreme eastern edge of Square 
267931 and continues into the (for now) unexcavated 
parts of Square 268931 of the Connecting Trench. “Alley 
12” separates “Building E” from the features to the west. 
Its north-western corner, well preserved with slightly pro-
truding cornerstones, abuts “Alley 13” (Ch. C5.3.6). 

C5.3.6 Alleys 12, 13 and 14

The individual room units are separated by narrow alleys, 
meeting at right angles. “Alley 12” (Locus 267931:045) sep-
arates “Building E” (to its eastern side) from “Building H” 
(to its western side). “Alley 13” (Locus 267931:046) sepa-
rates “Building H” (to its south) from “Building F” (to its 
north). “Alley 14” separates “Building G” from “Building F”. 
Finally, “Alley 14” (Locus 267931:015) separates “Building F” 
(to its east) from “Building G” (to its west). 

The underlying virgin soil (Locus 267931:042) and the 
resulting surfaces of “Alley 12” and “Alley 13” slope down 
towards the north and west respectively and their occu-
pational surfaces have been subjected to considerable ero-
sion. They show traces of intensive use, as can be deduced 
from the fact that the surface lies on a lower level than 
the lower-most course of stones of the surrounding walls: 
the floors were hollowed out by utilization. There are ac-
cumulations of broken sherds and some scattered bones 
along the walls and trodden into the surface (“Alley 12”: 
Locus 267931:038; “Alley 13”: Locus 267931:041). This evi-
dence supports the interpretation of the fortification of 
the outside wall of “Building G”, as described above (Ch. 
5.3.2), as protecting it from outside influences. 

C5.4 The period of abandonment and  
degradation

After the abandonment of the settlement, layers of set-
tlement debris and rubble or collapsed parts of the sur-
rounding walls on top of the mostly homogenous deposits 
above the floors:

•	 “Alley 12”: Locus 267931:024, hard soil; Locus 267931:039, 
collapse from wall 267931:019.

•	 “Alley 13”: Locus 267931:037, red brown soil; Locus 
267931:036, grey brown soil; Locus 267931:005, hard 
packed light brown grey soil; Locus 267931:040, col-
lapse from wall 267931:003.

•	 “Building F”: Locus 267931:006, hard-packed light brown 
soil. 

•	 “Building G”: Locus 267931:007, hard compact grey 
brown clay.

In the post-occupation period, the debris and disjoint-
ed accumulations of river cobbles that originated from 
the deteriorated walls can be observed, especially in the 
northern part of Square 267931:
•	 Locus 267931:027: stone collapse. 
•	 Locus 267931:035: dark-brown heterogeneous material 

with abundant small pebbles and several large cobbles.
•	 Locus 267931:017: river cobbles in dark brown soil.
•	 Locus 267931:018: stone collapse.
•	 Locus 267931:008: fine mud layer with tiny pebbles.

The topsoil consisted mainly of layers of rain-induced 
deposition of fine sediments and pebbles that were ex-
posed to the elements and erosive effects over a con-
siderable time-span, resulting in a surface consisting of 
pebbles embedded into a layer of fine silty soil. Within 
this layer a single row of stones (Locus 267931:025) stands 
out. An iron arrowhead (267931:011:004; Ch. D3.2.3) was 
found in the topsoil, along with one half Iraqi dinar coin 
(267931:011:005; cf. Ch. D3.1), which confirms the recent 
dating of this accumulation. 

C5.5 Summary

This report leads to the conclusion that in this part of the 
settlement area one main-phase of occupation is present 
with at least one phase of later repairs and reuse. After 
this period, this part of the settlement was abandoned. 
There are no burials in this area.
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D1. The bioarchaeological sampling strategy

(Tina Greenfield)

Until very recently, Braidwood’s seminal research on the 
“Hilly Flanks” was the only extensive multidisciplinary 
field investigation of the ecology of the plains and foot-
hills of the Zagros Mountains in Iraqi Kurdistan65. In the 
past five years, this situation on the ground has changed 
dramatically and a great deal of relevant work has be-
gun, especially in the Shahrizor Plain66. For the Peshdar 
district, in particular, data on the environment and set-
tlement landscape are still lacking67. Consequently, when 
the Peshdar Plain Project was launched in 2015, part of its 
research design was to fill this lacuna, in particular for the 
Neo-Assyrian period of the 9tʰ to 7tʰ centuries BC. 

D1.1  Research objectives

The research objectives for the bioarchaeological program 
aim to determine how the Assyrians living on the eastern 
edge of the empire during the first millennium exploited 
and interacted with their local environment. In order to 
provide answers to this question, we are collecting and 
analysing a range of bioarchaeological data (animal and 
human bones, seeds, shells, charcoal, soils and phyto-
liths) that promise insights into the social, economic and 
political behaviour of the occupants of Gird-i Bazar. Ad-
ditionally, discrete sets of activities (i.e. food processing, 
consumption, disposal patterns, etc.) will be determined 
by comparative analysis of data distributions between the 
different buildings across the site68. In this way, a variety of 
macro and micro scale socio-economic behaviours can be 
assessed that are not normally understood for Neo-Assyr-
ian sites. To this end, an integrated, holistic and systematic 
protocol has been implemented for the sampling, excavat-
ing and analysing of ancient bioarchaeological data.

65 Braidwood et al. 1983; Braidwood/Howe 1960.
66 Altaweel et al. 2012; Elliott et al. 2015.
67 A rare set of data from a nearby site (in the Raniyah district) de-

rives from the work of archaeobotanist Hans Helbaek who dur-
ing the Iraqi excavations in 1956 successfully sampled botanical 
remains from the Middle Assyrian period at Tell Bazmosian (now 
submerged in the Dokan Lake): Helbaek 1963.

68 Rainville 2000.

D1.2  Bioarchaeological data collected

Bioarchaeological data are by definition the remains of 
human activities that impart information on the produc-
tion, consumption, and exploitation strategies for food, 
movement, diet and health of peoples within sites and 
across landscape69. Correspondingly, such data can be 
related to their status and position within the relevant 
social and economic structure. Furthermore, these data 
can also inform on the taphonomy of the site and enable 
reconstruction of the changes that transformed the recov-
ered remains and deposits at the site70.

Organic data were collected during the 2015 campaign 
at Gird-i Bazar. Three major types of bioarchaeological 
data were collected: plant (carbonised seeds/charcoal and 
phytolith), animal (bone, teeth and shell) and human re-
mains. Soil samples were also taken for specific studies 
related to the human remains.

D1.3  Bioarchaeological methodology: sampling 
procedures and protocols

One primary objective in the recovery and analysis of 
the bioarchaeological samples is to examine the data and 
determine the spatial distribution of each of the discreet 
data sets across the excavation. In consultation with oth-
er experts from several fields of bioarchaeological analy-
ses, protocols were developed for maximising the recov-
ery of organic remains from Gird-i Bazar from spatially 
controlled contexts. We are indebted to the experts who 
provided excavation and sampling protocols of bioarchae-
ological data: Dr Sandra Lösch, University of Bern, for 
human remains; Dr Piers Mitchell, University of Cam-
bridge, for parasitological studies; Dr Anke Marsh, UCL, 
for phytoliths; and Dr Melissa Rosenzweig, Miami Uni-
versity, and Professor Dorian Fuller, UCL, for protocols 
for sampling palaeobotanical remains and flotation tank 
construction and procedure.

A strict protocol for the gridding of floors and features 
(Figs. C5.3, C5.4) allowed for the recovery of organic 
data on a much smaller and tighter scale than has ever 
been used on past excavations in the region. This spatial 

69 Reitz/Wing 2008.
70 Lyman 1994.
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control provides the ability to determine behaviour and 
activity processes on a micro scale within each building. 

D1.3.1  Plant and animal remains 

A rigorous and standardised protocol for the collection 
and sampling of organic remains was implemented dur-
ing the inaugural campaign at Gird-i Bazar. Sampling 
strategies for all plant and animal material excavated fo-
cused on the recovery of remains from primary contexts/
deposits that included deposits right above the floors, 
features, and pits with a known surface. When deemed 
necessary, 1×1 m grids were imposed for tighter spatial 
control of these data within primary features/floors. In 
this instance, samples were collected for phytoliths and 
botanical analyses. Additionally, 100 % of the soil (post-bi-
oarchaeological sampling) from each primary feature was 
dry-sieved for maximum recovery of artefacts and faunal 
remains missed through regular excavation. In addition, 
a minimum of 20-litre soil samples was taken from each 
primary (non-floor) archaeological context. 

D1.3.1.1  Zooarchaeological samples

Zooarchaeological specimens were carefully washed, dried 
slowly in the shade, recorded in the database, and pack-
aged for identification and detailed analyses during the 
post-field period. Comparative zooarchaeological speci-
mens were collected during this season and will provide 
the base for a modern reference collection for future field 
analyses.

D1.3.1.2  Palaeobotanical remains

Once palaeobotanical samples were taken, each sample 
of soil was floated (essentially washed) for the maximum 
recovery of micro-artefacts, charcoal and palaeobotani-
cal remains. The state of the art flotation machine (Fig. 
D1.1) was specifically made for the project in Sulaymani-
yah, using the template of the models currently used at 
the excavations in Bestansur (directed by Roger Mat-
thews, University of Reading) and Gurga Çiya (direct-
ed by Robert Carter and David Wengrow, UCL) in the 
Shahrizor Plain. The analysis of light fraction botanical 
remains, including carbonised remains (seeds, charcoal), 
and heavy fraction samples that contain the remains of 
micro-artefacts will allow for a better understanding of 
land use and food management strategies at Gird-i Ba-
zar. Samples of carbon were taken from concentrations of 

charcoal remains for the purposes of radiocarbon dating 
(Ch. C2.1). 

D1.3.2  Human remains

A total of 14 graves with human remains were uncovered 
and fully excavated during the 2015 season; they are of 
a much later date than the Neo-Assyrian settlement. In 
total, 45 graves were identified across the excavation area 
(Ch. C3.2.1-3, Ch. C.3.2.5-6; Ch. C4.2-5). Protocols for exca-
vating human remains were instituted at the beginning of 
the 2015 season. Each individual specimen was recorded 
on osteological sheets and detailed notes were taken for 
further analysis. Separate Locus designations were pro-
vided for each deposit within each grave, including dis-
tinguishing loci for the skeleton and the surrounding soil. 
This process allows excavators and specialists to accurate-
ly reconstruct the multiple stages associated with burial 
activities. Data recording sheets were utilised to deter-
mine skeleton position, orientation, and level of complete-
ness. Documentation forms used in the field also includ-
ed a skeleton template, which allowed the excavator to 
immediately indicate those elements present in the grave. 
All of the human remains were curated for further studies 

Fig. D1.1: The flotation machine at Bazar. Photo by 
Andrea Squitieri.
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in the following years on Stable Isotopes, pathologies and 
potentially aDNA analyses.

Grave soil samples were taken according to protocol 
from above the head, below the feet, and within the pelvic 
region of each individual that was excavated from a grave. 
The soil samples can be used for parasitological studies at 
a later date.

D1.4  Bioarchaeological analytical themes 

Archaeological specimens were excavated from several 
different contexts, including floors, and deposits right 
above the floors from within each of the identified build-
ings, graves, and areas such as alleyways that lie outside 
buildings/structures. Each was processed with the same 
spatial and temporal control to ensure comparability with 
the excavated material. Results from these data will allow 
for the reconstruction of activity areas within buildings 
and across the site, and also highlight behaviour process-
es inherent in the activities performed.

These data, once identified and analysed, allow for the 
construction of a comprehensive picture on a variety of 
behavioural issues related to socio-economic factors, such 
as status, diet, and food production inherent across the 
site71. This study will provide important comparanda to 
studies on other Neo-Assyrian sites and allow us to begin 
construction of a model of the ecology of the region. The 
analysis of the ancient plants and animals from Gird-i Ba-
zar will be the first phase in attempting to recreate the 
ancient landscape and ecology of the Peshdar Plain in 
Neo-Assyrian times. 

The examination of the much younger human remains 
will reveal patterns related to the general population living 
at (or near) Gird-i Bazar. The human remains have yet 
to be fully analysed; however, once studied, information 
will be gleaned on the health, age, and sex, pathologies 
from teeth and skeletal elements, as well as other indica-
tors related to mobility72. Each of these indicators helps to 
identify diet, the general population health, and overall 
movement of individuals across the region and further 
afield. If deemed necessary, isotopic samples (particularly 
for Strontium analysis) will be taken to help determine 
the origins and mobility of these individuals over their 
lifetime.

71 Greenfield 2014; Rosenzweig 2014.
72 White 1998.

D1.5  Preliminary results

While identification and analysis are still in very early 
stages, some preliminary observations can already be of-
fered on the botanical and zooarchaeological samples.

D1.5.1  Plants and animals

Preliminary observations based on spatial patterns for 
botanical light fraction, heavy fraction and the zooar-
chaeological data, suggest that specific areas within 
the site were reserved for discreet activities. The botan-
ical remains have yielded very few carbonised remains 
(seeds and charcoal) from the upper layers of the occu-
pation. The majority of the samples observed thus far 
have not come from discreet hearths, cooking installa-
tions or floors. Perhaps the areas where food preparation 
took place have either not yet been excavated (but cf. Ch. 
C5.3.2), or do not exist within the particular excavated ar-
eas of the site. Nevertheless, future analyses of the floors 
from the 2015 season may yet show that particular areas 
of the houses/buildings can be considered activity areas 
related to food preparation/consumption. The faunal sam-
ple collected for the 2015 season was relatively small (c. 75 
specimens) despite the use of sieves and careful attention 
to the recovery of these data. Preliminary results of the 
zooarchaeological remains suggest that most of the fau-
nal remains came not from the floors within the houses, 
but rather the streets and refuse pits (Fig. C3.4) found 
outside the structures. The lack of discreet activity areas 
within the structures appears to mirror the results pro-
duced by analysis of the botanical remains. However, it is 
important to caution that these patterns are based on pre-
liminary results and a full analysis of the remains within 
each room is forthcoming. General observations on both 
these data sets do suggest that food processing and relat-
ed consumption activities did not take place in the areas 
excavated in 2015 (cf. Ch. D3.3). 

D1.5.2  Human remains 

In total, eleven graves were excavated from within the 
Eastern Trench (Squares 271927 and 271928), while only 
three were removed from Square 270929 in the Connect-
ing Trench. There were no graves present in the Western 
Trench.

Preliminary observations suggest no standardised pat-
terns of burial between the graves. The orientation of the 
bodies, ages of the individuals, preservation of remains, 
and the skeleton completeness (or lack of) between indi-
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viduals all differ. While one or two individuals may share 
some features, there is no standard practice of burial as-
sociated with these graves. 

D1.6  Future analyses

Aside from the traditional zooarchaeological and bioar-
chaeological specimen identifications, animal and human 
remains will be chosen for Stable Isotope studies as part 
of the larger reconstruction of the ecology of the Peshdar 
Plain, for both the Neo-Assyrian period and later periods. 
These data, gleaned from human and animal bones and 
teeth, will inform on the movement of both populations 
across the larger landscape. 

In addition, soil samples taken from within the human 
graves for parasitological analyses (by Piers D. Mitchell, 
University of Cambridge) will help highlight place of or-
igin, diet, and general health of these individuals. The 
identification, analysis and integration of each of these 
organic data will help build a comprehensive picture of 
human interaction with plants, animals and the surround-
ing landscape during the first millennium BC and the 
more recent past at Gird-i Bazar. 

Radiocarbon (AMS) dating of the charcoal samples has 
helped determine the dates of occupation at Gird-i Bazar. 
Two charcoal samples have already been analysed at the 
Center for Applied Isotope Studies (CAIS) of the University 
of Georgia, Athens (Ch. B2.5.3; Ch. C2.1). Subsequent sam-
pling of charcoal and especially carbonised seeds from 
additional occupational horizons will allow for a tight 
temporal sequence of the site’s life history that is often 
difficult to gain from traditional excavation and artefact 
analyses.

D2.  The pottery from Gird-i Bazar, 2015: a preli-
minary study

(Jean-Jacques Herr)

During the 2015 excavations at Gird-i Bazar, Jean-Jacques 
Herr oversaw the recording of the pottery finds. He was 
responsible for their registration in the database and the 
analysis of the sherds according to chaîne opératoire, fab-
ric and typology. Hero Salih Ahmed from the Sulaymani-
yah Department of Antiquities oversaw the organisation 
of the work flow and in particular the creation of pho-
tos and drawings. Muhamad Kahraman Walika drew the 
sherds and their photos were taken by Jean-Jacques Herr 
and Hero Salih Ahmed. 

During the study week in January 2016, the registration 
continued with a team composed of Janoscha Kreppner, 
Jean-Jacques Herr, Hero Salih Ahmed and Andrea Squitie-
ri. We would like to thank the Sulaymaniyah Department 
of Antiquities, in particular Kamal Rasheed Zewe and 
Saber Ahmad Saber, for the excellent working condition 
provided for us and to Hashim Hama Abdulla, director of 
the Archaeological Museum of Sulaymaniyah, who kindly 
let us use the museum’s photographic equipment.

D2.1  Research questions

Pottery from Gird-i Bazar has been known since 2013 
when the site was discovered during the MAFGS survey, 
directed by Jessica Giraud (Ch. B3). Because of Bazar’s 
low stratified setting and due to the probable homogene-
ity of the material in term of fabrics and morphological 
groups, it was assumed that this might be a single period 
site, with occupation limited to the first half of the first 
millennium BC, the date ascribed to most of the surface 
ceramics recorded in the 2013 survey. The assumed short-
lived occupation of Bazar made it possible to define it as 
a reference site73 for comparing and dating the ceramic 
material from other sites in the Raniyah, Bngird and Pe-
shdar Plains. Though small in extent, excavating the site 
of Gird-i Bazar provides a unique opportunity to compile 
a local ceramic reference assemblage for the first half of 
the first millennium BC ceramic tradition, relevant for the 
foothills region of the western Zagros.

The second aim of the 2015 campaign was to determine 
the cultural orientation of the settlement on the site of 
Gird-i Bazar. The ceramic collection of the 2013 survey 
was preliminarily assigned to the Neo-Assyrian period 

73 Bernbeck 1999, 152  -154.
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due to the presence of specific carinated bowls and neck 
jars, as these morphological types were known from well 
dated context at sites in the heartland of the Neo-Assyri-
an Empire, specifically Aššur and Kalḫu74. However, as we 
have discovered during the 2015 excavations, the cultural 
orientation of Gird-i Bazar seems to be equally close, if 
not even closer, to Western Iran75, i.e. the region on the 
eastern side of the Zagros mountain range.

D2.2  Periodisation and its terminology

When studying the ceramic assemblage of Gird-i Bazar, 
we are facing a terminological problem in ascribing the 
material production to a chronological framework. The 
intention of this section is thus to offer some clarification 
and to avoid confusion with both Upper Mesopotamian 
and Iranian systems of archaeological periodisation.

D2.2.1  The chronological classification of pottery 
as “Neo-Assyrian”

Since the Gird-i Bazar pottery is most closely compara-
ble to material discovered in stratigraphic levels of sites 
dated to the first half of the first millennium BC, we de-
cided to employ the politico-historical periodisation of 
the Neo-Assyrian Empire as used by Arnulf Hausleiter 
(2010). During the period of its greatest extent between 
the mid-8tʰ century BC and the end of the 7tʰ century BC, 
the holdings of the Assyrian Empire encompassed most 
of the Near East, either through direct or indirect rule. 
From the 9tʰ century BC onwards, the mountainous area 
of the Raniyah and Peshdar Plains came under the direct 
control of the Assyrian administration when the Border 
March of the Palace Herald was created (Ch. B1). Hence, 
the term “Neo-Assyrian” can be used to denote the polit-
ical affiliation of our region from the 9tʰ century BC on-
wards and may therefore serve as a chronological desig-
nation. As pointed out by Karen Radner, “due to Assyria’s 
wide-ranging influence, this phase of Middle Eastern his-
tory is conventionally called the Neo-Assyrian period”76.

Referring to the “Neo-Assyrian period” does not, how-
ever, in any way exclude the possibility that various so-
cial groups living within the Raniyah and Peshdar Plains 

74 Anastasio 2010, 93-105 pl. 9-14; 23-129 pl. 23-26; Hausleiter 2010, pl. 
58-59; 63; 66-67; 70-71; 93-114.

75 Young 1965, 53.
76 Radner 2014, 101.

had a Median77, Mannean and/or Assyrian identity. In our 
region, we can postulate a high frequency of interaction 
between the Assyrian Empire, manifested locally as the 
Border March of the Palace Herald, and the neighbouring 
political entities in the Zagros78 where population groups 
including Medes and Manneans are attested in cuneiform 
sources. This heterogeneous socio-political context might 
have impacted some aspects of the cultural orientation of 
Gird-i Bazar and its surroundings. 

While we are not trying to define the boundaries of 
a “ceramic province” (the limited heuristic value of which 
has been stressed by Reinhard Bernbeck79), it is useful for 
our purposes to delineate an area where we can observe 
the same material production and observe the directions 
of its outside contacts. Taking into account factors such 
as ecology, orientation of communications and geopoli-
tics, we therefore propose to define the Raniyah and Pe-
shdar Plains, the two major plains located inside the first 
western anticlines of the Zagros and along the Lesser Zab, 
as one particular region (or ecozone) of the Neo-Assyrian 
Empire80, with a specific material culture.

D2.2.2  The archaeological phases of the  
Neo-Assyrian period

For the Neo-Assyrian period, two periodisation schemes 
have been suggested, one by Arnulf Hausleiter (2010) 
and the other by Stefano Anastasio (2010). In the present 
study we follow the chronological framework proposed 
by Hausleiter for the archaeological periodisation of the 
Neo-Assyrian period, which he divided into 
•	 NA I (10tʰ-9tʰ centuries BC)
•	 NA IIa (8tʰ centuries BC)
•	 NA IIb (7tʰ centuries BC)
•	 NA III (7t /h6tʰ-5tʰ centuries BC)81. 

Hausleiter’s periodisation is based on the stratigraphic 
sequence of two major sites of the Neo-Assyrian Empire: 
Aššur and Kalḫu. Both sites provide the majority of the 
morphological variants within the referential Neo-Assyr-
ian ceramic repertoire, comprising pottery found both 

77 Kroll (2014, 205; 2015, 111) uses the term “Median pottery tradition” 
in a geographical sense when he refers to pottery coming from the 
region of ancient Media, including Nush-i Jan and Godin Tepe.

78 Discussed e.g. by Fuchs 2000 and Radner 2012.
79 Bernbeck 1999, 159.
80 Lévy/Lussault 2013 (for the polysemous definition of a “region” as 

used by geographers); Subrahmanyam 2001, 43 (for the notion of 
an “ecozone” for defining a space within an empire).

81 Hausleiter 2010, 12-15.
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within the political core area of the Assyrian Empire and 
outside. This core area is delimited by the sites of Aššur, 
Nineveh and Arbela, which form a triangular geographical 
area82. This repertoire consists of 70.5 % of the total amount 
of the morphological variants discovered in all the sites be-
tween the Upper Euphrates valley and the plain of Erbil83.

The key phase of Hausleiter’s periodisation is “NA II”, 
which encompasses both the 8tʰ and 7tʰ centuries BC. In 
Aššur, the building of the fortifications during the reign of 
Shalmaneser III (r. 859-824 BC) results in a terminus post 
quem for housing subsequently constructed which allows 
to assign pottery types found in these context to the peri-
od after Shalmaneser’s reign. Hausleiter’s phase NA IIb of 
the 7tʰ century BC is documented in well dated contexts 
at Kalḫu, specifically in the Governor Palace, the houses 
in TW 53, the Central Building and Fort Shalmaneser.

The alternative scheme proposed by Stefano Anasta-
sio (2010) sees the process of establishing new Assyrian 
provinces under Tiglath-pileser III (r. 745-727 BC) as a sig-
nificant watershed of ceramic periodisation. However, he 
cannot connect this to any clear stratigraphic contexts 
from any excavated sites and therefore a differentiation 
between ceramic material before and after this historical 
watershed is impossible. Anastasio correctly pointed out 
that this period division refers to the histoire évènementielle 
of the Assyrian Empire and he preferred to use “Iron Age” 
terminology instead, but the reign of Tiglath-pileser III 
still marks the boundary between the phases “Iron Age 1” 
and “Iron Age 2” in his periodisation84. Because of the lack 
of a substantial archaeological basis for such a distinction, 
we do not follow Anastasio’s periodisation.

To summarise, the two major studies by Anastasio and 
Hausleiter have both stressed that ceramic hallmarks 
currently exist only for the contexts dated to the 8tʰ and 
7tʰ centuries BC, when inscriptions securely date certain 
stratigraphic sequences. On the other hand, there are 
very few contexts which can provide us with ceramic hall-
marks for the earlier periods, with some material from the 
canal of the Lower Town II at Dur-Katlimmu / Tell Sheikh 
Hamad in the Khabur valley being a rare exception85. 

82 Hausleiter 2010, 11; Radner 2011.
83 Hausleiter 2010, 9 fig. 3.
84 Anastasio 2010, 3-5.
85 Because of its association with a sealing, a deposit of ceramic ma-

terial can be securely dated to the time before 783 BC, i.e. before 
the end of the reign of Adad-nerari III: Fügert et al. 2014, 219-221.

D2.2.3  The designation “Iron Age IV” in the  
Iranian Zagros region

Hausleiter’s NA III (or Anastasio’s Iron Age 3) is a peri-
od marked by the collapse of the Neo-Assyrian Empire 
in Northern Mesopotamia, with the fall of Nineveh in 612 
BC, as well as the beginning of the spread of the politi-
cal influence of the Neo-Babylonian Empire and later the 
Persian Empire. This period is best understood in the Syr-
ian Jezirah, thanks to the stratigraphic sequence and the 
typo-chronology of the ceramics of the “Red House” in 
Dur-Katlimmu / Tell Sheikh Hamad on the Khabur riv-
er86. In the Iranian Zagros, this period very roughly corre-
sponds to the beginning of Iron Age IV. As emphasised by 
Rémy Boucharlat, archaeologists working in the western 
and northern parts of Iran adopted the label “Iron Age IV” 
in order to avoid a potentially misleading cultural and his-
torical Median and Achaemenid terminology87. Iron Age 
IV is chronologically delimited by the end of Level II at 
Godin Tepe around 650 BC88 and the appearance of the 

“Clinky Ware” or “Cinnamon Ware” in the Middle Parthi-
an period (c. 150 BC to first century AD)89. 

At the site of Gird-i Bazar and in all the areas surveyed 
by the MAFGS, we have noticed the absence of the “Grey 
Ware” typical of Iron Age II (1250-750 BC) in north-west-
ern Iran. Further notable absentees are the “Triangle 
Ware” and “Festoon Ware”90, which are hallmarks of Iron 
Age III (750-600 BC) in Western Iran91 and Iron Age IV 
(600 BC to first century AD) in the north-western Zagros 
region92. In the region for the Lake Urmiye, these two 
ware types are considered as key indicators for those pe-
riods93. Because we lack the ceramic hallmarks on which 
that periodisation rests it is difficult to apply the Iron Age 
periodisation of North Western and Western Iran94 to the 

86 Kreppner et al. 2006; Kreppner/Schmid 2013. 
87 Boucharlat 2005, 270-271.
88 Gopnik et al. 2011, 345.
89 Dyson 1999a, 1 fn. 1: “150-0 BC”. For a description of the “Clinky 

Ware” see Haerinck 1983, 100-106.
90 Dyson 1999.
91 Overlaet 2005, 15.
92 Kroll 2015, 114 fig. 3.
93 Kroll 1976, 165; Dyson 1999, 138; Boucharlat 2005; Overlaet 2005, 6; 

Muscarella 2006, 85-86. More recently, Kroll (2015, 110) emphasised 
that the “Classic Triangle Ware” and the “Western Triangle Ware” 
are associated with the (late) Achaemenid period of Level IIIa at 
Hasanlu. Today, we know that during that time no building activ-
ities took place at Hasanlu, which was instead used “as a dump”. 
At Baba Jan, the ceramics decorated with triangular paintings, so 
typical for the 7tʰ century BC Level III, are no longer present in the 
later Level I: Goff 1978; Goff 1985.

94 According to Overlaet (2005, 5), the Iron Age in Iran refers “to a dis-
tinctive and sudden change in the material culture which is clearly 
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Peshdar Plain. Furthermore, if we consider the regional-
ised differences a normal characteristic of the internal 
diversity of an empire, as pointed out by Rémy Bouchar-
lat95, this may explain a different material tradition in the 
Peshdar Plain.

D2.3  Method

The ceramological objective of the 2015 season at Gird-i 
Bazar was to identify the morphological types and the 
technological characteristics of the ceramic assemblage. 

As stated by R. Cresswell, a “chaîne opératoire” is un-
derstood as “the main actions which organise the succes-
sive transformations of the raw material into a finished 
product”96. A description focused on the diagnostic traces 
indicating the various stages of the ceramic fashioning 
is relevant for the identification of the techniques used 
by distinctive social groups from both a diachronic and 
synchronic perspective97. We attempted to carry out a 
technological analysis on the ceramic material at Gird-i 
Bazar based on macroscopic observations with the iden-
tification of diagnostic macro traces consistent with dif-
ferent techniques. The conclusions reached after the first 
preliminary macroscopic analysis of the technological and 
petrographic groups will need to be further tested in a 
laboratory setting by means of microscopic analyses of 
selected samples from good archaeological contexts. As 
of June 2016, 45 samples from the 2015 excavations of 
Gird-i Bazar have been exported for microscopic and 
chemical analysis thanks to the kind permission of the 
Sulaymaniyah Directorate of Antiquities. This work is cur-
rently undertaken at UCL by Alexander Sammut under 
the supervision of Dr Patrick Quinn. The ceramic material 
presented here is therefore discussed without a detailed 
commentary on its technological properties.

The following study is based on the analysis of all the 
ceramic material hitherto excavated at Gird-i Bazar. All 
sherds were collected per locus in each trench and divided 
into “diagnostic” and “non-diagnostic” groups. Diagnostic 
are rims, bases, necks and meaningful body sherds, such 
as walls with carination or shoulder or sherds with dis-
tinctive fashioning traces. All diagnostic sherds were pho-
tographed, measured, registered and drawn. In addition, 

marked by the pottery. It is self-evident that these changes do not 
occur simultaneously on a vast and geographically divided territo-
ry such as Iran.”

95 Boucharlat 2005.
96 Cresswell 1976, 13. Translated into English in Roux/Courty 2005, 201.
97 Roux/Courty 2005, 201-214.

each collection was photographed in its entirety in order 
to gain a broader view of the amount of material per locus. 
Once recording of the diagnostic sherds of a collection 
was completed, the “non-diagnostic” sherds belonging to 
the same collection were re-analysed in order to under-
stand the proportion of each chaine opératoire observed 
among the diagnostic sherds. During the first excavation 
campaign in autumn 2015 and the museum study week in 
January 2016, priority was given to recording the material 
from the most significant loci: the kiln installation (Loci 
269929:005, 269929:020), the floor levels (Loci 268930:005, 
267931:033, 267931:014, 267927:021, 267931:041) and the pit 
(Locus 271927:030).

D2.4  The ceramic corpus of the 2015 excavations 
at Gird-i Bazar

During the 2015 season, 1700 “diagnostic” sherds were 
found for a total of 145 collections registered across the 
entire site. Together with “non-diagnostic” sherds, a to-
tal of 125 kg of sherds were collected. So far, the material 
from 36 collections has been fully studied along the lines 
described above: 666 diagnostic sherds derived primarily 
from key loci such as the floors in “Building G” (Locus 
267931:014), in “Building H,” first phase (267931:033), in 
“Alley 13” (Locus 267931:041), in “Outdoor Area 1” (Locus 
271927:021) and in the Connecting Trench (268930:005), 
the pit (Locus 271927:030) or the kiln installation, both 
its upper fill (Locus 269929:005) and its lower fill (Locus 
269929:20). 

It is important to stress that currently, the number of 
“diagnostic” sherds is not yet quantitatively and qualita-
tively representative for a statistical analysis based on 
the completeness of the vessels, as we lack the minimum 
number of 2000-5000 sherds required for such an analy-
sis98. Furthermore, the morphological typology required 
for this analysis is not yet established and this does not 
allow us to calculate the minimum number of individual 
vessels (“NMI”)99. 

Only three complete vessel profiles have been found 
during the 2015 excavations. The scatter graph100 (Fig. 
D2.1) based on material from five key loci 267931:041 
(floor), 269929:005 (kiln, upper fill), 269929:020 (kiln, low-

98 Raux 1998, 14.
99 For the “nombre minimum d’individu” (NMI) in ceramology see 

Arcelin/Tuffreau-Libre 1998.
100 This scatter graph shows the maximum number of individual ves-

sels. Whenever joins between sherds were noted, the fragments 
were considered as one individual vessel: Raux 1998, 13.
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er fill), 271927:030 (pit) and 268930:005 (floor) is meant to 
give a general idea about the state of preservation of the 
sherds recovered. As illustrated in the graph, a cluster of 
85 % of rim sherds represents rim fragments with <10% of 
the complete diameter and a cluster of 86 % of base sherds 
represents base fragments with <25 % of the complete 
base diameter. There are no complete rims and very few 
complete bases preserved in the analysed loci, highlight-
ing how fragmentary the available pottery corpus is. 

Furthermore, we found only a limited amount of sherds 
per locus, with three notable exceptions: 
•	 Loci 269929:005 and 269929:020 = the fill of the kiln: 

206 diagnostics of 1000 sherds; 
•	 Locus 267931:041 = the material from the earlier floor in 

“Alley 13”: 141 diagnostics of 1400 sherds; 
•	 Locus 271927:030 = the fill of the pit: 121 diagnostics of 

630 sherds. 

This last locus provided eroded sherds, mostly broken into 
very small fragments, with all their surfaces, including 
sections, covered with a thin dark layer of post-deposi-
tional origin. Those sherds were probably swept togeth-

er during cleaning and then discarded in these locations.  
Very few vessels were found in situ where they broke101.

The fragmentary condition in which the pottery from 
Gird-i Bazar was excavated does not help to define clear 
morphological types nor to relate them accurately to 
types from other first millennium BC sites in the region.

D2.4.1  Technical aspects

D2.4.1.1  Burnishing technique

Generally speaking, the surface colour of the Gird-i Ba-
zar ceramics is “reddish yellow” (Munsell 5YR6/6, 5YR6/8, 
5YR7/8, 5YR7/6, 7.5YR7/6) to “pink” (Munsell 7.5YR8/4, 
7.5YR7/4), with a streaky burnishing on the outside and on 
the inside wall of the vessel. 

101 Unlike in the contemporary nearby site of Bestansur in the Shahri-
zor Plain, where smashed vessels were recovered in Trench 14: 
Cooper/Gardner 2013, fig. 5.12.

Fig. D2.1: Scatter graph of the diameter measurements of 507 rim and base sherds. Prepared by Jean-Jacques Herr.
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34 % of the 666 diagnostic sherds (Ch. D2.4) exhib-
it wiping marks on their surface (burnishing, smoothed 
matte and polishing). We assume that the ratio was in 
fact even higher because in some cases erosion processes 
can obliterate thick matte striations (also called facets) on 
the surface. Moreover, as experiments by R. Martineau 
(2010) demonstrated that different shades of lustre of the 
burnishing process can be correlated with the duration of 
the drying process of the vessels, sherds presenting matte 
facets may also have been burnished. 

In any case, burnishing is very common at Gird-i Bazar. 
The technique is also well attested in the ceramic assem-
blage of various contemporary sites surveyed by MAFGS 
in the Raniyah and Peshdar Plains102 as well as in Urartian 
and Iron Age Iranian sites103. 

Burnishing results in a compact topography of the sherd 
surface with thick sub-parallel striations with a width of 
1-2 mm, horizontally oriented on the rim and on the upper 
part of the body (Fig. D2.7: 4) and vertically oriented on 
the lower part. The interior wall of the bases shows such 
striations extending from the centre to the edges in a radi-
al pattern. On the carinated bowls, they tend to be vertical 
under the carination. The regularity of such marks and the 
mineral inclusions in the fabric produce a shiny effect on 
the treated surface. Few mineral inclusions are visible on 
the surface of burnished sherds, although they can be no-
ticed in the section. The compact topography conferred 
to the vessel by burnishing increases its impermeability, 
adding an important functional purpose to the aesthetic.

The edges of the striations present an accumulation of 
clay, which suggests that this treatment was made when 
the clay was of leather-hard consistency. We assume that 
a hard tool made from a pebble or another material with 
a working surface of 1-2 mm in width was used for bur-
nishing the vessels104. The regularity of the burnishing 

102 This technique was noted on materials recovered in the Peshdar 
and Raniyah Plains during the MAFGS survey, particularly at Qa-
lat Said Ahmadan. Excavations of this site by a Japanese team from 
the university of Tsukuba commenced in autumn 2014 and contin-
ued in 2015: Tsuneki et al. 2015; 2016.

103 For Hasanlu, Young (1963, 28-29) specified that the “common ware” 
of Level III was usually burnished inside and outside above a red 
slip. Noteworthy is that when T.C. Young first completed his PhD 
research, he assigned it to the same level as “Triangle Ware”. Writ-
ing about the surface treatment of ceramics from Urartian fortress-
es, Kroll 1976, 107 emphasized that almost all sherds are burnished 
or polished (“fast alle Scherben sind geglättet oder poliert”). Cf. 
also the so-called “Median Bowl”, dated to the post-Urartian peri-
od: Kroll 2015, 115 fig. 6.

104 The macro-traces are comparable to those obtained in experiments 
with a pebble of hard stone on the surface of vessels with leath-
er-hard consistency : Martineau 2010, 16-19.

patterns can help to identify from which part of the vessel 
a “non-diagnostic” body sherd originates. 

D2.4.1.2  Red slip 

Red slip is frequently mentioned for the ceramics of Ha-
sanlu (levels V105, IV106 and IIIB107) and also found on Urar-
tian vessels108. For this coating technique, a thin layer of 
liquid clay is added to the surface of the vessel, which 
usually results in floating inclusions on the surface. 

Red slip has been recognised macroscopically on some 
sherds from Gird-i Bazar (Fig. D2.7: 5) but crucially, the 
coating technique was observed only on 5 % of the 666 di-
agnostic sherds excavated at the site109. There are several 
possible interpretations for such a low quantity of red-
slipped sherds. The burnishing treatment may have oblit-
erated the macro-traces of the previous coating treatment. 
Alternatively, erosion may have deteriorated it. However, 
a third hypothesis seems most likely, namely, that this 
coating technique was only rarely used for the ceramic 
production. This preliminary assessment must await cor-
roboration with the results of future microscopic analy-
ses110. Indeed, it should be noted that a very careful peb-
ble burnishing can produce such fine surfaces that they 
might be mistaken for slipped ware111. 

Examples of a “fine reddish slipped ware” with the 
same morphological variants as the Gird-i Bazar spec-
imens were excavated at the nearby site of Bakr Awa, 
located in the Shahrizor Plain in the province of Sulay-
maniyah. Tentatively assigning the associated architec-
tural levels to the Neo-Assyrian Period, the team of Peter 
Miglus from the University of Heidelberg connected these 

105 Young 1963, 43 tab. IV; Danti/Cifarelli 2013, 219.
106 Young 1963, 33-36 table III.
107 Young 1963, 28-29, 31.
108 Group 3 at the Urartian site of Erebuni: Deschamps/Fichet de 

Clairefontaine 2012, 108. Kroll (1976, 108) is more cautious about 
the presence of such a red slip (“roter Überzug”) among the assem-
blages.

109 My thanks to Stephan Kroll for pointing this out as significant.
110 Alice Hunt speculated during the 2015 excavations that the iron 

rich nature of the fabric might result in a very thin reddish layer on 
the surface of the vessel because of the firing process. This might 
be called a ‘self slip’, which means that no extra clay has been add-
ed on the surface. This interesting idea needs to be tested in the lab.

111 For this finishing technique see Arnal 1989, 194-195, mentioned in 
Martineau 2010, 15: “Il en résulte une paroi de qualité excellente 
grâce à une très légère couche superficielle d’une texture particu-
lièrement fine, souvent prise à tort pour un engobe.”
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ceramics to the pottery repertoire of south Urartian sites, 
dated to the 8tʰ century BC by Stephan Kroll112. 

D2.4.1.3  Firing process

The firing of the vessels seems to have occurred in a 
semi-oxidising atmosphere, as shown by the sections of 
sherds with a grey core and reddish and buff margins. 
Among the 666 diagnostic sherds from the Gird-i Bazar 
excavations, 70 % show evidence of a semi-oxidising firing 
atmosphere, 25 % of an oxidising firing atmosphere and 
4 % of a reduced firing atmosphere. Evidence for spalling 
is rarely attested and the quality of the sherds is usually 
powdery.

D2.4.2  Preliminary fabric classification based on 
macroscopic characteristics

Since the identification of chaîne opératoire groups is still 
a work in progress, we present here only groups based 
on the macroscopic characteristics of their fabric. The 
preliminary fabric group classification was created based 
on sherds recovered from the floor surface in “Alley 
13” (Collection 267931:041:001), from the pit (Collection 
271927:031:001) and from the kiln installation (Collec-
tions 269929:005:006, 269929:005:013, 269929:005:014, 
269929:20:005), as these are the most representative as-
semblages recovered from Gird-i Bazar (cf. Ch. D2.4). 

The focus lies on describing the characteristics of the 
inclusions and their coarseness on the basis of macro-
scopical observation according to Munsell’s “charts for es-
timating proportions of mottles and coarse fragments”113. 
Specific technical features are discussed only if diagnostic 
traces are clearly visible and allow for the description of a 
stage in the ceramic fashioning process.

While this is as preliminary fabric group classification 
scheme it is helpful for determining coherent criteria to 
select samples for laboratory analyses. Because the firing 
process has an impact on the appearance of the inclusions 
observed macroscopically it is entirely possible that labo-
ratory analysis (thin section observations, physico-chemi-
cal analyses) will lead to a reduction of fabric group num-
bers114. In our preliminary classification scheme, Class A 

112 Miglus et al. 2013. I would like to thank Peter Miglus for having 
pointed out these assemblages as comparisons during his visit at 
Gird-i Bazar in autumn 2015.

113 Munsell Soil Color Charts 1994, 9-10.
114 An example for the discrepancy between macroscopic and micro-

represents the “Very Coarse Ware” of Gird-i Bazar. Class 
B constitutes the “Coarse Ware”. Class C is the “Medium 
Coarse Ware”. The “Medium Fine Ware” is Class D while 
Class E is the “Fine Ware”. There is currently nothing at-
tested that could be described as “Very Fine Ware”, but 
in case such fabric is found, it will be designated as Class 
F. These fabric classes are further subdivided into groups, 
e.g. A1, A2, B1, B2 etc. Whenever further fabric variants 
are discovered, additional groups can be created within 
the scheme of the six basic fabric classes.

Fig. D2.9 presents an overview over the ceramic as-
semblage of Gird-i Bazar, as excavated in 2015, and shows 
the correlation between the fabrics and the morphologi-
cal types. Some key observations can be made. Firstly, D1 
fabric is used for making the greatest variety of shapes, 
mainly for everyday consumption: hemispheric bowls, car-
inated bowls, jars and handled pots are characteristic of 
what we can therefore call the “Common Ware” of Gird-i 
Bazar. Shapes made with this fabric commonly exhibit the 
burnishing technique (Ch. D2.4.1.1). Secondly, B1 and B2 
fabrics are used for closed vessels used for cooking, such as 
necked or neckless pots and the occasional carinated bowl. 

D2.4.2.1  Fabric class A: “Very Coarse Ware”

Group A1
This is the only vegetal based fabric attested at Gird-i Ba-
zar among the material excavated in 2015 and collected 
in the MAFGS surface survey in 2013 (Ch. B3). The fabric 
is characterised by the high density of long rectangular 
vegetal temper, visible as voids on the surface. This fabric 
was used only for a limited number of open shapes: large 
flat plates (or perhaps lids) with bevelled or round rims 
that might have had handles (Figs. D2.4: 5, D2.9). No 
complete vessels have been recovered so far. 

The use of this fabric is combined with a specific mod-
elling technique: segments of coils were pressed together 
on a flat surface, thus leaving large carvings on the topog-
raphy of the sherds and oblique fractures in the sections. 
The walls of the vessels are 1.5-2 cm thick. 

Group A2 
This fabric is characterised by 20 % large sub-rounded 
brown and grey well-sorted inclusions, 15 % sub- rounded 

scopic observations is the fabric classification of the pottery from 
Dur-Katlimmu / Tell Sheikh Hamad: archaeologist F. J. Kreppner 
macroscopically identified 57 groups of fabrics whereas material 
scientist G. Schneider microscopically identified only eight classes 
of fabrics (Kreppner et al. 2006).
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white inclusions and 15 % sub-rounded grey inclusions. 
Rectangular voids left from vegetal inclusions are visible 
on the surface. This fabric can be described as Gird-i Ba-
zar’s “coarse ware”. It was used to make only a very lim-
ited range of shapes, mostly irregular shallow basins and 
plates made with coil technique (Figs. D2.4: 7-8, D2.9). 
The wall thickness is 2 cm.

D2.4.2.2  Fabric class B: “Coarse Ware”

Group B1
This fabric has around 25 % angular grey and white trans-
lucid inclusions (possibly quartz). Some rectangular voids 
are visible on the surface of the sherds. 

The fabric is used to produce conical necked pots (Figs. 
D2.6: 2, 4, D2.9) finished by brushing or at least smooth-
ing the surface when leather hard. This can be deduced 
thanks to the unevenly oriented striations115 that are vis-
ible on the outside. This treatment helps to level out pro-
truding inclusions so as to obtain a smooth final surface. 
The colour of vessels made with this fabric is brown; they 
may have been fired in a reducing atmosphere.

Group B2
This fabric is characterised by 35 % sub-angular white in-
clusions. The fabric is used to produce bowls with a high 
carination and pots (Figs. D2.2: 14, D2.6: 5, 7, D2.9).

Group B3
This is a mineral fabric with 25 % of sub-angular buff inclu-
sions. Round voids are visible on the surface of the sherds. 
The fabric is used for making closed vessels, possibly pots. 
As of now, no diagnostic sherds (rims or bases) belonging 
to this group have been processed.

D2.4.2.3  Fabric class C: “Medium Coarse Ware”

Group C1 
This fabric has been observed in sherds belonging to rela-
tively large vessels whose walls are 1-2 cm thick. The fab-
ric is characterised by 15 % angular yellow shiny inclusions, 
probably micas, 10 % of sub-angular grey inclusions and 
2% sub-rounded large red inclusions. The fabric is mark-
edly less coarse than that of groups B1 and B2. The only 
diagnostic sherds available so far are straight thickened 
triangular rims, probably of large storage jars (Figs. D2.6: 

115 The bottom of the striations is deep, caused by inclusions being 
pushed along the vessel’s surface when the potter smoothed it.

11, D2.9). The walls of the vessels made with this fabric 
are c. 1.5 cm thick.

Group C2
This fabric is characterised by a high concentration of 
chaff temper, as indicated by numerous long voids on the 
surface of the inside wall of the vessels. The fabric has 
mineral inclusions, namely 10 % tiny shiny inclusions, 10 % 
sub-angular fine white inclusions and 55 % sub-angular 
fine grey inclusions. The fabric was used for large storage 
vessels but no diagnostic sherds (rims or bases) have been 
processed so far.

Group C3
This is another mineral-based fabric with 15 % sub-round-
ed fine grey inclusions, 15 % angular tiny shiny inclusions 
(perhaps micas), 15 % fine white inclusions, 10 % sub-angu-
lar dark fine inclusions. Some rectangular voids left from 
vegetal inclusions are visible on the surface. As of now, no 
diagnostic sherds (rims or bases) belonging to this group 
have been processed.

D2.4.2.4  Fabric class D: “Medium Fine Ware”

Group D1 – the “Common Ware” of Gird-i Bazar
This is a mineral-based fabric characterised by 10 % sub- 
rounded fine white inclusions, 5-10 % sub-angular grey 
inclusions, 5-10 % angular tiny shiny yellow inclusions 
(perhaps biotite micas) and 5 % sub-rounded fine red in-
clusions. Occasionally, vegetal rectangular voids are visi-
ble on the surface.

As of now, this is the most common fabric type ob-
served at Gird-i Bazar and can therefore be classified 
as the “Common Ware”. It was used for a wide range of 
shapes such as hemispherical incurved rim bowls, carinat-
ed bowls, necked jars and handled pots (Figs. D2.2: 2, 9, 
16, D2.5: 1, 9, D2.6: 9-10, D2.7: 3, D2.9). 93 % of the vessels 
made with this fabric have a wall thickness of 0.4-1 cm.

D2.4.2.5  Fabric class E: “Fine Ware”

Group E1 
This fabric is a highly levigated clay. This is the “Fine 
Ware” of Gird-i Bazar. The fabric is used for making beak-
ers, carinated bowls and small hemispherical incurved rim 
bowls (Figs. D2.4: 1, 4, D2.9).
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D2.4.3  Morpho-stylistic groups

In this section, we present the morphological types and 
variants found during the 2015 excavations at Gird-i Ba-
zar. Parallels are provided in order to help to synchronise 
the pottery of Gird-i Bazar with pottery from the Assyr-
ian heartland and the Zagros area. This approach stress-
es that Gird-i Bazar and its region were not isolated but 
included in a broader framework of communication be-
tween people from Upper Mesopotamia and Western Iran.

D2.4.3.1  Open shapes

Open shapes, most importantly hemispherical bowls and 
carinated cups with a rim diameter of 18-30 cm, represent a 
high proportion of the ceramic assemblage of Gird-i Bazar.

D2.4.3.1.1  Hemispherical bowls 

Hemispherical bowls from Gird-i Bazar typically have a 
rim diameter of c. 20 cm and are made of D1 fabric (“Com-
mon Ware”). In most cases these bowls have a straight 
rim (Fig. D2.2: 4-6). In some cases they have an incurved 
round rim (Fig. D2.2: 7-9), often thinned toward the up-
per part. The vessels have streaky burnish on the interior 
and exterior.

Two nearby contemporary sites in the Shahrizor Plain 
of Iraqi Kurdistan provide good parallels, namely Bestan-
sur116 and Bakr Awa117. Comparable bowls are also known 
from the Assyrian capital city of Kalḫu / Nimrud118, there 
attested towards the end of the Neo-Assyrian period119. 
This morphological type is very long-lived as it is well 
attested also during the Seleucid period across Mesopo-
tamia, from Kalḫu120 to Jebel Khalid in Syria121, where ves-
sels of this type are usually red slipped with a ring base. 

The Western Iranian sites Baba Jan (level I122), Godin 
Tepe (level II123) and Nush-i Jan (level I124) have yielded 
comparable vessels. Similar bowls are also documented at 

116 Cooper/Gardner 2013, fig. 5.18: 3.
117 Miglus et al. 2013, 48, fig. 7: BA 1061/9-6.
118 Hausleiter 2010, pl. 52: SF 7.1.
119 Hausleiter 2010, 275.
120 Oates/Oates 1958, pl. XXIII: 14-16; pl. XXVIII: 12-13.
121 Jackson/Tidmarsh 2011, catalogue 107, fig. 11: Type 1.
122 Goff 1985, 13 fig. 2: 19-21; fig. 4: 3-4.
123 Type 80 and 81 in Gopnik 2000, 328; Gopnik 2003, 261 fig. 2, 263 fig. 

4, 264 fig. 5, 266 fig. 7.
124 R. Stronach 1978, fig. 6: 1-10.

Hasanlu (level III125) and from Urartian sites in the Iranian 
province Azerbaijan126, where Stephan Kroll proposed a 
date from the 8tʰ century BC to the Achaemenid/Iron IV 
period for this type.

An almost complete hemispherical bowl with a disc 
base (269929:005:018; Fig. D2.8), with the entire profile 
preserved, was recovered from the kiln. The flat or flat-
tened disc base is the most common base type at Gird-i 
Bazar, made by adding a coil of clay to the bottom of the 
vessel (Fig. D2.5: 10-12). Such bases are frequently bur-
nished with multiple facets. A similar treatment can be 
seen in comparable bases from Tepe Nush-i Jan (level I127).

Incurved thinned rim bowls (Fig. D2.2: 10) are much 
more rare among the Gird-i Bazar material. In Western 
Iran, these bowls have parallels from Hasanlu (level IVc, 
Iron Age 1, c. 1250-1050 BC128) and Baba Jan (level IIb129). 
In Urartian sites, they can be compared to Kroll’s “Typ 
16”, attested 10tʰ-8tʰ centuries BC; the best parallel was 
found at Čeraqah-e Amir, more than 300 km north of the 
Peshdar Plain130.

At Gird-i Bazar, a variant of an incurved rim bowl 
with handle was found in the kiln installation (Locus 
269929:005). This rim fragment has a cylindrical vertical 
handle attached on the top of the incurved rim (Fig. D2.2: 
1-2). Incurved rim bowls with handle are not at all attested 
in the ceramic repertoire of sites in the Assyrian heart-
land, where pottery types with handles are limited to 
small jugs131. In the Iranian Zagros sites Godin Tepe and 
Baba Jan, however, incurved rim bowls with a horizontal 
or vertical handle are very common132.

D2.4.3.1.2  Hemispherical bowls with  
triangular rims 

The kiln contained three sherds of hemispherical bowls 
with triangular rims. One documented the complete pro-
file of a vessel made of D1 fabric (“Common Ware”), a 
small hemispherical bowl on a disc base with a triangu-
lar rim thickening towards the outside (Fig. D2.2: 11-12). 
Comparable vessels have been found in Aššur in the As-

125 Young 1965, 54, fig. 1: 1.
126 Kroll 1976, 111-112: Typ 1-2b.
127 R. Stronach 1978, pl. VIIb-c.
128 Danti/Cifarelli 2013, 223-243 fig. 4: 46 T.
129 Goff 1978, 52 fig. 10: 5.
130 Kroll 1976, 70 fig. 26: 6.
131 Hausleiter 2010, pl. 95: FL 11.4-11.5.
132 Godin Tepe, level II: Gopnik 2003; Baba Jan: Goff 1978, pl. IIIc.
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syrian heartland133 and in Southern Urartian sites134. The 
second much larger bowl, again made of D1 fabric (Fig. 
D2.2: 15-16), can be compared to vessels from Baba Jan135 
and Godin Tepe136 in the Iranian Zagros. The third bowl 
was made with B2 fabric and fired in a semi-oxidising at-
mosphere (Fig. D2.2: 13-14). It has parallels in the Assyri-
an heartland137 and in Western Iran (Godin Tepe)138.

D2.4.3.1.3  Carinated bowls 

The carinated bowls from Gird-i Bazar have a hemispher-
ical body with a protruding carination, either round (Fig. 
D.2.3: 5-11) or pointed (Fig. D.2.3: 3-4, 12), and a triangu-
lar round folded rim. The most common carinated bowls 
from Gird-i Bazar have uneven profiles that become 
thinner towards the bottom. A preliminary hypothesis is 
that during the pre-shaping stage, when the vessel had 
a leather-hard consistency, the lower part of the bowl 
was scraped out. Comparisons for such bowls are found 
among the ceramic repertoires of sites in the Assyrian 
heartland139 as well as in Western Iran140. However, the 
closest parallels are carinated bowls from Bestansur in 
the nearby Shahrizor Plain141 and from Tell ed-Deim (level 
III142), south of Lake Dokan. The material from Gird-i Ba-
zar, Bestansur and Tell ed-Deim, all located in the mod-
ern province of Sulaymaniyah, seems to indicate that the 
same pottery technique was used in a wider area along 
the western Zagros foothills. 

Carinated bowls with an everted simple round rim (Fig. 
D.2.3: 1-2) were recovered from all three excavation are-
as. There are parallels at Hasanlu (dated to c. 1100-1000 

133 Hausleiter 2010, pl. 53: SF 8.2.
134 Kroll 1976, 220 Typ 24.
135 Goff 1985, fig. 3: 24-25.
136 Gopnik 2000, pl. 5: 78.
137 Hausleiter 2010, pl. 53: SF 8.3.
138 Gopnik 2003, 262 fig. 3, 76.
139 Beuger 2005, pl. 31: 5, 7-8; Hausleiter 2010, pl. 63: SF 27.5.
140 Young 1963, 284, pl. II: 1; Young 1965. My thanks to Stephan Kroll 

(LMU Munich) for pointing out parallels from sites in northwestern 
Iran.

141 Cooper/Gardner 2013, fig. 5.18: 11-13; fig. 5.19: 12-15; fig. 5.21: 5, 13.
142 Al-Tikriti 1960, pl. 6 Level III no. 27. It was found alongside a typical 

Neo-Assyrian “Palace Ware” beaker decorated with ten dimpled 
impressions (Al-Tikriti 1960, pl. 5 no. 20) and a necked jar with a 
hollow band at the beginning of the neck (Al-Tikriti 1960, pl. 6 Level 
III no. 35).

BC143) and from Urartian sites in north-western Iran (dat-
ed to the 8tʰ century BC144). 

Some large fragments of a type of deep carinated bowl, 
made with D1 fabric (“Common Ware”), were found in-
side the pit in the Eastern Trench (Locus 271927:030; Fig. 
D2.4: 8, 11). Most are of “reddish yellow” colour (Munsell 
5YR6/6, 5YR7/8, 7.5YR7/6) while a few are buff (“very pale 
brown”, Munsell 10YR7/4). 

From inside the kiln installation (Locus 269929:005) 
stems a rim fragment of a carinated bowl, made with E1 
fabric (Fig. D2.4: 2-4), with horizontal facets of burnish-
ing below the carination but only sub-parallel ribbed stri-
ations under the rim. The absence of burnishing traces on 
this part of the bowl, its “neck”, has been noticed on sev-
eral other carinated bowls from Gird-i Bazar. This may be 
linked to the thin wall and the narrowness of the “neck”: 
we may hypothesise that burnishing this inconveniently 
narrow and fragile surface would have risked breaking 
it. Macro traces of parallel striations alone are not suffi-
cient to confirm the use of rotative kinetic energy (RKE) 
for shaping the vessel145. In-depth laboratory analysis and 
hopefully the discovery of more complete “diagnostic” 
sherds will further elucidate this stage of the fashioning 
technique of this type.

D2.4.3.1.4  Coarse plates (or lids ?) and trays 

A very interesting group of vessel shapes was discov-
ered in association with the various types of bowls in 
the well-stratified contexts of the kiln installation (Lo-
cus 269929:020) and of the pit (Locus 271927:030). These 
coarse plates of buff colour (Munsell 10YR7/4), made with 
A1 or A2 fabric, were coiled and modelled (Fig. D2.4: 5-7). 
Perhaps some of these vessels are lids, as we found some 
round lugs made with the same Group 2 fabric.

143 Danti/Cifarelli 2013, 243-261 fig. 4.55 H. “Bowl 8” was excavated 
in Operation S22, Area 11, Stratum 8 and is dated to “Late IVc” to 

“Early IVb” phase, i.e. Late Iron I to Early Iron II, c. 1100-1000 BC.
144 Kroll 1976, 115 Typ 13a.
145 For these diagnostic macro traces see Roux 2009, 197: “Vessels 

displaying only concentric parallel striations on the external walls 
of the vessels, but no other features diagnostic of the use of RKE 
and/or of a tournette revolving around an axis (such as the string 
cut mark or specific organization of clay components) have been 
considered as fashioned without RKE. In effect, concentric paral-
lel striations alone can be obtained by smoothing the clay walls 
while either turning around the pot or revolving the pot by a sim-
ple movement of the hand, the pot resting on a support enabling 
rotation (lubricant like slip on a wooden plank, concave base of a 
broken jar, etc.).”
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Coarse shallow trays, made with A1 fabric and coiled 
and modelled (Fig. D2.4: 8-9), have been found in floor 
collections (267931:041:001), in the pit (271927:031:001) and 
in the kiln installation (269929:005:006; 269929:005:013; 
269929:005:014; 269929:020:005). The ceramic assemblage 
of the Fallen Floor in the Fort of Nush-i Jan (level I146) pro-
vides good comparisons for these shallow trays. They can 
also be compared to the large shallow trays and plates (?) 
from the East Mound of Baba Jan (level II147), a coarse grit 
and straw-tempered buff ware whose irregular shapes re-
semble hearths. The largest and best ceramic assemblage 
available for Level IVc at Hasanlu yielded some early ex-
amples of such basins that are comparable to the ones 
from Gird-i Bazar148.

D2.4.3.2  Closed shapes

Necked jars and pots with or without handles are the 
closed shapes attested among the excavated materials 
from Gird-i Bazar.
 

D2.4.3.2.1  Jars 

Necked jars with opening diameters of 10-15 cm, either 
with cylindrical concave necks or with conical concave 
necks, are currently attested in the Gird-i Bazar materials. 
According to our current data, they are made exclusively 
with D1 fabric (“Common Ware”). 

Many examples of a type with a conical concave neck 
(Fig. D.2.5: 6-9) were found in all excavation areas, in-
cluding on the floor of “Building G” (Locus 267931:014), in 
the kiln (Collection 269929:005:014) and associated with 
a later burial (Grave 3 = Locus 271928:043). The beginning 
of the neck is marked by a hollowed band. The burnishing 
on the surface of the neck is vertical. Parallels are avail-
able from Hasanlu (level IVc149, Iron 1, c. 1250-1050 BC150), 
from the Neo-Assyrian occupation of Tell ed-Deim near 
Lake Dokan (level III151) and Baba Jan (level I152; Iron Age 
IV, c. 550-450 BC153). 

146 Stronach 1978, pl. VIIIc.
147 Goff 1978, pl. IIb (“Crumbly Ware”).
148 Beneath the Burned Building I East in YZ27-29, “Stratum 11”: Dan-

ti/Cifarelli 2013, 97, 229 (“Type 15 Bowls/Trays”), 238 fig. 4.44 E, 262 
fig. 4.56 G.

149 Danti/Cifarelli 2013, 235-237 fig. 4.43 H-I: “Type 1 Jars”.
150 Danti/Cifarelli 2013, 16-17.
151 Al-Tikriti 1960, pl. 6: level III no. 35.
152 Goff 1985, fig. 7: 22, 27.
153 Relative chronology based on ¹⁴C dates from Godin Tepe, level II: 

Typical of Neo-Assyrian sites from the heartland154 are 
short-necked jars (Fig. D.2.5: 3-5), as they have been found 
in the kiln installation (Locus 269929:005) and on the floor 
of “Alley 13” (Locus 267931:041). A thickened rim with three 
grooves (Fig. D.2.5: 1), found in this last context, probably 
belonged to a necked jar. There are parallels, albeit with 
straight rims, from Hasanlu (level III)155and from the “Red 
House” at Dur-Katlimmu / Tell Sheikh Hamad156. 

Jars with a simple square or round rim are attested in 
all areas of the excavations at Gird-i Bazar (Fig. D.2.5: 
2). There are good comparisons in the contemporary and 
nearby site of Bestansur in the Shahrizor Plain157. 

An interesting example of a straight thickened triangu-
lar rim made of C1 fabric, probably of a large storage jar, 
was found on the floor of “Alley 13” (267931:041:001). The 
shape of this rim has parallels in Hasanlu (Level IVc)158.

D2.4.3.2.2  Pots 

As regards large closed vessels, the available diagnostic 
sherds for this type have an opening diameter of 24-35 cm 
with a conical concave neck with a triangular folded or 
thickened rim (Fig. D2.6: 1-2). There are close morpholog-
ical comparisons from sites in the Assyrian heartland159. 

The examples from Gird-i Bazar are made with B1 fab-
ric. The closed shape and the coarse mineral temper sug-
gest that these vessels were used as cooking pots. Fired in 
a semi-oxidising atmosphere, their surface colour is “dark 
red” (Munsell 5YR6/6). The uneven oblique orientation of 
the deep striations on their surface is perhaps related to 
a finishing technique of brushing the pot when already 
leather-hard. Both morphology and fabric are shared with 
examples from Godin Tepe (level II, “squatter phase”160).

There are neckless variants with a triangular rim thick-
ening towards the outside (Fig. D2.6: 3-4) or an almost 
rectangular folded rim (Fig. D2.6: 5) made with B2 fabric 
and a “reddish yellow” surface (Munsell 5YR7/6). Compar-

Gopnik 2011, 344 tab. 7.1.
154 Parallels: Curtis 1989, fig. 37: 235 (Khirbet Qasrij); Hausleiter 2010, 

pl. 111-112: FV 4 R1 (Nimrud), FV 4 R2 (Khirbet Khatuniyeh), FV 5 R1-
R2 (Qasrij Cliff). My thanks to S. Herdt (Tübingen) for pointing out 
a further parallel, found during the surface survey in the province 
of Dohuk (survey zone EHAS) in the northern part of the Kurdish 
Autonomous Region of Iraq (cf. Pfälzner et al. 2015).

155 Young 1963, 285 pl. 3: 8.
156 Kreppner et al. 2006, pl. 12: 5.
157 Cooper/Gardner 2013, fig. 5.19: 8.
158 Danti/Cifarelli 2013, 231 (“Type 5 Holemouth Jar”), 246-247 fig. 4.48 J.
159 Hausleiter 2010, pl. 116: TM 2 R2 (Qasrij Cliff), pl. 117: TG 1 R3 

(Aššur).
160 Cookpot rim type 114: Gopnik 2000.
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isons for this type have been found in the Assyrian heart-
land at Aššur161 and Qasrij Cliff162.

Only a few fragments of closed vessels of the “fine 
ware”, made with E1 fabric, have been recovered from 
Gird-i Bazar, such as the “S” shape beaker (Figs. D2.4: 1, 
D2.9). There are again good parallels from nearby Bestan-
sur163.

D2.4.3.2.3  Pots with handles 

A remarkable morphological type discovered at Gird-i Ba-
zar is a handled vessel that is not commonly found in the 
assemblages of the sites within the Assyrian Empire. This 
is a short-necked pot with a vertical strap handle, whose 
sherds were found in the kiln installation (Fig. D2.6: 8-10). 
This type has good comparisons from Baba Jan (level I164) 
in the Iranian Zagros.

D2.4.3.3  Miscellanea

A fragmentary ceramic mortar plate, probably on feet, 
has large angular quartz pieces protruding from the in-
side wall (Fig. D2.7: 1-2). It was recovered from the kiln 
installation and has parallels at Baba Jan165 in Western 
Iran and at Uruk166 in Southern Babylonia. 

A few sherds are decorated with circular impressions 
(Fig. D2.7: 3) and others with round lugs. They have com-
parisons from Khirbet Qasrij and Khirbet Khatunyieh167 
in the Eski Mosul region in the Assyrian heartland, from 
Baba Jan168 and also quite nearby at Qalat Said Ahmadan 
in the northern Peshdar Plain169. 

161 Hausleiter 2010, pl. 118: TG 3.1, TG 4.1, TG 5.1.
162 Curtis et al. 1989, fig. 41: 283.
163 Cooper/Gardner 2013, fig. 5.18: 16.
164 Goff 1985, 17 fig. 6: 15-18.
165 Goff 1978, 53, fig. 11, n. 1 (in Room 4, stratum 5).
166 In the Uruk survey, mortar plates were the second most common of 

the “Babylonian” pottery shapes: Petrie 2002, 116, fig. 9: type 33; cf. 
Finkbeiner 1991, 108 who emphasizes that the inside wall is notched 
while not mentioning any protruding quartz. Although this mortar 
plate (found on the surface) is tentatively dated to the Seleucid / 
Parthian period, such a date is impossible for our specimen.

167 Impressed decorations at Khirbet Qasrij: Curtis 1989, fig. 39: 258; at 
Khirbet Khatunyieh: Curtis/Green 1997, fig. 35: 113; fig. 58: 389.

168 Goff 1978, pl. 19: fig. 8, 13, 16.
169 Circular impressed decorations at Qalat Said Ahmadan: Tsuneki 

et al. 2016, 108 fig. 3.4; 110 fig. 3.7. My thanks to A. Tsuneki and S. 
Nishiyama for showing me the Iron Age material from Qalat Said 
Ahmadan.

Finally, some spouts (tubular and open) were found in 
the pit (Locus 271927:030).

D2.5  Preliminary conclusions

The preliminary analysis of the ceramic materials from 
the 2015 excavations at Gird-i Bazar shows great homoge-
neity in the distribution of both the morphological types 
and the fabrics in all areas of the excavation: pottery col-
lections coming from secure stratigraphic contexts such 
as the pit (Locus 271927:030) or the floor of “Alley 13” (Lo-
cus 267931:041) can be compared to the assemblage from 
the kiln installation (Loci 269929:005 and 269929:020). 

A much later occupation phase is currently represented 
only by the assemblage of Locus 268930:005 (Ch. C4.6), 
a floor context in the Connecting Trench which features 
pottery types and a fabric only attested here, as a first pre-
liminary assessment indicates. These include a closed ves-
sel with wavy combed decoration applied on the  leather- 
hard surface and a rounded thickened rim grooved on top 
(Fig. D.2.7: 7-8). The fabric has mineral temper, with 15 % 
angular grey inclusions, 5 % red sub-rounded inclusions 
and 2 % white sub-rounded inclusions. Such decoration 
and rim shapes are attested during the late Parthian 
 period (first century BC to third century AD) and Sassa-
nid period (third to seventh century AD)170. However, the 

“beaded rim type” of the Sassanid-Early Islamic period is 
most closely comparable171. But as this sherd was found 
along with carinated bowls and other bowl types similar 
to the earlier stratigraphic contexts, a more detailed study 
of the collection is still needed.

D2.5.1  Chronological range of the ceramic  
assemblage from Gird-i Bazar

The numerous morphological parallels between the Gird-i 
Bazar pottery and that from 8tʰ-6tʰ centuries BC levels 
at Baba Jan, Godin Tepe, Nush-i Jan and Hasanlu in the 
Iranian Zagros as well as from Urartian sites around Lake 
Urmiye emphasise Gird-i Bazar’s strong cultural orien-
tation across the Zagros towards the East. However, the 

170 The type found at Gird-i Bazar also shows parallels with squat jars 
of a type with wavy combed decorations found at Qal’eh-i Yazdi-
gird, in the Iranian province of Kermanshah, situated 180 km SSE 
of Gird-i Bazar: Keall/Keall 1981, fig. 3; 21: 8; 24: 10; 26: 3, 8-10; 29: 2. 
Haerinck (1983, 90) argued for dating Qal’eh-i Yazdigird to the Late 
Parthian and Early Sassanid period.

171 Wilkinson/Tucker 1995, fig. 77: 11 type 71. I am grateful to St. John 
Simpson and Rocco Palermo for pointing out this comparison.
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Fig. D2.2: Hemispherical bowls from Gird-i Bazar. Prepared by Jean-Jacques Herr.
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Fig. D2.3: Carinated bowls from Gird-i Bazar. Prepared by Jean-Jacques Herr.
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Fig. D2.4: Fine Ware (fabric class E) and Very Coarse Ware (fabric class A). Prepared by Jean-Jacques Herr.
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Fig. D2.5: Jars from Gird-i Bazar. Prepared by Jean-Jacques Herr.
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Fig. D2.6: Pots from Gird-i Bazar. Prepared by Jean-Jacques Herr.
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Fig. D2.7: Key diagnostic sherds from Gird-i Bazar. Prepared by Jean-Jacques Herr.
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presence of various carinated bowls, of large conical con-
cave neck pots and some necked jars indicates the influ-
ence of the Assyrian heartland on the local ceramic pro-
duction, far more noticeable at Gird-i Bazar than at the 
sites in the Western Iranian Zagros. In general, the rims of 
the carinated bowls belong to the categories of “rounded 
lips” and “triangular lips” attested during the Neo-Assyri-
an / Urartian period. Based on our current data, the “wide 
flaring rim” considered typical of the so-called “Median 
Pottery tradition”172 is not a common feature at Gird-i Ba-
zar.

Significantly, the morphological variants of bowls with 
hammerhead rim or incurved grooved triangular rim173, so 
typical of the repertoires of sites in the Assyrian heart-
land, are not at all present at Gird-i Bazar. Absent is also 
the typical “Painted Triangle Ware” from Hasanlu (lev-
el IIIa), characteristic of the Iranian Iron Age IV in the 
north-western Iranian Zagros area.

The close connections with the material from the 
Neo-Assyrian occupations at Bestansur and Bakr Awa in 
the Shahrizor Plain help to delineate a common morpho-
logical ceramic tradition in a broad geographical area that 
encompasses the Shahrizor, the Raniyah and the Peshdar 
Plains, all under direct Assyrian control from the 9tʰ cen-
tury onwards. 

In conclusion, despite a few parallels with materials 
from Baba Jan, level I from the 5tʰ century BC, the bulk 
of the pottery recovered during the 2015 excavations at 
Gird-i Bazar can be ascribed to a period spanning almost 
three centuries from the 9tʰ to the 7tʰ century BC. Taking 
into account both the ¹⁴C result from the charcoal sample 
(Ch. C2.1), providing the late 9tʰ century BC as a terminus 
post quem, and the majority of comparisons identified, it 
can be tentatively proposed that the Gird-i Bazar pottery 
dates to the Neo-Assyrian II stage in Hausleiter’s periodi-
sation, i.e., 8tʰ-7tʰ centuries BC. 

D2.5.2  The eastern frontier of the  
Assyrian Empire

Thanks to the 2015 excavations of the Peshdar Plain Project, 
the pottery assemblage at Gird-i Bazar can be much more 
satisfactorily assessed than previously on the basis of the 
2013 MAFGS surface finds. The Gird-i Bazar  material can 

172 Kroll 2015, 111.
173 Hausleiter 2010, pl. 55-56: SF 12 R1-R14; pl. 62; pl. 68.

now serve to synchronise the ceramics recovered by the 
MAFGS survey elsewhere in the Peshdar Plain as well as 
in the Raniyah and Bngird Plains and the pottery excavat-
ed at Qalat Said Ahmadan in the Peshdar Plain as well as 
that excavated in the Shahrizor Plain, at Bestansur and 
perhaps also Bakr Awa. Lisa Cooper and Chelsea Gardner 
argued for the “local” or “regional”174 character of the pot-
tery of Bestansur. As the result of the Gird-i Bazar 2015 ex-
cavations we may now extend this assessment to include 
the material from the Raniyah, Peshdar and Bngird Plains. 

We may postulate that it is characteristic of the ce-
ramic repertoire of the sites along the upper valley of 
the Lesser Zab and in the Shahrizor Plain in the Kurdish 
Autonomous Region of Iraq, to draw both on Northern 
Mesopotamian and the Western and Northwestern Irani-
an pottery traditions. The ceramic repertoire from Gird-i 
Bazar shows similarities with pottery from these areas 
while retaining an evident local character. 

Some local fashioning techniques, such as the burnishing 
method (Ch. D2.4.1.1), are closely comparable to techniques 
attested in the eastern materials while the morphological 
types, for which they are used, parallel Assyrian shapes. 
Therefore, our assemblage is not strictly comparable to any 
of these regions. We seem to be in an “in-between” situa-
tion, and this is very fitting for the location of the Dinka 
settlement complex in the Border March of the Palace Her-
ald whose function in the Assyrian Empire it was to bro-
ker the contacts with the polities adjoining to the east. As 
the Empire attempted to gain ever greater access to these 
mountainous regions,  one effect of this policy may have 
been an increase in contact between the various people 
living in these border area and the neighbouring regions.

Assuming that (some of) the pottery was made in Gird-i 
Bazar, the site’s location in a permeable border area and 
along the main route across the Zagros mountain range 
provides a setting that enables the exchanging and adopt-
ing of features of pottery-making from east and west. Fur-
ther study of the pottery material, especially the chaînes 
opératoires, will undoubtedly result in deeper insight into 
the cultural traditions and relationships of the people of 
Gird-i Bazar and in the wider south-western Kurdish re-
gion within the Assyrian Empire.

174 Cooper/Gardner 2013 (section "Trench 14 Pottery Conclusion").
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D3.  The small finds

(Eleanor Barbanes Wilkinson, Andrea Squitieri and 
Zahra Hashemi)

D3.1  Introduction

During the first season of excavations in Gird-i Bazar a 
total of 48 artefacts of special interest were registered as 
small finds and 14 of these were deposited with the Su-
laymaniyah Archaeological Museum. Though relatively 
few in number, the artefacts given small find status com-
prise a wide array of artefact types including metal ob-
jects (fragmentary and complete), a clay figurine, worked 
stone objects that are most likely tools and jewellery and 
a baked brick. 

This report175 includes the registered small finds that 
belong to the Neo-Assyrian levels and those that, despite 
being found in the topsoil, may also belong to this chron-
ological horizon. Certain artefacts of clearly modern man-
ufacture, including an Iraqi half dinar coin (267931:011:005), 
do not warrant detailed discussion. Artefacts from mor-
tuary contexts associated with the much younger buri-
als overlying the Neo-Assyrian occupation levels will be 
published separately along with related skeletal evidence, 
once the entire graveyard has been excavated.

Worked stone objects represent the largest artefact 
category and amount to a sizable share of the total num-
ber of small finds. The category of worked stone objects 
includes tools for pounding (Ch. D3.2.6a-c), grinding (Ch. 
D.3.2.7a-b) and polishing (Ch. D.3.2.8a-b). There were also 
two pierced stones: one is (part of) a tool of unclear na-
ture (Ch. D3.2.9), the other, polished example may have 
been worn as a pendant or used as a weight (Ch. D3.2.10). 
While this pendant or weight was found in the topsoil, 
the various worked stone tool types were found within 
deposit layers above floor levels, such as a pebble mortar 
(Ch. D.3.2.7a) and a rounded pounder (Ch. D.3.2.6c). The 
pit in “Outdoor Area 1” (Ch. C3.2.1) yielded further exam-
ples of these tools: another pebble mortar (Ch. D3.2.7b) 
and another rounded pounder (Ch. D3.2.6b). Only in one 
instance was a worked stone object found directly on a 
living surface: a rounded pounder (Ch. D3.2.6a) was un-
covered sitting directly atop the paved stone surface of a 
stone-built installation showing indications of burning, an 
installation that may have been used for manufacturing 
or cooking. 

175 Wilkinson drafted this section which was then supplemented by 
Squitieri (stone items: Ch. D3.2.5) and Hashemi (iron bodkin: Ch. 
D3.2.3).

Along with worked stone and metal objects, small 
finds associated with stratigraphically secure features 
included a large uninscribed baked brick fragment (Ch. 
D3.2.2), which was unearthed in a random position within 
the fill of “Building B”. The large kiln (Locus 269929:006; 
Ch. C4.4) yielded four registered small finds, including a 
small fired ceramic figurine of a quadruped animal (Ch. 
D3.2.1) and a worked stone object, perhaps a jar stopper 
(Ch. D3.2.5). 

So far none of the metal finds has been scientifically 
analysed in terms of its metal content. Using only visual 
and other basic analysis in the field, the only metal found 
across the excavation was iron or iron alloy, which does at 
least provide broad chronological parameters for the ar-
chaeological contexts in which those objects were found. 

While none of the metal objects was found on a liv-
ing surface, some come from architectural contexts. 
Bits of metal, all probably fragments of the same nail 
(267931:030:016, 267931:030:01 and 267931:030:018), were 
recovered from within “Building F” while two corroded in-
determinate objects (267931:032:001 and 267931:032:002) 
were found in “Building H”. Most commonly, however, 
metal objects were encountered in the disturbed upper-
most levels of the excavation, which may indicate that 
most, or many of these items at least, are not very old. 
The small iron arrowhead (Ch. D3.2.3) is the only metal 
small find that provides any stylistic evidence of poten-
tial use in establishing a date of manufacture, as all the 
other metal artefacts are too fragmentary or indistinct 
to be accurately identified in terms of function or like-
ly date of origin without further analysis. In the case of 
the arrowhead, since it was found in topsoil it has only 
limited significance as a chronological indicator for the 
main occupation in the site. Besides the arrowhead, other 
metal objects discovered in the topsoil include a pierced 
and bent metal object of unknown function (Ch. D3.2.4), 
the already mentioned modern Iraqi half dinar coin and 
a metal ring (267931:007:003), which is probably modern 
and thus not included here. These last objects and a range 
of other artefacts found in the disturbed upper layers rep-
resent the imprint of more recent human activity on the 
site within the past few decades of the modern era.
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D3.2  Catalogue of selected small finds

D3.2.1 Zoomorphic clay figurine 
(Fig. D3.1)

Registration number: 269929:020:004
Material: clay
Dimensions: length 4.40 cm, width 1.90 cm, height 3.70 cm
Weight: 15 g

The single clay figurine found in Gird-i Bazar in 2015 was 
recovered from within the fill (Locus 269929:020) of the 
large kiln in the Connecting Trench (Ch. C4.4). The fill 
was a dark grey/black ashy deposit close to the bottom of 
the kiln. The figurine does not appear to have received any 
special depositional treatment but appeared randomly 
within a matrix rich in charcoal and various kinds of burnt 
stone, as well as fragments of either burnt mud brick or of 
kiln lining and pottery. The associated ceramic collections 
(269929:020:001 and 269929:020:005; cf. Ch. D2.3) contain 
good examples of jars and bowls with rounded, externally 
thickened rims, carinated bowls and a variety of bases, all 
of which are commonly found at sites with Neo-Assyrian 
settlement, thereby providing a secure chronological con-
text for the figurine. 

The figurine was clearly modelled by hand rather than 
cast. The figurine appears to have been low fired. Break-
ages on the left ear and the rear right leg reveal an inner 
core that is slightly darker than the surface. Macroscopic 
materials analysis in the field suggests that the clay fabric 
is similar to that of many of the ceramic vessels found at 
Gird-i Bazar.

The figurine is intact apart from the broken ear and 
leg. It is not inscribed or painted. Further cleaning would 
probably reveal details on the face not immediately vis-
ible, though hinted at by slight indications of moulded 
features on the front of the head. Small pebbles seem 
to be stuck secondarily on the rear end and on the chin, 
making the tail and mouth protrude further than it may 
have originally: without the pebbles the muzzle would 
appear more rounded and stumpy, and the tail possibly 
shorter and closely curled. In that respect, it would more 
closely resemble to the type of mastiff breed familiar from 
Neo-Assyrian art as a royal hunting dog176.

Though the possibility cannot be discounted that the 
figurine represents another quadruped such as a donkey, 
considering it was found in association with Neo-Assyr-
ian ceramic types, it seems most likely that it is a dog 
since this animal appears with some frequency in figu-

176 Curtis/Reade 1995, 116.

rines rendered in clay from that period. Dogs were no 
doubt a familiar presence in settlements such as that of 
Gird-i Bazar, probably valued for their protective qualities 
as they are today. 

Sets of dog figurines, typically depicting the muscu-
lar mastiff type, are attested for the Neo-Assyrian and 
Neo-Babylonian periods, when they represented not 
supernatural entities, but real dogs, used as magically 
protective figures that were not exclusively attached to 
any particular deity. Typically these buried figures are 
rendered in clay but examples also exist in copper and 
bronze177, with the dog either standing or sitting, some-
times accompanied by a person178. A Neo-Assyrian ritu-
al text prescribes the burial of two sets of five clay dog 
figurines, specifying that each dog should be painted in 
specific colours and inscribed with its name (e.g., “Loud 
is his bark”; “Don’t think, bite!)179. In the palace of Ashur-
banipal of Assyria (r. 668-c. 630 BC) in Nineveh, a set of 
five painted and inscribed clay figurines of standing dogs, 
corresponding to the prescriptions of the ritual, was found 
ritually deposited in a niche by a door, dating to about 645 
BC, while a set of five sitting dogs was found inside a box 
under the floor of the residence of the high priestess of 
the moon god of Ur, a daughter of Nabonidus of Babylon 
(r. 555-539 BC). Incomplete sets stem from elsewhere in 

177 Rittig 1977, 117-127; Green 1983.
178 Curtis 2014.
179 Rittig 1977, 159, 168.

Fig. D3.1: Clay figurine. Photo by Peter Bartl.
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the same building and from a building in the Babylonian 
city of Kish180. 

On the other hand, single dog figurines were found 
loose without boxes beneath the floors of Babylonian 
buildings of the first millennium BC181, some inscribed 
with dedications for Gula, the goddess of healing182. 

Although the examples cited provide some cultural 
context for this find, if it is a dog, its use as a protective 
amulet or ritual offering can obviously remain only hypo-
thetical. There are distinct stylistic differences between 
the examples described and the Gird-i Bazar example, not 
least of which is the quality of its modelling. Unlike the 
examples cited, the Gird-i Bazar figurine has no base and 
is much more loosely rendered. It has a jaunty, spontane-
ous quality, which gives the impression of being quickly 
made – perhaps as a toy. 

D3.2.2 Brick fragment  
(Fig. D3.2)

Registration number: 271928:013:006
Material: baked clay.
Dimensions: extant length 22 cm (maximum), extant 
thickness 8.8 cm (maximum).
Weight: n/a. 

This large fragment of brick does not appear to exhibit any 
degree of curvature and there is no inscription. It emerged 
close to the surface in the fill layer (Locus 271928:0134) un-
derneath the topsoil in “Building B” (Ch. C3.2.6). This fill 
was comprised of heavy red clayey soil with considerable 
amounts of stones, pebbles, grit, and charcoal as well as 
animal bone. 

180 Green 1995.
181 Green 1995.
182 As the divine symbol and companion of the healing goddess Gula, 

the dog is attested since the early second millennium BC: Ornan 
2004; Böck 2013

Since the main occupation levels of the site have been 
dated to the Neo-Assyrian period, comparisons with 
bricks of that period are relevant. The standard dimen-
sions for square mud bricks in the Assyrian capital city of 
Nineveh during the reign of Sennacherib (r. 704-681 BC), 
for instance, were 37×37×12 cm183, while at Dur-Katlimmu 
on the Khabur, they were 38×38×10 cm in the second half 
of the 7th century BC184. Although it is fragmentary, our 
brick could have been that large originally. 

D3.2.3 Iron arrowhead (“bodkin”)  
(Fig. D3.3)

Registration number: 267931:011:004
Material: iron.
Dimensions: point length 5.83 cm, blade length 3.92 cm, 

tang length 1.9 cm. The shaft is rounded, with a min-
imum diameter of 0.29 cm and a maximum diameter 
of 0.41 cm.

Weight: n/a

The arrowhead was found in the topsoil of Square 267931. 
This context is not homogeneous, as it contains a mixture 
of modern and pre-modern materials, including an Iraqi 
half dinar coin (267931:011:005), some plastic fragments, 
human bones and ceramics. Without a meaningful ar-
chaeological context, it is necessary to consider both the 
morphological and technological characteristics of the ar-
rowhead in order to try to define its date. As we shall see, 
our analysis remains ultimately inconclusive.

The material is iron. Generally speaking, iron smelting 
was mastered in the ancient Near East by the beginning 
of the first millennium BC: in Northern Mesopotamia, 
Western Iran and Eastern Anatolia the earliest evidence 
for iron smelting comes from Dur-Šarruken / Khorsa-
bad in Assyria, Susa in Elam and Karmir Blur in Urartu, 
from contexts dating to the 8tʰ and 7tʰ centuries BC185. 
However, the earliest Assyrian textual reference to iron 
arrowheads is significantly older and found in an inscrip-
tion of Tiglath-Pileser I (r. 1114-1076 BC)186. But generally 
arrowheads are still made of bronze in this period. Iron 
arrowheads begin to replace the bronze ones only by the 
beginning of the first millennium BC187, becoming more 
widespread with the 8tʰ century BC. Even in the 7tʰ cen-

183 Nadali 2016, 978.
184 Kreppner & Schmid 2013, 238.
185 Moorey 1994, 285; Curtis et al. 1979, 371.
186 Grayson, 1991, 25: A.0.87.1 vi 66: šu-ku-ud AN.BAR.
187 Curtis 2013, 39.

Fig. D3.2: Brick fragment. Photo by Alice Hunt.
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tury BC, however, bronze was still being used for socketed 
arrowheads.

The specimen from Gird-i Bazar is an arrowhead with 
a square section point tapering towards the tip and a 
round section for the tang becoming narrower toward the 
bottom. The ledge, which is the point at which the blade 
meets the tang, is straight. Adopting the terminology of 
the recent study by M. J. Szudy, an arrowhead with a 
square or circular section point is called “bodkin”188. Bod-
kins have a high capacity for piercing; moreover, Szudy 
argues that bodkins are easier to manufacture: “The flat, 
parallel faces of the blade allow easy forging by simply 
rotating it 90 degrees while hammering it on an anvil. 
Furthermore, the flat surfaces of square bodkins would 
have also been easier to carve into a mould for casting in 
bronze than the curved surfaces of round bodkins”189.

The Gird-i Bazar specimen has a square section point. 
Bodkins with a square section point are first attested in 
bronze during the third millennium BC in Anatolia. Dur-
ing the first millennium BC, they are attested in both 
bronze and iron in the wider region, from the Levant to 
Central Iran, but always in small quantities. Szudy’s clas-
sification distinguishes between two groups of bodkins 
with a square section. The first group has no straight 
ledge between the point and the tang but the transition 
is gradual. The second group, by contrast, is characterised 
by a sharp separation between the point and the tang190, 
and the Gird-i Bazar bodkin belongs to this second group. 

Bodkins without straight ledge (Szudy’s first group) are 
attested in bronze in central and eastern Anatolia from 
the third to the second millennium BC191. In Central As-
syria, three iron examples are known from Aššur of the 

188 Szudy 2015, 242.
189 Szudy 2015, 249.
190 Szudy 2015, 248-251.
191 Schmidt 2002, pl. 42: 605.

Neo-Assyrian period192. In Iran, iron examples were found 
in Chogha Zanbil in Elam, in Hasanlu (modern province 
of West Azerbaijan), in Chamahzi Mumeh (modern prov-
ince of Luristan) and in Sialk B (modern province of Isfa-
han). Of the three specimens from Chogha Zanbil, two 
were excavated at the stepped tower (ziggurat)193 and one 
inside the palace194, in an assemblage including a bilobe 
arrowhead. The excavators linked these finds to a de-
struction level caused by the Assyrian invasion of Elam 
in the mid-7tʰ century BC195. In Hasanlu, bodkins without 
straight ledge made of bronze196 and iron197 were found 
in layer IVB (dated to 1050-800 BC). Three iron bodkins 
were excavated at Chamahzi Mumeh, a site in Luristan 
dating to the Iron Age III (800/750-650 BC)198. The ma-
terial of a further bodkin without straight ledge found in 
the graveyard of Sialk B is not mentioned in the published 
report199.

Bodkins with a straight ledge (Szudy’s second group), 
such as the Gird-i Bazar example, are attested in bronze 
and iron at several sites of the Iron Age. Three bodkins 
are attested in the Sialk B graveyard, again without men-
tion of the material in the published report200. Two bronze 
bodkins of this type were found in Tell al-Ḏahab201, situ-
ated on the Tigris south of the confluence with the Lesser 
Zab, but their exact archaeological context is unknown. 
In Eastern Anatolia, the 7tʰ century BC Urartian site of 
Ayanis yielded the longest known bronze bodkin of this 
group202. In Iran, bronze bodkins of this type are attested 
from Marlik (modern province of Gilan) where one such 
bodkin was found in Tomb 26203 and at Chogha Zanbil 
where an example was found in a context associated with 
the Assyrian destruction levels204. The iron bodkins of this 
type represent the closest parallels to the Gird-i Bazar 
specimen. The oldest known examples were found in lay-
er IVB at Hasanlu205 alongside bodkins made of bone206. 
In Central Anatolia, Gordion has provided several iron 

192 Haller 1954, 28. Only one of them is securely dated: Szudy 2015, 190-
191.

193 Ghirshman 1966, pl. LXVI: G.T.-Z.299, G.T.-Z.300, G.T.-Z.375.
194 Ghirshman 1968, pl. LXXXV: G.T.-Z.736.
195 Ghrishman 1966, 38; Ghirshman 1968, 57.
196 Thornton/Pigott, 2011, 146, fig. 6.6: HAS64-585.
197 Thornton/Pigott, 2011, 146, fig. 6.6: UPM 57-71.
198 Haerinck/Overlaet, 1998, fig. 6: 35-11.
199 Ghirshman 1939, 46, pl. XCII: 9.
200 Ghirshman 1939, 46, pl. XCII: 7-8.
201 Mühl 2013, pl. 88: 10-11.
202 Szudy 2015, 251.
203 Negahban 1996, 277, pl. 126: 827.
204 Ghrishman 1966, 38, pl. LXVI: G.T.-Z.300.
205 Thornton/Pigott 2011, 146, fig. 6.6: 72-N73b.
206 Thornton/Pigott 2011, 146, fig. 6.7: UAS 60-410, HAS 70-556, HAS 

60-80, HAS 59-267, HAS 74-N676, HAS 70-285, HAS 72-60.

Fig. D3.3: Iron arrowhead (“bodkin”). Photo by Peter Bartl.
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bodkins in contexts dated to the Middle Phrygian level 
(800-600 BC)207. The Urartian sites Ayanis208 and Toprak-
kale209 yielded further iron bodkins of this type, as did 
the Assyrian site of Dur-Katlimmu / Tell Sheikh Hamad210. 
This type of iron bodkin is also attested at Lachish in mod-
ern day Israel, in a context associated with the Assyrian 
destruction of 701 BC211. 

In conclusion, both the morphology and the uncertain 
archaeological context of the Gird-i Bazar arrowhead do 
not point unequivocally to an Iron Age date and leave 
open the possibility that this object originated in a later, 
post-Iron Age period. Anja Hellmuth Kramberger (pers. 
comm.), noting the considerable ledge which distinguish-
es the Gird-i Bazar find from the Iron Age specimens dis-
cussed, suggests two much later possible parallels: First-
ly, an arrowhead type common from the late Hellenistic 
through Middle Roman period, i.e. the late first century 
BC to late second century AD212, and secondly, an arrow-
head from a Middle Islamic occupation level at Bastam 
in Western Iran213. A more recent date may be suggested 
also by the fact that while the Gird-i Bazar point exhib-
its surface rust, the overall shape is still essentially intact 
and that the object is much less corroded than the similar 
published examples dating to the Iron Age.

At present, no textual or archaeological evidence sup-
ports the production of cast iron objects in the Near East 
before the medieval period214, and during the first millen-
nium BC this technology is attested in China only215. Con-
sequently, if traces of casting were visible on the Gird-i 
Bazar bodkin, an Iron Age date could be excluded with 
certainty. Macroscopic observations of the surface of 
the arrowhead have not revealed traces of casting. How-
ever, this does not mean that this object was forged by 
hammering only since it is possible that it was cast and 
subsequently hammered, thus deleting traces of the first 
procedure. A future microscopic analysis of this item may 
help determine its manufacturing technology and there-
fore date.

207 Thornton/Pigott 2011: 146. 
208 Szudy 2015, 27, 193-195, 251, pl. 23; Derın/Muscarella 2001, 189-191.
209 Szudy 2015, 27, 196-199, pl. 24; Wartke 1990, 127, pl. 39: b.8, fig. 32n.
210 Hellmuth Kramberger 2016, 95, no. 106.
211 Szudy 2015, 27, 217, pl. 24; Rothenberg 1975, 75, pl. 36: 12; pl. 29: 4; pl. 

36: 13; Gottlieb 2004, 1932, fig. 27.4: 15-20; fig. 27.6: 16-17.
212 Gaitzsch 2005, 143: “Pergamon Type G”.
213 Kroll 1988, 158.
214 Moorey 1994, 285.
215 Wagner 2008, 159-169.

D3.2.4  Perforated metal object  

(Fig. D3.4)

Registration number: 271927:003:005
Material: metal (iron ?).
Dimensions: length 3.70 cm, width 4.30 cm, thickness 

0.30 cm.
Weight: 16 g.

This small metal object is of unknown function. Although 
its surface is heavily corroded and rusted, it could nev-
ertheless be modern in date, given the degree of distur-
bance in the topsoil. It appears to have originally been 
flat although it is now bent, possibly accidentally after its 
use life. One edge appears to be more smoothly rounded 
than the other three edges. Quadrangular in shape, with 
a perfectly circular hole with a diameter of 1.0 cm roughly 
in the centre, the object could have served as part of a 
weapon or tool, but its precise function is difficult to de-
termine. The material has not been scientifically analysed 
in the field, but its appearance suggests it is made of iron 
or an iron alloy. 

Fig. D3.4: Perforated metal object. Photo by Peter Bartl.
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D3.2.5 Limestone jar stopper  

(Fig. D3.5)

Registration number: 269929:005:011 
Material: limestone.
Dimensions: length 6.10 cm, width 8.10 cm, height 7.40 cm.
Weight: 411 g.

This stone object was recovered in the large kiln in the 
Connecting Trench (Ch. C4.4) together with a consider-
able amount of pottery. This object shows a roughly cy-
lindrical stem, rounded at the bottom, with a wider, disc-
shaped top. Around the top irregular striations are visible. 
The shape of this object suggests it could be a jar stopper, 
belonging to the type of “mushroom stoppers”216. This 
type of stopper, in clay or stone, was frequent in Bronze 
and Iron Age sites of the Near East. The context of this ob-
ject, although it ensures an Iron Age date, does not clarify 
its function as it was most likely thrown into the kiln after 
the latter went out of use.

D3.2.6 Three limestone pounders  
(Fig. D3.6)

Registration numbers: 267931:014:036; 271927:030:006; 
271928:065:004

Material: limestone.
Dimensions: a) length 7.50 cm, width 8.20 cm, height 

6.60  cm; b) length: 8.30 cm, width: 8.40 cm, height: 
7.30 cm; c) length 5.80 cm, width 6.70 cm, height 4.70 cm. 

Weight: a) n/a; b) 500 g; c) 236 g.

216 E.g. Tall Jawa in Jordan: Daviau 2002, 175; Ugarit / Ras Shamra: 
Elliott 1991, fig. 12: 1-3.

The first worked pebble (267931:014:036) has a rough-
ly spherical shape, with no visible pecking marks on its 
surface. Stone tools such as this are often interpreted as 
pounders used in conjunction with a working surface to 
pound or crush foodstuffs or other substances217. Interest-
ingly, this object was found on a floor made of stone slabs 
in “Building G” (Ch. C5.3.2). Associated materials were 
charcoal particles and pottery sherds, which could indi-
cate that some sort of activity involving fire occurred in 
this room, perhaps the cooking of food. 

217 Wright 1992, 71.

Fig. D3.5: Limestone jar stopper. Photo by Peter Bartl.

Fig. D3.6: Three limestone pounders. Photos by Peter Bartl.
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A very similar worked stone (271927:030:006) comes 
from the fill of the pit in “Outdoor Area 1” (Ch. C3.2.1), 
and thus from a secondary context. This example shows 
pecking marks on its surface, which may be traces of the 
manufacturing process. It may have had a similar func-
tion to the first pebble (267931:014:036) before it was per-
haps discarded into the pit. 

A third worked pebble (271928:065:004) is very sim-
ilar to those already discussed and comes from the fill 
above the floor (Locus Group Lgr:018) in “Building B” 
(Ch. C3.2.6). Its context does not help clarify its function; 
hence it is only due to its shape and size that we assume 
it to be a pounder.218 

D3.2.7 Two pebble mortars with two  
depressions  
(Fig. D3.7)

Registration numbers: 267931:023:002 and 271927:030:005
Material: limestone.
Dimensions: a) length: 11.30 cm, width: 9.70 cm; b) length: 

8.80 cm, width: 7.90 cm, height: 3.50 cm.
Weight: n/a

These two stone objects display two shallow depressions 
on opposite sides of an otherwise unmodified pebble. Peb-
ble mortars (also called cupmarks) such as these are a com-
mon feature of the ground stone tool repertoire of the Near 
East and Eastern Mediterranean ever since prehistoric 
times, and they were usually used to crush small food ma-
terials (such as seeds or herbs) or minerals219. The presence 
of two depressions was likely an efficient way of reusing 
the same device without having to obtain another cobble. 

The first pebble mortar (267931:023:002) has a flat shape, 
roughly triangular in plan view, with a shallow depression 
on each side, each with a diameter of 3.5 cm and 0.5 cm 
deep. In each depression, pecking marks are visible. The 
context of this object does not help determine its function 
as it was found in the filling of “Building H” (Ch. C5.4.3).

The second pebble mortar (271927:030:005) was found 
in the fill of the pit in “Outdoor Area 1” (Ch. C3.2.1), and 
therefore derives from a secondary context. It is made of 
the same type of limestone as the first specimen and dis-
plays a flat body roughly rounded in plan view with two 
depressions on the opposite sides. The depressions are 

218 A further potential pounder was found in Grave 25 of the Eastern 
Trench (271927:005:003); it is unlikely that it was part of the grave 
goods and it is more probable that it ended up in the grave fill 
when this was covered up.

219 Eitam 2009, 90; Stroulia 2010, fig. 27; Wright 1992, 65.

2.7  cm in diameter and 0.6 cm deep. One of the depres-
sions shows circular irregular striations on its sides. 

D3.2.8 Two basalt polishers  
(Fig. D3.8)

Registration numbers: 271928:038:003 and 271928:038:004
Material: basalt (?).
Dimensions: a) length: 6.80 cm, width: 7 cm, height: 6.30 cm; 

b) length: 7 cm, width: 7.90 cm, height: 6.80 cm.
Weight: a) 456 g; b) 457 g.

A roughly spherical, worked stone with four very flat sides 
and shining surfaces (271928:038:003) is made of a dark 
green, hard and compact stone, perhaps basalt. The flat 
and shiny sides may indicate that this tool was used as a 
polisher to smooth other hard surfaces or to polish/bur-
nish pottery. The context of this object does not help re-
construct its function as it was found in the topsoil above 

“Courtyard 2” (Ch. C3.2.2). From the same context stems 
a second specimen (271928:038:004), made of the same 
raw material and with a similar shape, including the flat 
and shiny sides. Both tools may thus have had the same 
function as polishers. 

D3.2.9 Perforated stone  
(Fig. D3.9)

Registration number: 271929:001:002
Material: limestone.
Dimensions: length: 15 cm, width: 16.40, height: 5.40 cm. 
Weight: 1800 g.

This is a flat and in plan view roughly circular stone, with 
well-shaped edges and a hole in its centre, surrounded by 
a round, funnel-shaped depression. It was likely flaked/
pecked into its sub-circular shape, though pecking marks 
are not visible. The perforation has a biconical section. 
The stone was therefore perforated by making conical 
holes on both sides, which then met in the middle. 

Similarly perforated stone tools are quite common in 
the Near East, occurring already in prehistoric times220, 
but their function still remains uncertain, as the great va-
riety of definitions used in the publications shows. They 
are sometimes interpreted as weights for hammers to 

220 Wright 1992, 74.
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Fig. D3.7: Two pebble mortars with two depressions. Photo by Peter Bartl.

Fig. D3.8: Two basalt polishers. Photo by Peter Bartl.
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be mounted on a wooden handle221, lathe flywheels222, 
or post-sockets223. Another possibility is that they were 
used together with digging sticks, which were attached 
to a plough to loosen the soil224. Unfortunately, the Gird-i 
Bazar example comes from the topsoil of Square 271929, 
which prevents its function and date from being estab-
lished with certainty. 

D3.2.10 Stone pendant or weight  
(Fig. D3.10)

Registration number: 271929:001:003
Material: stone.
Dimensions: length: 3.5 cm, width: 2.90 cm, height: 1.30 cm. 
Weight: 16 g.

This stone object, made from unidentified raw material, 
has an ovoid shape, which appears to be natural, and 
shows a small pierced hole on one end. While its func-
tion cannot be determined, the presence of the small hole 
makes it seem possible that it was hung from a string and 
may therefore have been used as a pendant or weight. As 
it was found in the topsoil of Square 271929, its date is 
not clear. 

221 Elliott 1991, 36.
222 Sass/Cinamon 2006, fig.18: 24.
223 Wright 1992, 74.
224 Czichon/Werner 1998, 243.

D3.3  Concluding remarks

Generally speaking, the small finds from the 2015 exca-
vations at Gird-i Bazar represent an assemblage of small, 
somewhat humble objects that seem to be predominant-
ly domestic in nature. There are no obvious elite goods. 
There is no strong indication of a military presence, apart 
from the iron arrowhead (whose date, however, is not 
clear: Ch. D3.2.3). 

Particularly striking is the absence of large ground 
stone tools, such as querns and large mortars, from the 
floor surfaces, since these tools are very often associated 
with domestic contexts involved in food production activ-
ities. The Iron Age levels of the nearby site of Qalat Said 
Ahmadan225 in the northern Peshdar Plain, for example, 
have produced large ground stone tools. The absence of 
such tools at Gird-i Bazar, coupled with the scarcity of 
animal bones found on the floor levels (Ch. D1), may sug-
gest that food was processed outside the buildings and 
portions of buildings excavated in the 2015 season, and 
that other areas of the site (indoor and/or outdoor) were 
dedicated to this activity. Alternatively, one could suggest 
that, when the site was abandoned, large ground stone 
tools were removed or discarded. Melissa Rosenzweig’s 
future analysis of micro- and macro-plant remains from 
the floor levels should improve our understanding of the 
dynamics of food processing and consumption within the 
buildings of Gird-i Bazar.

225 Tsuneki et al. 2015, 36-37.

Fig. D3.9: Perforated stone. Photo by Peter Bartl.

Fig. D3.10: Stone pendant or weight. Photo by Peter Bartl.
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F. Janoscha Kreppner and Karen Radner

The inaugural season of the Peshdar Plain Project yielded 
important new data for the period from the 9tʰ to the 7tʰ 
century BC when the Assyrian Empire controlled the re-
gion. The first season of fieldwork at tiny Gird-i Bazar has 
proven it to be a remarkably interesting and surprising 
site. The initial inspection by Karen Radner and Adam B. 
Stone in February 2015 revealed walls visible in the south 
section created by bulldozing. In addition, the tops of the 
roughly parallel walls sat very close to the surface in the 
remaining part of the site. Prior to the commencement of 
fieldwork in summer 2015, the assumption was that the 
stratigraphy of the site would be relatively straightfor-
ward. 

Radner’s initial hypothesis had been that the small 
site of Gird-i Bazar might be a self-contained Neo-Assyr-
ian farmstead (kapru). These are well known from textal 
sources226 but relatively limited information has been 
retrieved archaeologically. The best known site is Tell 
 Boueid I227 in the Khabur valley, which was excavated in 
its entirety by a Syrian team from Aleppo Museum be-
tween 1992-2000; but very little of the work on this ex-
tended farmstead with numerous under-floor burials has 
been published228. In May 1992, an Iraqi team briefly exca-
vated a few trenches on a comparable settlement at Tell 
Kiber 1 in the Jezirah229, exposing a rich burial underneath 
the floor of one of the rooms. As rewarding as thorough-
ly investigating such a farmstead site would have been, 
Gird-i Bazar is a very different beast.

The architecture uncovered at Gird-i Bazar is not that 
of a single, extended building, as the farmsteads are, but 
instead a conglomeration of modest single-room building 
exhibiting an elaborate sequence of building phases and 
relationships. Hence, walls that are not properly aligned 

226 Fales 1990, 102-105; Fales 2014, 235.
227 Not to be confused with the nearby Neolithic site Tell Boueid II: 

Nieuwenhuyse/Suleiman 2002.
228 A. Suleiman in Al-Maqdissi 1995, 164-170: Hanlon 2010 (collection 

of photographs taken in 1995). Kreppner and Radner visited the site 
in 1998 as part of the Tell Sheikh Hamad mission directed by Hart-
mut Kühne. There used to be a showcase in the Aleppo Museum 
displaying some of the finds from Tell Boueid. 

229 Altaweel 2007, 126-129.

define self-contained spaces and there is evidence for the 
repair and addition of walls. This apparently “simple” site 
is beginning to reveal the complex history of its construc-
tion and occupation. We have the superb opportunity to 
investigate a virtually unknown type of Assyrian residen-
tial area and learn about the lifestyle of non-elite popula-
tions of the Assyrian Empire. 

At Gird-i Bazar, the first excavation campaign in summer 
2015 brought to light architectural features and well-strat-
ified contexts that confirm that it is a key site for our un-
derstanding of the settlement pattern of the Peshdar and 
Raniyah plains during the early first millennium BC. More-
over, the ¹⁴C analyses of two charcoal fragments resulting 
in post quem dates of the late 9tʰ century BC (Ch. C2.1) con-
firm the first chronological evaluation of pottery carried 
out by Jessica Giraud’s MFAGS survey team in 2013, which 
allocated the site to the Iron Age horizon. The 8tʰ century 
BC context is further supported by the recent discovery of 
a Neo-Assyrian cuneiform tablet dated to 725 BC at near-
by Qalat-i Dinka (Ch. B1). Our ability to securely date it to 
the Neo-Assyrian period makes the Gird-i Bazar pottery 
repertoire a chronological benchmark for the wider region. 

Until recently, Gird-i Bazar covered an area of 0.5 ha, 
of which, however, the third on the southern part of the 
settlement was destroyed by the construction of a poultry 
farm in the winter of 2014/15. Our excavation took place 
inside the fenced-off area surrounding this farm where 
we excavated an area of 204 m² and of a length of 65 m 
in west-eastern direction. The results of the magneto-
meter survey indicate that the occupation did not extend 
towards the north of the fence. It is likely that it extended 
towards west, but this area has not yet been investigated.

We identified one main occupation period at Gird-i 
Bazar, with a short-lived squatter occupation occurring 
shortly afterwards and a third, spatially limited occupa-
tion at a much later time before the site was used as a 
burial ground. With these considerations in mind, Gird-i 
Bazar can be classified as a single period site. 

During the main occupation period, the walls were 
erected and the original floors laid down on the virgin soil 
and the resultant settlement of single-room buildings was 
first used. This occupation certainly dates to the Neo-As-
syrian period. We have identified nine buildings (most 
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only partially excavated) around an open space contain-
ing a kiln: three buildings are situated on the eastern side 
of the square and six on its western side. At the moment, 
we assume that they are single-room buildings, but this is 
a preliminary and tentative assessment as most of them 
have only been partially excavated. Between the buildings 
run uncovered alleys. 

The walls of the first occupation period were built di-
rectly on the virgin soil. The lower parts are constructed 
with up to three layers of medium-sized stone cobbles of 
a height of about 40-50 cm, above which a superstruc-
ture of mud bricks was erected. “Building A” (= “Room 
3”) provides clear evidence for the existence of the mud 
superstructure (Ch. C3.2.3). Floors were made of trodden 
earth. Several installations were found in and between 
rooms, such as thresholds, door sockets, and podiums. 
It is striking that the buildings yielded very few objects, 
very few animal bones, and no conflagration debris. No 
signs of obvious destructions have been found. It seems 
that at least some of the buildings were emptied and their 
floors swept before they were abandoned. An important 
exception is “Building G” (Ch. C5.3.2) in the western part 
of the settlement, where a pounder and some vessels were 
found in situ with burnt material. In general, however, 
very few complete vessels have been recovered as the re-
covered pottery sherds were in a rather fragmented state. 
It seems that these ceramics were garbage, trodden into 
the floors or intentionally disposed of in the pit and the 
kiln. Crucially, the pottery assemblages from the original 
floors of the buildings in the eastern and western parts of 
the settlement as well as from the pit and the kiln contain 
the same shapes and fabrics (Ch. D2.5.1).

During the following period of re-occupation, the origi-
nal layout of the settlement was adapted: some walls were 
modified and new floors constructed whereas several 
buildings were altogether abandoned. This second period 
can be characterised as a squatter occupation of the orig-
inal settlement and presumably occurred not long after 
its abandonment. Once carbonised seeds have been iso-
lated from the light fraction resulting from flotation (Ch. 
D1.3.1.2) of the material excavated in 2015 on the two floor 
levels and have undergone ¹⁴C analyses, the fine chronol-
ogy of the site will emerge more clearly. One of the goals 
of the 2016 campaign will be to better understand the life 
histories of the buildings in use during the first occupa-
tion period and how everyday activities were organised 
on the site.

A much later and much more limited third occupation 
phase was recognised in the 2015 excavations, but as of 
now only in Square 268930 of the Connecting Trench 
where a wall and a surface overlie the older structures 
(Ch. C4.6). A sherd from this surface is very tentatively 

identified as Late Sassanid-Early Islamic (c. 7tʰ century 
AD), which may provide a first indication of the date of 
this occupation phase (Ch. §D2.5).

Gird-i Bazar is located in the western anticlinals of the 
Zagros in the Border March of the Palace Herald, the fron-
tier region of the Assyrian Empire where, as textual sourc-
es indicate, relations were negotiated with the adjoining 
client kingdoms in the Zagros, most importantly Mannea 
(south of Lake Urmiye), Ḫubuškia in the Sardasht Plain 
and (at least until the late 8tʰ century BC) Muṣaṣir in the 
Rowanduz Plain  (Ch. B1). This location makes Gird-i Ba-
zar a very important site as we can gather data enabling 
us to understand the local cultural developments in such 
a frontier zone, including the interaction of different cul-
tural influences from the Assyrian heartland in the west 
and the Zagros polities to the north and the east. 

The material culture and especially the pottery from 
Gird-i Bazar can be expected to reflect this composite 
cultural landscape, and the first analyses have indeed re-
vealed close comparisons with materials from Central As-
syria and from Western Iran. Further work will deepen our 
understanding, also of the chronological implications. We 
are pleased that Western Iranian Iron Age specialist Zah-
ra Hashemi (Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, Paris) 
is joining the team for the 2016 season at Gird-i Bazar, 
especially as she has first-hand knowledge of the material 
from Sangtarashan and Murani in Luristan, where Irani-
an excavations are on-going. We also intend to collaborate 
with Reza Heidari of West Azerbaijan Cultural Heritage 
and Tourism Department who has recently taken over the 
Iranian excavations at nearby Rabat Tepe230.

Modest Iron Age settlements such as Gird-i Bazar are 
not often targeted by excavation. In the Assyrian Empire, 
most excavations have focused on larger settlements, usu-
ally fortified cities that were imperial or provincial capitals, 
unearthing temples, palaces and elite residential archi-
tecture. In western Iran, where fortresses and cemeteries 
have traditionally found most attention, the closest com-
parison is provided by the occupation in the “village” in 
the lower town of Baba Jan, level I231. Here, we find good 
parallels for the stone architecture of Gird-i Bazar: in both 
sites, buildings of a slightly irregular layout are construct-
ed of walls whose lower parts are made of medium-sized 

230 A very useful summary of the work conducted so far is provided by 
Reade/Finkel 2014.

231 Goff 1985, 1: Parts of a village were unearthed “in the flat saddle 
between the East and Central Mounds in three small trenches, P, Q 
and R. (…) The best preserved section of the village appears to have 
been in the area of the saddle where we uncovered part of a small 
rectangular house with stone walls of about half a metre thick. Any 
mudbrick superstructure had long since been ploughed away.” 
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cobbles with mud brick superstructures above. As most 
previous excavations in the Assyrian heartland and in the 
provinces of the empire tended to focus on large centres, 
the Assyrian occupation of Gird-i Bazar is of great interest. 
It certainly represents a non-elite settlement and possibly 
a production complex, as suggested by the kiln in the cen-
tre of the square (Ch. C4.4). In Central Assyria, the small 
site of Khirbet Qasrij232 on the Tigris, briefly investigated 
during rescue excavations undertaken in 1985 by the Brit-
ish Museum in connection with the construction of the 
Eski Mosul dam, provides a close comparison for our kiln, 
as both structures are similar in size and have a bell-like 
shape in plan view. The kiln at Bazar has only been par-
tially uncovered in 2015 and its excavation will continue in 
2016 under the expert supervision of kiln specialist Silvia 
Amicone (University College London) who will sample the 
structure and conduct post-excavation analyses. 

The first season at Gird-i Bazar has proven our excava-
tion and registration methods to be highly efficient while 
at the same time tailored to produce detailed, geo-refer-
enced data, including bioarchaeological and geoarchaeo-
logical samples, that enable us to make an entirely new 
contribution to understanding life on the eastern frontier 
of the Assyrian Empire. In the summer of 2016, the com-
plete excavation of the kiln structure and of the partially 

232 Curtis 1989. Curtis (2003, 163-164) dates Khirbet Qasrij to the 
post-Assyrian period, mainly because of the presence of unfamiliar 

“bowls with inverted and thickened rims and jars with folder rims”, 
but this is not at all certain.

uncovered single-room buildings will serve to further elu-
cidate Gird-i Bazar’s layout and function. 

But while we still have much to learn about the oc-
cupational history of Gird-i Bazar, the new data derived 
from Mark Altaweel’s geoarchaeological work (Ch. B2) 
and the surface survey headed by Jessica Giraud (Ch. B3) 
in the surrounding Bora Plain have turned out to be of im-
mense importance for Gird-i Bazar’s overall assessment. 
Our future work will aim to contextualise its role within 
the much larger “Dinka settlement complex”. The recent 
start of excavations on Qalat-i Dinka is a first step in this 
direction. A sounding on the western slope conducted 
by Janoscha Kreppner, Hero Salih Ahmed, Andrea Squi-
tieri and Awaz Jihad in May 2016 has revealed building 
remains (Fig. E.1) associated with ceramics, which are 
closely comparable to those of the main occupation phase 
at Gird-i Bazar. Moreover, they confirm the results of 
Jörg Fassbinder’s 2015 magnetometer survey in that area 
(Ch. B4.3), date these into the Neo-Assyrian period and 
provide a first insight into the archaeological context of 
the slave sale contract dated to 725 BC found in that part 
of the site in 2013 (Ch. B1). In combination with the 2015 
excavations at Gird-i Bazar these first results therefore 
provide a good footing for planning future work on the  

“Dinka settlement complex”.

Fig. E.1: The area excavated on the western slope of Dinka in May 2016. Orthophoto by Andrea Squitieri.
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magnetometer survey at Mujeser

Jörg Fassbinder

Textual sources indicate that in the early first millennium 
BC, the kingdom of Muṣaṣir or Ardini, as the Urartians 
called it, was part of the string of buffer states between 
the rival powers of Assyria and Urartu233. The capital city 
housed the famous temple of Ḫaldi (looted by Sargon II 
of Assyria in 714 BC) but its exact localisation is unknown. 

Although the textual sources offer sound reasons to 
look for the small kingdom of Muṣaṣir in the general re-
gion of Rowanduz, archaeological research has been very 
limited there since C. F. Lehmann-Haupt (1926) first vis-
ited the area in 1915. After that, the brief investigation of 
Rainer M. Boehmer and Wolfram Kleiss in 1973 is the only 
work of note. Boehmer suggested looking for Muṣaṣir in 
the vicinity of Sidekan (Baradost) where a village with a 
very similar name is situated: Mujeser (also Mudjesir or 
Muğēsir), the name of this village, cannot be explained 
with Arabic or Kurdish etymologies234. When Boehmer 
and Kleiss surveyed Mujeser in 1973 they detected and 
mapped the remains of a ruined fortress on top of a rocky 
outcrop (Qalat Mujeser; 36° 47’ 40” N, 44° 37’ 37” E) that 
shows strong similarities to Urartian architecture. More-
over, two Iron Age stone column bases were found in an 
area on the foot of the outcrop (36° 48’ 01” N, 44° 37’ 47” 
E). Boehmer235 therefore proposed that the city of Muṣaṣir 
with the temple of Ḫaldi should be located there, in the 
vicinity of the modern village of Mujeser, today part of 
the district of Soran (formerly Diyana) in the province of 
Erbil, Kurdish Autonomous Region of Iraq. 

The possibility to undertake a geophysical survey at Qa-
lat Mujeser in June 2014 offered a rare chance to continue 
and further the archaeological research in this region. In 
cooperation with teams from Boston University (headed 
by Michael Danti236) and LMU Munich (headed by Chris-
tian K. Piller) and with the kind assistance of the Erbil 
Directorate of Antiquities, Jörg Fassbinder (Bayerisches 

233 Radner 2012, 245-254.
234 Boehmer 1973.
235 Boehmer 1973; 1979; 1995; 1998; Boehmer/Fenner 1973.
236 Danti 2014.

Landesamt für Denkmalpflege, Munich) oversaw the geo-
physical prospection on two sites, aiming to check Boeh-
mer’s observations and to map the ancient fortress and 
other archaeological features. In the following, we present 
the results of the magnetometer survey and offer first in-
terpretations. After compiling the archaeological and his-
torical literature on Mujeser, Ruben Davtyan and Marion 
Scheiblecker (LMU Munich) assisted with the fieldwork 
on site. We are grateful to all our cooperation partners as 
well as for the logistical and financial support provided by 
Adelheid Otto (LMU Munich). We use this opportunity to 
present this work in the context of the first results of the 
nearby Peshdar Plain Project in the hope that our research 
at Mujeser will further elucidate the historical geography 
of the eastern frontier of the Assyrian Empire.

F1.  Methods

In view of the mountainous terrain, we used a caesium 
magnetometer in a handheld duo-sensor configuration237. 
In this configuration, the instrument tolerates tilting of 
the caesium probes and thus allows surveying rough and 
uneven topography as that of Qalat Mujeser  (Fig. F.1). 
The instrument measures the Earth’s magnetic field with 
a sensitivity of ±10.0 pT (Picotesla). Measurements were 
taken in a grid of 40×40 m, with a sampling interval of 
12.5 cm and 50 cm traverse intervals. In June 2014, the di-
urnal variations of the Earth’s magnetic field at Mujeser 
were in the range of 47.600 ± 20 nT (Qalat Mujeser; Ch. 
F2) and 47.620 ± 80 nT (survey area near the road; Ch. F3).

A handheld Kappa meter (SM-30, ZHinstruments, Brno, 
Czech Republic) was used to take magnetic volume sus-
ceptibility measurements in order to assess the magnetic 
properties of the topsoil, the geology and the rocks used 
for the ancient stone buildings. The bedrock consists of 
highly metamorphic schist rock, displaying a low magnet-

237 Fassbinder/Gorka 2009.
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ic susceptibility of c. 0.1 × 10-3 [SI] units. The topsoil was 
affected by fire and displayed values of c. 1-4 × 10-3 [SI] 
units (Fig. F.2a-d). The enrichment of magnetic minerals 
in the topsoil compared to the bedrock is thus tenfold and 
sometimes even thirtyfold. This explains the high mag-
netic contrast of the archaeological features which gives 
rise to a relatively high range and dynamic of ± 40-50 nT 
in the total intensity of the magnetic anomalies.

F2.  The magnetometer survey at Qalat Mujeser: 
an Iron Age fortress

Qalat Mujeser is a topographically exposed hilly outcrop 
near the modern village of Mujeser, which affords an ex-
cellent view over the region (Fig. F.1). Because of this, the 
site was used militarily until very recently, latterly to posi-
tion field artillery; it also presented a military target. The 
site therefore is greatly damaged by the impact of rockets 
and grenades and littered by shrapnel and modern iron 
fragments. In addition, the top and the south-eastern part 
of the site were heavily destroyed by bulldozers and tanks. 
After cleaning the surface from metal pieces and shrap-
nel we focused the magnetometer survey on the better 
preserved areas of Qalat Mujeser, including its top where 
some parts of the central part of the ancient fortress are 
still visible.

As a result, our survey area covered the top of Qalat 
Mujeser, a portion of the outer wall and the north-west-
ern part of the site, which follows the natural topography 
and forms a triangle. The resulting magnetogram was ex-
tremely clear (Fig. F.3a). The magnetometer data strong-
ly suggested that the entire fortress was destroyed and 
damaged by fire. This interpretation was verified by in 

situ measurements of the magnetic susceptibility of the 
topsoil in this area (Fig. F.2c). It is this exposure to high 
temperatures that enables us to trace the outline of the 
building in great detail. Not only did the walls show up 
very clearly as positive magnetic anomalies but even tow-
ers, bastions and risalits (avant-corps) were observed at 
the central building and the outer fortification wall. More-
over, the magnetometer results complement Boehmer’s 
1973 ground plan of the site very well (Fig. F.3b). A slight 
correction of the geographical north direction was neces-
sary. But this is likely due to the fact that Boehmer and 
Kleiss used a magnetic compass for the determination of 
the north direction without a correction of the declination. 
Moreover, the magnetic north direction has probably also 
changed by some degree since 1973. 

The first magnetogram is of the top of the site and cov-
ers the inner fortress. This building has the typical layout 
and ground plan of an Urartian fortress238. The outer di-
mensions of the fortress measure 12×40 m, as was already 
known from the mapping of Boehmer and Kleiss. But the 
new magnetometer data give us insight into the room 
layout of the fortress. Although the walls are only just 
visible since they merely exhibit a slight negative (white) 
anomaly, we can still clearly discern the foundations and 
the floor plan due to the high magnetic values of the 
burned soil. Five internal walls divide the central building 
into six sections. The two central sections measure c. 10×8 
m while the two pairs of outer sections to the north and 
south measure c. 10×5 m. The southern-most and north-
ern-most section are each further divided by another in-
ternal wall so that each of the resulting rooms measures 
c. 5×5 m. Unless it results from modern destruction, the 
gap in the north-eastern wall could indicate the entrance 
to this central building. Stones from its walls consist of 
metamorphic and green serpentine rocks, which exhibit 
rather high values of magnetic susceptibility (Fig. F.2a). 

This central building is surrounded by a rectangular 
wall of c. 29×58 m, parts of which were still visible above 
the ground in 1973 and are therefore indicated in Boeh-
mer’s map. Further parts of these foundations could now 
be observed with the magnetometer on the western side 
of the central building. However, our data do not allow 
us to decide whether it was merely a terracing wall or a 
raised wall enclosing the central building. It seems more 
likely that this wall demarcated a platform or raised area, 
but excavation is needed to clarify this issue. 

The second magnetogram is of the triangular north- 
western part of the site, enclosed by the circular outer 

238 Kleiss 1983, fig. 8c.

Fig. F.1: View towards the rocky outcrop of Qalat Mujeser, 
from the south. Photo by Jörg Fassbinder.
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fortifications. Our results show that this area was divided 
from the fortress on the top by an inner fortification wall. 
The magnetometer survey allowed us to detect and trace 
the gate leading from this area into the inner fortification 
ring. Inside this area we observed rectangular pits and 
traces of postholes that were carved into the soft bedrock. 

In summary, the magnetometer measurements not only 
completed and furthered the observations and the map 
of Boehmer and Kleiss (Fig. F.3c) but provided sound evi-
dence that the Iron Age fortress of Qalat Mujeser was de-
stroyed by fire.

F3.  The magnetometer survey near the modern 
road to Mujeser: the temple of Ḫaldi?

The second area of the 2014 magnetometer survey is situ-
ated at the foot of Qalat Mujeser, separated by about 20 
m and the modern road leading to the village of Mujeser 
from the steep slope of the rocky outcrop to the south. 

The topographical situation is that of a bulge cut into the 
rather soft bedrock at the entrance to the village. On one 
side, the modern road follows this bulge near the rocky 
outcrop of Qalat Mujeser, while on its other side, a slightly 
sloped area leads down to the Sidekan river. Like on Qalat 
Mujeser, the bedrock in this area consists of soft schist. 
An Assyrian source of the 13tʰ century BC describes the 
city of Muṣaṣir as “the holy city founded in bedrock”239, 
and one can easily imagine such a construction in this 
geological context. Here, Boehmer and Kleiss encoun-
tered in their surface survey Iron Age surface ceramics 
and building remains including Urartian and Achaemenid 
column bases (Fig. F.4)240. If Mujeser is identified with 
Muṣaṣir this area is a good candidate for the location 
of the ancient sanctuary of Muṣaṣir’s god Ḫaldi, whose 
depiction as part of the wall decoration of the palace of 

239 Radner 2012, 246.
240 Boehmer/Fenner 1973, 491; 1995, 446-447.

Fig. F.2: Magnetic susceptibility measurements taken in June 2014 with a Kappa meter of different materials encountered at Qalat 
Mujeser: (a) rock used for the construction of the building; (b) bed rock consisting of schist; (c) typical topsoil; (d) archaeological 
layer which was exposed to a high temperature fire. Photos by Jörg Fassbinder.
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Fig. F.3a: Boehmer’s ground map of Qalat Mujeser combined with the 2014 magnetograms. Smartmag SM4G-Special caesium ma-
gnetometer, sensitivity ±10 pT, variometer (duo-sensor) configuration, spatial resolution 12.5×50 cm, interpolated to 25×25 cm, total 
intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field at the site in June 2014: c. 47,600 ± 30 nT. Grey shade plot in 256 greyscales from positive 
(black) to white (negative), processed by reduction to a square mean value. Prepared by Jörg Fassbinder.
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Fig. F.3b: Interpretation and reconstruction of the site of Qalat Mujeser on the basis of the combination of Boehmer’s ground map 
of Qalat Mujeser and the 2014 magnetograms. Prepared by Jörg Fassbinder.
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Fig. F.3c: The site of Qalat Mujeser, as understood on the basis of the 1973 field survey and the 2014 geophysical survey.  
Prepared by Jörg Fassbinder.
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Sargon II at Dur-Šarruken / Khorsabad is today one of the 
most famous scenes in Assyrian art241.

Our survey area was heavily disturbed by the construc-
tion of a side road and of fences as well as by modern ag-
riculture, including ploughing and irrigation activity and 
a beehive. Thus the accessible area was limited to two 
small sections covering a total of c. 40×60 m (Fig. F.5a). 
Nevertheless, the magnetogram covers large parts of the 
grounds of the hypothetical temple. The results revealed 
on the one hand several rectangular pits, filled with high-
ly magnetic debris, and on the other hand faint traces of 
several rectangular constructions. The latter are interpret-

241 Slab 4 of Room XIII (now lost): Botta/Flandin 1849, pl. 141; Albenda 
1986, pl. 133.

ed as the ground plans of at least three buildings while 
the former may be cellars or storage pits carved into the 
bedrock (Fig. F.5b). Our results do not seem to match the 
expected ground map of a temple, but one cannot exclude 
that the structures identified may still have been asso-
ciated with a sanctuary. Further archaeological work is 
needed to clarify the situation.

F4.  Conclusions

Our working conditions at Mujeser were not entirely ide-
al, as the time available for the geophysical survey was 
limited, with negotiations with landowners proving to be 
time consuming and not always successful, Moreover, the 
recent conflicts in the area caused a great deal of shrap-
nel to lie on the ground, which severely impeded our work. 
Nevertheless, not only did the results of the geophysical 
survey prove the great potential of the magnetometer 
method in this rough terrain, we also gained valuable new 
data that may serve to support Boehmer’s hypothesis that 
Mujeser corresponded to the ancient city of Muṣaṣir.

There seems little doubt that Qalat Mujeser housed a 
well-planned Iron Age fortress that can be compared with 
Urartian fortifications. This structure perished in a great 
fire. The results from the second survey area are less clear 
and cannot easily be marched with the column bases 
found on the surface but this area near the modern road 
to Mujeser is certainly worthy of further investigation 
and remains a good candidate for the location of Ḫaldi’s 
famous temple.

Fig. F.4: View of the survey area near the road to the village 
Mujeser as seen from the north, with Jörg Fassbinder standing 
on top of an Urartian column base.  
Photo by Marion Scheiblecker.
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Fig. F.5b: Interpretation of the magnetograms of the two survey areas north of the modern road to Mujeser (magnetometer grid: 
20×20 m). Prepared by Jörg Fassbinder.

Fig. F.5a: Satellite image of the two survey areas north of the modern road to Mujeser (Bing maps 2015) combined with the 2014 
magnetograms. Magnetograms: Smartmag SM4G-Special caesium magnetometer, sensitivity ±10 pT, variometer (duo-sensor) 
configuration, spatial resolution 12.5×50 cm, interpolated to 25×25 cm, total intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field at the site in 
June 2014: c. 47,620 ± 80 nT. Grey shade plot in 256 greyscales from positive (black) to white (negative), processed by reduction to a 
square mean value. Prepared by Jörg Fassbinder.
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